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ABSTRACT 
 
My original ambition for the research work underpinning this thesis was to study and 
register Portuguese territories with low population density. As explored here, my motivation 
centred on doing research through observing the effects of several years of migration by 
younger generations to main urban centres in Portugal, namely Porto and Lisbon, as this had 
left physical marks in the rural territory. The evidence of human decline was so visible in the 
abandoned buildings, streets and plots of land to the extent that some of these areas looked like 
ghost villages, where a human soul was hard to find. This was the face of depression. 
My approach to social inclusion in settings affected by human and environmental des-
ertification presents a model for transforming oral traditions into something tangible through 
collaboration between artists and artisans, and by (re)presenting this knowledge (back) in new 
ways to rural and urban centres. The present research study has been a journey across architec-
ture and art, Portugal and England and also a journey from urban to rural Portugal. It shows 
that it is possible to retain an authorial voice as an artist, whilst developing a model for partic-
ipation and social inclusion rooted in issues which are shared by a whole nation. It presents a 
form of practice-led research that cherishes the art, as well as the people who live and work 
alongside the artist. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1.  Overview and purpose of the research 
 This thesis is based on practice-led doctoral research focusing on an area of Portugal 
which has been increasingly affected by human and environmental desertification, especially 
since the 1980’s. This particular territorial sample was selected has a case study in order to 
examine the issues resulting from the rural-urban dichotomy. My approach to social inclusion 
in settings affected by human and environmental desertification will offer a contribution to 
knowledge by showing the possibility of transforming oral traditions into something tangible 
through collaboration between artists and artisans and by presenting this knowledge in new 
ways. This research journey will aim to prove an artist can retain an authorial voice and still 
develop a model of collaboration which encourages participation and social inclusion. It will 
aim to illustrate how successful practice-led research can create different forms of art expres-
sion in the process of reinforcing the value in people, their cultural traditions, crafts and inter-
actions. 
In this document, I will explore the use of art-ethnography as a way of encouraging 
social inclusion in rural settings, and its contribution to the development of research work cur-
rently underway at the Portuguese ethnographic museum and research centre, CCR – Centro 
Cultural Raiano. Depopulation and desertification have been affecting the daily lives of thou-
sands of people in rural areas, who have been witnessing the closure of schools, health centres, 
post offices, and other services, as the younger generations migrate to cities or other countries 
offering them better living opportunities. Whole populations have been systematically stripped 
of their rights and resources, and barred from new opportunities. 
The Portuguese economy was greatly affected by the 2007-8 financial crisis with un-
employment growing exponentially. Finding a job became increasingly difficult and the large 
percentage of highly skilled young people were faced with a job market that had virtually noth-
ing to offer them. Rural areas were particularly affected leaving young people with little choice 
but to look for new opportunities elsewhere. As a result, migration increased and led to depop-
ulation, its most evident side effect, and a most relevant subject of study. In 2009, I started 
photographing rural settings in the interior of Portugal and the stark reality of desertification 
began to fascinate me. As a young graduate, myself, eager to practice my profession and keen 
to build an interesting and exciting future, I soon realised that my dream of finding a better 
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way of living might only be fulfilled if I emigrated, as many others were doing. That same 
year, I moved to Manchester. The contrasting realities of this vibrant and industrial urban centre 
and the deserted Portuguese rural landscapes I had left behind were very striking. I now was in 
a new country and meeting new and very different people. Although this presented some ex-
citing challenges, at the same time I felt a need to register those things that linked me to my 
origins. In each of my visits to Portugal I began to feel a special kind of nostalgia that was 
eased by photographing various experiences during this stage in my life.  
The camera became a lens through which I could look at a specific reality. I was now a 
migrant, and a mere visitor each time I stepped in Portuguese soil. While in Britain, I would 
often have reflected on the memories I carried from my home country and how I perceived 
them in relation to my new home. By migrating I had left an empty space behind and had 
unwittingly affected many people and their immediate environment. Knowing that those who 
were emotionally attached to me had wanted me to stay became a burden, one that I still carry 
and will remain with me for the rest of my life. The work I have since developed as an artist 
and architect feeds on narratives and stories from Portugal, the country where I was born. 
My personal journey of self-discovery has become intertwined with my research and 
artistic practice and for this reason I will describe an essential part of this experience. It will 
set the grounds for a comprehensive understanding of my combined career as artist and re-
searcher. The early years in my career were particularly crucial in helping to inspire and define 
a personal and professional path which has led me to where I am today. I graduated in 2004 as 
an architect at Lusiada University, Portugal, and became chartered that same year. I had started 
practicing as an undergraduate student during 2001, when Porto, my home town, became Eu-
ropean Capital of Culture. The city was buzzing with investment, refurbishing old buildings, 
improving public transport and designing new cultural spaces, such as ‘Casa da Música’, an 
auditorium and exhibition space by award winning European architect Rem Koolhaas. It was 
during this booming period in design and construction that I started working in architecture at 
Balfour Beatty, a leading international infrastructure group responsible for several architec-
tural/construction works for Porto European Capital of Culture 2001. I continued working in 
architecture until I graduated and after that I practiced independently until 2009. 
During my training, photography became an important tool for registering the different 
sites before, during and after any intervention. It was a practical work tool for recording the 
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memory of the place. It then became a casual tool for taking stills of Portuguese rural life and 
landscapes. After emigrating I started using photography as a personal recording tool to capture 
specific moments and experiences in my life. Later, in 2011, as I started my doctoral studies I 
decided to use that photographic collection in order to study those locations in more detail. The 
rural stills evidenced the effects of years of migration. They showed evidence of human decline 
in abandoned buildings, empty streets and deserted plots of land. The populations they featured 
resembled ghost villages empty of any human soul. This was the stark face of depression. The 
same year I was awarded a grant by the Arts and Humanities Research Council to develop an 
ongoing research project ‘Design for Desertification’. My work became focussed on the study 
and register of Portuguese territories with low population density. This challenging yet fasci-
nating topic began to inspire me to create installations that would become some of my most 
poignant contemporary art work. In 2012, I founded and curated the ‘21st Century Rural Mu-
seum’, an itinerary exhibition. This involved selected Portuguese and British artists who were 
invited to create artworks about the Portuguese rural world and the impacts of depopulation 
and desertification in these territories. The exhibition encapsulated their vision in a physical 
space with narratives being brought to life in a quest to engage the public in the debate about 
the importance of rural regeneration. The show was structured with a variety of displays – 
photos, sculptures, installations, drawings, etc., – making up a narrative that brought tales of 
rural Portugal to urban audiences. Between 2010 and 2012, I produced three significant collec-
tions of photographs that were integrated in three different large scale art installations: ‘The 
People’s Wall’; ‘My Country Through Your Eyes’ and ‘Women From My Country’. These 
installations are made of black and white portraits featuring the rural inhabitants of Portugal’s 
central region, with their individual stories displayed underneath each photographic portrait. 
These photo installations were featured in the itinerary exhibitions of the ‘21st Century Rural 
Museum’ in public exhibition spaces such as the GDMOA – Guangdong Museum of Art, in 
Guangzhou, China (2013); CAPC – Círculo de Artes Plásticas de Coimbra, Portugal (2013) 
and MUDE – Museu do Design e da Moda, in Lisbon, Portugal (2013).   
My research and artwork were originally inspired by the plight of declining rural com-
munities and the ensuing loss of local traditions. My art installations and sculptures revived 
objects, long forgotten and cast aside, giving them a new artistic identity. Through my art-
works, these objects were reinvented as a way of re-writing their history. For several years, I 
collected furniture that had belonged to migrants from the various communities in Manchester. 
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The contemporary art installation titled ‘Bourgeois’ (2014) comprises four chairs previously 
owned by an Iranian family living in Stockport, Greater Manchester. These were conventional 
dining room chairs used by the family for two decades. The poetics of emigration, a theme 
which is particularly relevant to my generation, is addressed in several of my works, in partic-
ular the sculpture ‘Grapes of Wrath’ (2015), inspired by John Steinbeck’s work. 
The Portuguese government, particularly in the last decade, has endeavoured to free 
itself from certain responsibilities from which the Portuguese people benefitted and had taken 
for granted for many years, and my generation is feeling the effects of it. A great percentage of 
young people are over skilled and remain unemployed (Ferreira, 2016). Young people were 
given easier access to higher education in the last two decades of the 20th century, and were 
thought to have become freer thinkers as Portugal's democratic system evolved, on joining the 
EU in 1986, alongside Spain. As a result, Portuguese mentality evolved, which is evidenced 
by the fact that women are now given the same opportunities as men in the scholarly system. 
As a young woman, I benefitted from this new attitude but was acutely aware that only a few 
generations ago that was not the case. The perfect example of this had been staring me in the 
face: My own grandfather had only allowed his boys to go into Higher Education, limiting the 
girls to achieving no more than the equivalent to an A Level. I recall my mother and my aunts 
telling me this very often. They felt they had been treated extremely unfairly, but could do 
nothing about it, except to ensure my generation would not suffer in the same way.  
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Women are the focal point inspiring narratives in my artistic expression. Most women 
I have interviewed and who inspire my art works had been deprived, in many ways, of their 
freedom, rights, opportunities or resources when they were young. This happened a mere 30 
years ago, at a time when people's still surprisingly backward mentality would isolate and de-
prive women of the ability to choose. Gender is a very powerful subject in the arts, and in my 
artwork, I wanted to represent the beauty and the strength of women in my country as a way 
of celebrating their lives and their role in society. Women are keepers of cultural tradition, they 
carry the heritage of their culture which they share with the younger generations, thus ensuring 
it lives on. When they emigrate, women carry that heritage across borders and share it with 
their offspring, who are born into the new culture and become part of it. Gradually these women 
integrate into the host community and the heritage they carry and share will itself be touched 
by this new culture and evolve. 
As this doctoral study developed, I became increasingly aware of the importance of 
creating artworks that would be relevant both locally and globally. My collecting of objects 
had started in 2010 and it focussed on items that were significant to the rural communities 
which formed the body of my research. One of the most significant was the Adufe, a traditional 
Pic. 1 - People gathered to protest against government austerity policies in the main square of Lisbon, Praça 
do Comércio, 2 March 2013. 
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instrument from the Raia. This is the name commonly used to designate the border area in the 
central region of Portugal. The Adufe could be interpreted as a symbol of the community in 
this region. Women who play this instrument rehearse on a weekly basis and perform several 
times a year in local and national festivities, concerts and processions. I became particularly 
interested in these rehearsals, as these women gathered to practice this instrument, rehearse 
new musical themes and ended up sharing their own personal stories. When I began to observe 
their interactions during rehearsals I realised that a simple object like the Adufe had the power 
of bringing women together to share music, poetry and fascinating narratives. The importance 
of this instrument was now relevant to my research and forming the core of a new artistic form 
of expression. A gigantic blanket of Adufes interlaced with satin ribbon would become my first 
creation. This art installation, ‘The Blanket’, was launched in April 2013 as my own symbol 
for women and for motherhood, in homage to the vital role women play in society locally, in a 
given community, and globally across many different cultures. This would represent the pro-
tecting gesture of a mother covering her child with a warm blanket. 
In the initial stages of my doctoral research I planned and designed several group and 
solo contemporary art exhibitions with a common theme reflecting on depopulation and deser-
tification in Portugal. These led me to create an itinerary exhibition – ‘21st Century Rural Mu-
seum’ – that would share narratives on and memories of migration, depopulation and deserti-
fication through art works in different media. This itinerary exhibition targeted urban audiences 
very distant from the rural reality under analysis. It evolved from venue to venue, resulting in 
very different shows each time. The first was presented at the Portuguese Consulate General 
in Manchester (10th June to 30th September 2012), followed by various prestigious venues in 
Portugal, namely Palácio das Artes – Fábrica de Talentos, Porto (3rd November to 31st De-
cember 2012), CAPC – Círculo de Artes Plásticas de Coimbra, Coimbra (2nd March to 30th 
April 2013) and MUDE – Museu do Design e da Modal, Lisbon (16th May to 30th September 
2013). These shows are documented in the Chapters 3 and 4 and also in the Portfolio of work. 
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This series of itinerary shows gave me the impetus to developed a solo exhibition in 
2013, ‘My Country Through Your Eyes’ at Lisbon’s Jeronimos Monastery, a lavish 15th Cen-
tury building and UNESCO world heritage site. The collective experience from my previous 
projects, i.e. ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ and ‘DfD – Design for Desertification’1, highlighted 
a clear intention of drawing the focus of attention on narratives about the rural areas of Portu-
gal. Along similar lines ‘My Country Through Your Eyes’ took on a more personal dimension, 
strengthening links with the case study location, Idanha-a-Nova, and revealing new accents 
merging into one single project in one iconic place: Portugal’s National Archaeology Museum, 
housed in the Jeronimos Monastery. All of these shows displayed a collection of identities and 
presented specific issues, sampling the Portuguese rural population, raising awareness and en-
riching the debate about the importance of recording oral traditions and cultural memories. 
These exhibitions helped to re-discover the interaction between people and their region in the 
                                                 
1
 ‘DfD – Design for Desertification’ was created in response to the problems of desertification, depopulation and economic decline and it was 
developed in partnership with MIRIAD, Manchester School of Architecture, Idanha-a-Nova Municipality and UNESCO Geopark Naturtejo. 
It features Idanha-a-Nova as case study. 
Pic. 2 – ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary exhibition curated by Cristina Rodrigues, at MUDE – Museu 
do Design e da Moda, in Lisbon, Portugal. 16 May 2013. Photo by André Castanheira. 
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various individual perspectives presented, and they did so in a manner to which local people 
could relate. One of the ambitions of this project had been to encourage the inhabitants of 
Idanha-a-Nova to build a more intimate relationship with their own region and to become more 
confident in communicating their cultural memories and life narratives to a broader audience. 
Photography and ethnographic research methods, such as participant observation and 
open interviews, became the basis for collecting narratives that would instigate my artistic 
practice. My work was also influenced by ethnographers, and here I will focus on one in par-
ticular, José Leite de Vasconcelos (1858 – 1941), a Portuguese ethnographer and archaeologist, 
founder and the first director of the National Archaeology Museum in Portugal. He was one of 
the most significant researchers in his field in the country. Vasconcelos was also the first author 
to write about the legend of the enchanted mooresses, supernatural beings from the fairy tales 
of Portuguese and Galician folklore. As my first solo show this exhibition would represent an 
important turning point in my journey as researcher and artist. I was given the opportunity to 
bring my ethnographically inspired art installations into the ‘home’ of a key Portuguese eth-
nographer and archaeologist to sit alongside historical artefacts that had populated Portuguese 
history and were at the core of Portuguese heritage. 
The research work which forms the basis of this thesis involved library based research 
into ethnography, art-ethnography, migration, depopulation and desertification in the Iberian 
Peninsula. It also involved fieldwork in several villages of the Idanha-a-Nova borough, partic-
ipant observation, qualitative interviews with women from Monsanto and Idanha-a-Nova, as 
well as the use of art-ethnography as a way of collaborating with women who work at the local 
cultural centre CCR – Centro Cultural Raiano. CCR’s leading anthropologist, Paulo Longo, 
was co-curator in some of the exhibitions I designed. He has been a researcher and fieldworker 
in this region since the early 1990’s and our many dialogues helped me to perceive ways which 
could bring me closer to the Idanha community. I was given access to the full CCR ethno-
graphic collection, initially collated by Benjamim Pereira, the most iconic contemporary an-
thropologist and museologist in the country, and later continued by Paulo Longo. The design 
and construction of many of my exhibitions and art works generated long debates with Longo, 
and in turn opened up an array of new possibilities. Over a period of two years, 2012 to 2014, 
I designed and developed art installations for ten exhibitions, and this thesis is a testimonial to 
all of these art works, to how they became possible and to how they have evolved. The exhibi-
tions and art works I produced are described in some detail in Chapters 3 and 4. They are also 
documented in the Portfolio of work. 
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The photographic collection and art installations I produced in collaboration with the 
people of Idanha-a-Nova is my intentional contribution towards building a narrative on the 
lives of such a unique community. 
 
 
  
Pic. 3 – ‘The Blanket’ art installation by Cristina Rodrigues, at Manchester Cathedral, in Manchester, U.K. 
3 July 2014. Photo by RezaKio. 
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1.2. The Research Site 
 
 
Pic. 4 – Map illustrating the territorial limits and geographic location of Idanha-a-Nova Municipality.  
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The aim of the present study is to contextualise depopulation and desertification in 
mainland Portuguese and to establish how these are interconnected. In order to illustrate these 
issues affecting rural communities and to use a real context for debate and analysis, a case 
study was identified. This would allow me to develop a more qualitative study focused on a 
small sample of a population who occupy a rural space and who experience, on a daily basis, 
the kind of issues under analysis. Territorially, one of the biggest Portuguese municipalities 
and also one of the most depopulated is Idanha-a-Nova, so my primary research activity took 
place in this borough, located in the Central Region of Portugal. By electing Idanha-a-Nova as 
case study, I have been able to engage the local community in the debate on how depopulation 
and desertification have impacted on their local economies and how to combat this. Idanha-a-
Nova is a municipality in east central Portugal with a total area of 1,416.4 km² and a total pop-
ulation of 10,929. The municipality is composed of 17 parishes and is located in the district of 
Castelo Branco. The research presented here addresses this whole area, with particular focus 
on the parishes of Idanha-a-Nova, Idanha-a-Velha, Monsanto and Penha Garcia. 
The borough of Idanha-a-Nova is in a geographical area called Raia. The Portuguese 
word Raia is used to refer to areas along the border with Spain. This area is unique in its tradi-
tions, culture and history. Its geographic proximity with Spain allows a very close cultural 
exchange which is present in the social conventions and cultural memories of the communities 
inhabiting both sides of the border. The effect that depopulation has had on their physical en-
vironment is very evident, in these people's narratives. It is also apparent the fear that their oral 
traditions and social conventions might face a similar fate to the many buildings now in a state 
of ruin. In reality, these oral traditions and cultural memories are fading away with many be-
coming unfamiliar to that. 
The themes of migration, depopulation, desertification and economic decline are central 
to understanding places like Idanha-a-Nova and their dynamics. The consequences of several 
years of continuous migration from rural to urban areas are visible in these territories and are 
now part of these people’s recent and past memories. Even the most casual walk around a rural 
village will reveal the abandonment of buildings, namely houses, barns, the post office and the 
local primary school, the latter clearly showing signs that children haven’t been there for a long 
time. This is a mere architectural expression of abandonment which can be observed in the 
degraded state of buildings and other infra-structures. When interviewing local inhabitants, the 
marks migration had left in their memories and the concerns it had raised were quite apparent. 
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So, it became a central element of this practice-led research to highlight the way in which art-
ethnography can contribute to the representation of these places in the present and how it can 
help build a future for these communities. 
 
1.3. Research Question, Aims and Objectives 
My Country Through Your Eyes: Collaborative art-ethnography. An approach to social 
inclusion in settings affected by human and environmental desertification. 
Rural migration and depopulation has been addressed in several geography studies 
(Coimbra, 2001) (Collantes & Pinilla, 2011) (Instituto Nacional de Estatística, 2010) (Pollard, 
1981). Environmental desertification in Europe has been the subject of several geography, ter-
ritorial planning and environmental design studies (Barker, 2002) (Brito, 2010) (Cullet, n.d.) 
(European Space Agency, 2011) (Geenson, et al., 2002) (Geist, 2005) (Lowdermilk, 1935) 
(Ministério do Ambiente, do Ordenamento do Território e do Desenvolvimento Regional, 
2008) (Spooner, 1990) (Theobald, et al., 2005) (Verstraete, 1986) (Walls, 1980). All of these 
studies show depopulation and desertification as two separate issues. Depopulation is described 
as a consequence of migration that took place with more intensity during certain periods of 
time. These studies describe what motivates people to migrate into urban areas, and the search 
for better job opportunities, which in effect can improve quality of life, tends to be top of the 
list, when people choose to migrate. They describe desertification as an environmental phe-
nomenon and do not link it with depopulation.  
My research and thesis address the environment as a whole and apply a similar ap-
proach to that used when analysing a specific site prior to developing an architectural design. 
The population, the environment, local behaviour and cultural habits need to be understood in 
conjunction when designing even something as simple as a house. When carrying out research, 
my experience as an architect surfaces and it becomes second nature to think about population 
and subsequent depopulation, the environment and subsequent desertification, and to think 
about the economy, all as part of a whole system which characterizes the context under analy-
sis, i.e. Idanha-a-Nova.  
The typology of an architectural design responds directly to the findings in an analysis 
that takes place prior to the start of any proposal. Normally this analytical stage consists of 
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interviews with the property developers/owners; site visits; topographical survey and photo-
graphic survey. When designing a new building the first thing to consider is the people who 
will inhabit it, so designing a house for a retired British couple who want to live on the beach 
front in the Algarve, or designing a house for a young couple building a family, are entirely 
different projects. As a start point I would need to interview each couple in order to understand 
their daily routine and habits and only after I would be prepared to start designing. I use my 
experience as an architect to think about their routines and examples would reveal themselves 
completely different, which would feed into the house design to ensure it aligned with their 
expectations and their life styles. With architectural projects, normally the clients select the 
architect, making it far easier for me to interview them as it is already expected to have a few 
meetings to discuss the overall project and the clients’ needs and expectations. By contrast, 
with this research study, interviewing the people of Idanha-a-Nova proved a greater challenge. 
I had a whole borough to contend with and, as a researcher aiming to come closer to this pop-
ulation, I felt the need to draw on other researchers' experience, as detailed in existing ethno-
graphic and anthropological studies (Bateson, 2000) (Clifford & Marcus, 1986) (Emerson, et 
al., 1995) (Gordon, 2009) (Grimshaw & Ravetz, 2009) (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007) 
(Hallam & Ingold, 2007)  (Hertz, 1997) (Ingold 2013) (Marcus, 2010) (Schneider & Wright, 
2010). 
This thesis will reveal how a collaborative art-ethnography approach can bring a pop-
ulation closer together to share their memories and concerns, and how the creative process of 
building art installations can help those involved to develop new skills and to share their learn-
ing experience with their peers.  
The aims and objectives of this research study are: 
· To explore and understand how oral traditions can be collected and recorded to be 
shown in a museum. 
· To create an itinerary exhibition targeting urban audiences very distant from the rural 
reality under analysis. 
· To reveal different rural identities and issues by sampling the Portuguese rural pop-
ulation. 
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· To raise awareness and enrich the debate about the importance of recording certain 
oral traditions and cultural memories. 
· To rediscover the interaction between people and their region and represent these 
individual perspectives in a manner to which local people can relate. 
· To encourage the inhabitants of Idanha-a-Nova borough to build a more intimate 
relationship with their own region and to be more confident in communicating their 
cultural memories and life narratives to a broader audience. 
· To register the oral traditions and pragmatic conventions of the Idanha-a-Nova. 
· To address a political problem Portugal is facing and to show the importance of re-
cording certain cultural memories.  
 
1.4. Conceptual Framework 
My research study and resulting exhibitions have highlighted the dichotomy between 
rural and urban in Portugal and the widening gap between the two. To explain this dichotomy, 
we need first to understand the contemporary tendencies of urbanism. Throughout the 1980's, 
geographers such as David Harvey and Edward Soja began to reinvent their subject by intro-
ducing concerns of social justice and inclusion. In the 1990's the influence of feminism and 
post-colonialism, expressed in the work of geographer Doreen Massey, sociologist Elizabeth 
Wilson, and planner Leonie Sandercock, added gender and ethnicity to the agenda of urbanism, 
previously focused on class and capital. At the same time, new practices in art, such as new 
genre public art in the United States, and a new realization about the relationship of theory to 
practice in some areas of architecture, raised the profile of visual culture in debates on cities. 
Developments in theory throughout this period were informed by the Anglophone world as a 
result of interpretations by Soja, Massey and others, and by English translations of French 
Marxist sociologist and philosopher Henri Lefebvre. Lefebvre, author of The Critique of Eve-
ryday Life, a volume that influenced COBRA - the European Avant-Gard Movement, 1948-
1951, - and Situationist International - a group of revolutionaries founded in 1957 and based in 
Europe, - coined the slogan ‘the right to the city’. He emphasised the production of space as 
opposed to naturalisation. Here, space, perhaps more than time, is understood as a dimension 
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of potentially revolutionary change. Under his influence the emerging literature of everyday 
life has had a greater impact on architecture recently, and the role of residents as partners in 
planning and design has been respected. The urban dweller of the 21st Century, more of a par-
ticipant in the process of planning and designing space, is confronted with a background of 
globalisation and the imposition on public space of private commercial buildings (Butler & 
Miles, 2000). The current debate on the future of cities is a complex issue and it includes artists, 
architects, planners, sociologists, geographers, ecologists, environmental activists, economists 
and philosophers among others.  
Rural development is a movement of community groups, voluntary sector organisations 
and statutory agencies working together to achieve change for a particular geographical area 
(McAreavey, 2004). Groups involved in rural regeneration tend to have different goals and 
objectives which ends up resulting in competing agendas and philosophies. They work together 
in a development framework underpinned by the concept of governance. Through statutory 
legislation governments promote approaches and techniques to implement rural policy using 
rural development and regeneration funding programmes. Portugal favours the rural develop-
ment programme ProDeR – Programa de Desenvolvimento Rural  (The European Agricultural 
Fund for Rural Development) and the national strategical reference board QREN – Quadro de 
Referência Estratégico Nacional. ProDeR’s key objectives are to enhance competitiveness in 
the agriculture and forestry sectors, to promote the sustainability of rural spaces and their nat-
ural resources and to promote social and economic regeneration in rural areas.  
The diversity of partners in rural territories has led to a range of ambiguous concepts 
such as empowerment, participation and social capital - all associated with governance, - to be 
adopted within the policy process. Policy makers are not always aware of the consequences of 
incorporating such broad notions. As a result, policy programmes require rural development 
groups to embrace and apply those concepts into project plans, but no guidance is provided on 
implementation. In addition, funding programmes continue to focus on bureaucratic evaluating 
systems with financial management and project output measurement. 
The present research study explores rhetoric versus reality in rural regeneration in Por-
tugal. It scrutinises key interactions between the local community, voluntary and state organi-
sations in implementing the regeneration based concepts of empowerment, participation and 
social capital. In this context, participation and partnership relate to the rhetorical framework 
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of contemporary regeneration policies. Implementing rural policies relies increasingly on input 
from and coordination of organisations and agencies beyond government. Local communities 
have a growing role in transforming rhetorical policies into reality. The development of insti-
tutional arrangements and associated instruments to promote/implement rural development and 
regeneration at a national, European and global governance level are analysed in detail on a 
significant body of literature by Burdess & O'Toole (2004), O'Toole & Keneley (2010), 
Shortall & Shucksmith (2001) and Lowe & Ward (1998). 
 
1.4.1. Depopulation in the Iberian Peninsula 
Continuous migration and years of government cuts to services has left the interior 
region of Portugal almost abandoned. The 1960's saw a large exodus of people leaving to other 
European countries in search of better paid jobs, but the 1980's saw an even larger exodus with 
people migrating to large cities (INE, Statistics Portugal). An additional challenge has emerged 
more recently with the revelation that the Portuguese population is decreasing and ageing at a 
very fast rate (Instituto Nacional de Estatística, 2010). Following the 1980’s exodus, the gov-
ernment closed down several schools, health centres and other public services in rural areas. 
Elderly people who live in those areas no longer have access to basic health services. As most 
of the rural population is aged 65 or over, their health becomes more vulnerable. In small vil-
lages and settlements in the interior, life is becoming even harder. This stark reality leaves 
these people in clear disadvantage, when compared to urban populations. Could Desertifica-
tion, both human and environmental, have been a strategy of the Portuguese government?   
In 2011, historians Fernando Collantes and Vicente Pinilla published Peaceful Sur-
render: The Depopulation of Rural Spain in the Twentieth Century. Collantes and Pinilla sug-
gest the central causes of rural depopulation are industrialization and urbanization. They reflect 
on the 1981 classic volume by economic historian Sidney Pollard, Peaceful Conquest: The 
Industrialization of Europe, 1760-1970. In order to describe the gradual spread of industriali-
zation across Europe, Pollard used a regional approach. According to him, industrialization 
permeated Europe following the Second World War. Closely linked with this ‘peaceful con-
quest’ is the process of rural depopulation. ‘Industrialization was a characteristically urban 
phenomenon that stimulated rural-urban migrations.’ (Collantes & Pinilla, 2011, p. 1)  
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Pollard argues that rural-urban migration was not a new phenomenon; it had been a 
persistent reality in the economic and social life of pre-industrial Europe, as in this period rural 
communities absorbed approximately two thirds of their natural population growth and the rest 
gravitated to cities (Pollard, 1981), with subsequent demographic impact on rural population. 
Industrialization changed the scale and implications of this process, it challenged the continuity 
of the rural lifestyle and the urban lifestyle became capable of absorbing the natural growth of 
rural communities. Urbanization and industrialization were the leading underlying agents in 
rural change as they stimulated the release of labour from the countryside, with demographics 
also impacting on rural depopulation. Agrarian economic progress had a clear impact on rural 
populations. Innovations in agriculture with labour-saving technologies, such as tractors and 
threshers, led to a decrease in the workforce and subsequent release of labour. Access to new 
public services - education, cultural facilities and health services - played a role in the redistri-
bution of the population in urban and rural locations. Rural locations with easy access to these 
facilities could maintain their inhabitants or attract urban dwellers looking for a new life-
style. Countries with considerably higher natural rates of growth, as many of today’s develop-
ing countries, saw the labour movement from rural to urban locations counterbalanced by birth 
rates, which meant that rural locations did not depopulate despite the release of labour. In coun-
tries with low demographics, as most European nations during the 20th century, massive mi-
gration from the countryside has led to an absolute decrease in the number of rural inhabitants. 
The Portuguese industrial revolution began in the mid-19th century and evolved slowly 
throughout the 20th century. In the 1950's the economy of the country was still largely depend-
ent on agriculture, owing to a lack of industrial centres, and almost half of the population lived 
in rural areas. However, this changed dramatically in the four decades that followed, a period 
which saw extreme rural depopulation with the transition to economic and social modernity. 
When Portugal began to adopt labour-saving technologies, this reduced considerably the num-
ber of workers required to maintain agricultural production, and the many non-farming activi-
ties in rural areas were unable to absorb the increasing number of underemployed agrarian 
workers. One of the outcomes was a substantial rural exodus. Despite economic changes and 
subsequent improvements in living conditions for rural inhabitants, the disparity between the 
quality of life in urban and rural areas persisted. Rural inhabitants had a lower income, fewer 
infrastructures and services than their urban counterparts. Many rural locations became unable 
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to attract more people and were practically abandoned (Coimbra, 2001) (Maia, 2000) (Col-
lantes & Pinilla, 2011).  
Rural depopulation reached Portugal later than other Western European countries and 
they felt it from 1950 to 1991. The 1960's emigration to more developed European countries, 
such as France, Switzerland, Luxembourg and Germany was partly responsible, as was the 
1980's migration to urban areas along the coast, which offered improved infrastructures, better 
public services and better job opportunities (Coimbra, 2001). Although rural emigration slowed 
down by the late 1980's, there was a negative  in natural growth of the population by then and 
had already contributed to depopulation (Collantes & Pinilla, 2011). After the 1990's the pop-
ulation decreased in the Central Region, namely in Alentejo, and particularly in areas along the 
border with Spain, contributing to a demographic desertification of the whole interior. In Spain, 
a decelerated tempo in the population growth was very evident, especially after 1995. In Estre-
madura – the geographical region of Spain which borders with Idanha-a-Nova – depopulation 
had a stronger impact than anywhere else in the country, with Cárceres and Badajoz amongst 
the most affected provinces (Coimbra, 2001). After the 1990's rural-urban migration and low 
birth rates aggravated depopulation in rural areas in Portugal (Instituto Nacional de Estatística, 
2010). Depopulation affects the whole interior of Portugal with some villages becoming com-
pletely deserted. The villages of Idanha-a-Velha and Proença-a-Velha, both in the borough of 
Idanha-a-Nova, are two examples (Mendonça, 2000). The village of Idanha-a-Velha had a very 
significant role during the Roman Empire and it had approximately five thousand inhabitants 
(Sá, 2007). In 2001 they had been reduced to a mere 79 inhabitants, in their majority older than 
65, according to Portugal’s National Statistics website (Instituto Nacional de Estatística, 2010). 
The borough of Idanha-a-Nova has several villages at risk of becoming depopulated and a few 
already entirely deserted; such as São Pedro de Vira Corça. For this reason, Idanha-a-Nova 
stood out as an ideal case study, being the perfect subject for analysis on the relationship and 
impact between depopulation, desertification and economic decline on the everyday lives of 
rural communities. 
An ageing population preventing growth is a key characteristic of demography in bor-
der areas, especially in the Central Region of Portugal, Alentejo and Extremadura (Coimbra, 
2001). The Portuguese population is ageing and decreasing at a very fast pace. The crude rate 
of increase was nil in 2010 and decreased in 2011 (Instituto Nacional de Estatística, 2010). In 
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addition, Portugal has been facing economic decline. Rural regeneration has been decelerating 
owing to a lack of social infra-structure in rural territories. How can the country, then, show 
any growth, if its economy, environment and population are in decline?  
It is possible to rebuild physical infra-structures, as well as the economy and society 
in rural communities. An answer to the development of the Portuguese economy lies in its rural 
communities. If individual communities across the country became sustainable, Portugal as a 
whole would reach a more sustainable economy. An economic development strategy integrat-
ing rural and urban territories would contribute to a balance in environmental and demographic 
factors (Cabral, 1999) 
 
1.4.2. Environmental Desertification 
Environmental desertification is the degradation of land in arid, semi-arid and dry sub-
humid areas. It has a significantly adverse impact on a population and a country as a whole, 
and it is generally associated with accelerated soil erosion by wind or water, salt accumulation 
in soils, reduced species diversity and plant biomass, and reduced ecosystem productivity. It 
often transforms usable drylands into land unable to support any agriculture. Loss in soil fer-
tility is a major socio-economic impact of desertification, affecting food production and peo-
ple’s livelihood. This results in increased poverty, migration and social breakdown, leading in 
turn to political instability. Loss in productive capacity, though difficult to estimate, is usually 
significant (Cullet, n.d.).  
The desertification phenomenon is widely viewed as an environmental issue of global 
significance (Geist, 2005). It is certainly a problem that crosses continents and can be detected 
in several zones across the globe (Lowdermilk, 1935), with some of the most affected areas 
including the United States (Brown & Whitaker, 1948), South Africa (Schwarz, 1919) and 
Australia (Walls, 1980). Land desertification has typically been linked to famine, drought and 
poverty (Spooner, 1990), and various studies on desertification focus on the impacts of this 
ecological problem in the African Continent (Verstraete, 1986). Yet, the Mediterranean is ar-
guably the most affected in the world by human-induced degradation over thousands of years, 
with very few patches of its indigenous forest cover still remaining, and with entire landscapes 
no longer able to sustain any cultivation (Geenson, et al., 2002). 
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The 1992 Erath Summit in Rio de Janeiro, organised by UNCCD – United Nations 
Convention to Combat Desertification, focused on the impacts of environmental desertification 
as a strong contributor to unsustainable economies. Desertification is essentially caused by 
climatic and human factors, which have been the subject of significant debate. Climatic factors, 
such as natural disasters, can accelerate the desertification process and climate variations im-
pact considerably on dryland soils. These are inherently vulnerable to desertification owing to 
their low levels of biological activity, organic matter and aggregate stability. Indeed, dryland 
soils become increasingly susceptible to accelerated erosion by wind and water, as plant cover 
decreases. But human factors, such as salinization of water sources or overexploitation of bio-
logical resources, can also accelerate desertification. Direct human-induced causes of deserti-
fication include overgrazing, over cultivation, deforestation and salinization or irrigated 
cropland. 
The causes accelerating desertification in Europe are different from those in the rest 
of the world. In Europe, this phenomenon is mainly human-induced and a result of cultural 
habits. Agriculture is one of the main causes driving desertification in Mediterranean Europe. 
Several thousands of years of exploitative agriculture have greatly contributed towards a dra-
matic reduction of agricultural productivity, as remarked by Plato when addressing Attica in 
the 4th century BC (Cristias III). Plato alludes to massive floods and landslides, the disappear-
ance of forests and the denudation of cattle pasture (Jowett, 1871). Olive tree plantations are a 
good example, as they are scattered across central and southern regions. Their small canopies 
and uneven distribution across the territory, renders the soil more vulnerable to erosion. Yet, 
the production of olive oil is very important in Mediterranean countries, both economically and 
culturally. Satellite capability to detect desertification has enabled the European Space Agency 
(ESA) to monitor trends over Europe, through their programme Desert Watch, and it has de-
tected active land degradation trends in Europe, identifying Portugal as the third most deserted 
country in Europe, after Turkey and Italy, followed by Greece and Spain (European Space 
Agency, 2011). 
The South of Portugal, the Algarve in particular, is very diverse and one of the areas 
most affected by desertification in the country. Mass tourism has transformed this landscape 
and local people’s behaviour (Brito, 2010). The interior of the Algarve, also called Barrocal, 
shows evidence of a recent past where agriculture dominated local economy. But most fields 
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are abandoned now and exposed to fast erosion owing to climatic conditions and cultural hab-
its. The coast, also referred to as Litoral, has been massified with holiday resorts and other 
tourism related buildings. This dichotomy between the Litoral2 and Barrocal3 became accen-
tuated following the construction of Faro airport in the 1960’s. All of this – and subsequent – 
construction has erased almost all connection with Algarve’s past. Such a lack of respect for 
the legacy and culture of these coastal settlements, villages and small towns, has affected the 
way local people perceive their own territory. The tourism industry has created jobs in the 
coastal areas, so people have moved there from Algarve’s interior. As a result, the Barrocal is 
now depopulated and undergoing accelerated desertification, with clear signs of economic de-
cline. The tourism industry’s pressure to build golf courses has made the golf industry one of 
the main accelerating drivers of desertification. The start of this golf trend dates back to the 
1960's. Sir Henry Cotton (26th January 1907 – 22nd December 1987) represents the turning 
point for tourism and golf industries in the Algarve. This British golf hero has inspired the 
renowned Dunlop 65. He won the Open Championship three times, in 1934, 1937 and 1948. 
During World War II he served with the Royal Air Force and in the early 1960’s he moved to 
the Algarve for the construction of ‘Vale do Lobo’ and ‘Le Méridien Pennine’ golf courses, 
and he set up residence there. Being a noted journalist, Sir Henry launched the Algarve’s me-
diatic promotion with the television film Shell’s Wonderful World of Golf and over the years 
he wrote ten books, including Golf: A Pictorial History. In short, he has transformed the destiny 
of built landscape in the Algarve. The Golf Clubs, the new trend at the time, accelerated the 
pace of construction in order to respond to the increasing number of tourists arriving every 
year. Since then the Algarve landscape has been reshaped to respond to the increasing needs 
and ambitions of the tourism industry, accelerating a number of environmental problems, such 
as soil degradation, waste generation and a water crisis. Loulé, alone, has 14 golf courses. The 
yearly water consumption of its inhabitants is circa 3.9% of that consumed by golf courses 
(Ministério do Ambiente, do Ordenamento do Território e do Desenvolvimento Regional, 
2008). Most developments in the Algarve are along the coast and its natural landscape has been 
going through a serious ecological crisis. Every year landslides occur along the headland, ow-
ing to the pressure inflicted by mass construction. Several architects and planners have written 
about the Algarve’s built reality and the social and environmental problems caused by its lack 
                                                 
2 Litoral – Portuguese name for the country’s coastal area. 
3 Barrocal – Portuguese name for the country’s interior regions. 
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of planning (Brito, 2010). Tourism represents the highest percentage of the region’s GVA 
(Gross Value Added), but it is also one of the main responsible for the planning and ecological 
crisis in the region.  
Overall, the slowdown in local economies in the interior regions can be attributed to 
economic, social, cultural and environmental factors; such as private sector inertia leading to 
reduced job opportunities; migration leading to depopulation; underdeveloped schools and un-
supported public services leading to a reduced quality of life; an ageing population contributing 
to cultural loss and lack of local identity; forest fires contributing to environmental desertifica-
tion; impoverished local economies that will, in turn, contribute to a slowdown in the national 
economy, as without sustainable local economies, the country cannot sustain its national econ-
omy. This reality can be reversed, if the looming fate of rural territories is changed. Art & 
Design, together with Architecture, can play an important role in raising awareness, educating 
people, changing mentalities and contributing to social and spatial regeneration (Bennett & 
Butler, 2000). A re-interpretation of the recent historical accounts can introduce new evidence 
and restate the motivations of people participating in social change. A great example are col-
laborative Art & Design projects which can help locals to look at their immediate surroundings 
evidencing new perspectives and ways of perceiving space. In order to make Rural communi-
ties more sustainable, their context, habits and behaviours need to be fully understood first 
since they can contribute to environmental damage. 
Many Rural practices cause serious damage to the natural environment and they are 
extinguishing natural resources. This results in sterile soil and subsequent desertification. Rural 
areas tend to use economic and social resources available in their own natural environment 
(agriculture and livestock), to which they then return waste. Land degradation is not merely an 
environmental problem, it is also a driver of economic decline and stagnation, poverty, insecu-
rity and migration (Geenson, Brandt, & Thornes, 2002). A high percentage of a country’s in-
come, employment and export earnings stem from agricultural production and other land-based 
activities. Regardless of growing urbanisation, most poor people still live in rural areas. In the 
absence of significant economic diversification, access to land and sustainable management of 
natural resources is a precondition for regenerating rural areas and the livelihood of poorer 
groups. Land degradation needs urgently to be reversed, if poverty is to be alleviated (and 
prevented in the future), if local food supply is to be secured and if sustainable economic 
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growth is to be stimulated. This would reduce migration from rural areas to over-crowded cit-
ies. With the prevalent climatic variations, investment in land-use coping strategies by local 
populations will be a matter of survival. Land policy lies at the heart of economic and social 
life in any country, as concluded in the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment by the European 
Commission (Agency, 2001 - 2005). 
The Portuguese rural territory lacks strategic planning. Rural spaces have been over-
looked by consecutive governments and the rural landscape shows many problems caused by 
a series of deficient political and economic decisions and by the cultural habits of the local 
population. For decades’ people in the interior rural areas have been systematically left behind 
and forgotten by Portuguese leaders, whose strategic planning has never considered them im-
portant, and also by the population at large, by all of us busily living our urban lives and chasing 
the urban dream. Their stark reality leaders were only happy to ignore.  
 
1.4.3. Economic Decline 
As most boroughs in the interior of Portugal, Idanha-a-Nova faces two major prob-
lems contributing to its economic slowdown: depopulation and desertification (Maia, 2000) 
and with this economic slowdown, other aspects of the borough’s social life plunged into a 
crisis (Catana, 2003). The first signs of desertification date as far back as Roman times, when 
this territory was already showing some land degradation (Barker, 2002). More recently, in the 
20th century, however, two economic activities were significant in this territory: mining (An-
drade, 1949) and agriculture/livestock (Catana, 2003). The main agricultural/agro-industrial 
practices in the past were the production of olive oil (Mendonça, 2000) and cereal. Local mono-
graphic studies show that the soil never was ‘very good’ quality and that fields had to rest for 
five years after a harvest before they could be worked again (Carvalho, et al., 1987). 
According to Taket and White (2000), during the last decade of the 20th century the 
world has entered a new period in economics with new organisational forms based on frag-
mentation, decentralisation and networks. Today’s economy is fragmented and the organisa-
tion of manufacturing is divided into separate stages distributed across different suppliers lo-
cated in several countries. Products traded between companies in various countries are compo-
nents instead of final products, and the economics of fragmentation impacts greatly on the way 
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urban and rural territories organise themselves (Theobald, et al., 2005). This transformation of 
the European economy during the 20th century has left rural economies behind (Cabral, 1999), 
which were further affected by transformations introduced by the European Union. 
Timothy Garton Ash, Professor of European Studies at The University of Oxford, wrote 
in an article published by ‘Foreign Affairs’ magazine in 1998, ‘it is a truly dialectical leap of 
faith to suggest that a crisis that exacerbates differences between European countries is the best 
way to unite them’. Ash suggests that Europe’s economic crisis had been predicted in January 
1999, when the Eurozone member states were preparing to introduce the common currency. 
The European Union made it possible to travel from one end of the continent to the other with-
out having to exchange currencies. Dublin, Madrid, Lisbon and Athens were booming as never 
before and European nationals were lulled into a false sense of security. The crisis came later 
than originally expected and as a result it was worse than anticipated. Over the years, great 
imbalances had built up between central countries, mainly Northern European countries, espe-
cially Germany, and peripheral countries, mainly Southern European countries – Portugal, Ire-
land, Italy, Greece and Spain (Ash, 2012).  
Owing to economic, political and social reasons, structural change in agriculture and 
rural areas has accelerated during the last few decades, with both positive and negative impacts. 
The term ‘rural marginalisation’ defines a series of problematic tendencies particularly evident 
in rural European regions comprising socio-economic and cultural decline, namely unemploy-
ment, the closing down of farm enterprises, out-migration, over-ageing, brain drain, rural pov-
erty and social exclusion, loss of infrastructure and services, environmental degradation, bio-
diversity depletion, loss of habitats, deforestation, land abandonment, landscape degradation, 
as well as loss of cultural tradition and local identities. Agricultural marginalisation has to be 
considered part of the larger phenomenon of rural marginalisation. The latter has been the cen-
tre of attention for far too long in regional planning and rural development initiatives, also in 
rural sociology and rural policy studies (Agee & Evans, 2006; Borrup, 2006; Cabral, 1999). In 
most cases, rural marginalisation, is the combined result of local and global political choices 
(missing or insufficient rural development measures, globalisation, telecommunication) and 
‘intrinsic aspects’ which coincide with the social structure and sociological patterns of local 
communities (Davidson & Wibberley, 1977). The borough of Idanha-a-Nova is 240 km away 
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from the Atlantic coast, the Litoral, where the biggest urban settlements are located. The pop-
ulation of this area, commonly called Raiana, has always had an arduous life having to fight 
for their livelihood on a daily basis. A significant percentage of the food consumed used to be 
locally sourced. In the past, every family owned a small portion of land to plant horticultural 
products (Catana, 2003). Traditional agriculture had a very important role in the local economy 
throughout the 20th century. For many years, olive tree plantations, cereal crops, livestock, and 
other gro-industrial practices formed the basis of this rural economy.  
The second half of the 20th century brought a significant transformation to the organ-
isation of these territories, which was intensified in 1986, when Portugal and Spain joined the 
European Union, European Economic Community then, and the Common Agricultural Policy 
(CAP) introduced new rules to agricultural and livestock practices as part of a new system for 
the organisation of agricultural fields/production and the way agricultural products could be 
traded within the EU. Idanha-a-Nova and the surrounding boroughs, with economies sustained 
by agriculture and livestock, were the most affected. At the time, they produced a variety of 
agricultural and livestock products targeted at national and international markets. In the 1980’s 
Portugal’s agriculture was still very rudimentary, when compared to other European countries 
and most farmers and producers were unable to adjust. The absence of an internal strategy to 
restructure this economic sector, which represented the biggest share of Portugal’s Gross Do-
mestic Product (GDP), has led to the languishing of agricultural fields in the interior and, in 
turn, its people. Portugal's natural environment changes constantly, and people need to adapt 
to it, they need to be creative. Yet, Portuguese businesses seem unable to do so or to deal with 
change. 
In the 1970’s the development of rural communities was a popular academic theme in 
England (Green, 1971) (Davidson & Wibberley, 1977). In his study, Country Planning, The 
Future of the Rural Regions, R. J. Green explores maps of rural areas in England and explains 
how mobility – roads and motorways that were substantially improved by the 1970’s – affects 
economic development. In their book, Planning and The Rural Environment, published in 
1977, Davidson and Wibberley also show the importance of agriculture, forestry and leisure 
activities in the countryside as main economic activities capable of generating economic 
growth and development in rural areas. More recent approaches have a similar focus. Sustain-
able Rural Systems, edited by Guy M. Robinson and published in 2008, addresses sustainable 
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rural systems and the importance of combining the economic, social and environmental dimen-
sions in rural planning and development. Along similar lines, in Rural Development, Principles 
and Practice, Malcolm J. Moseley presents various theoretical/practical case studies support-
ing a holistic approach in order to achieve sustainable rural systems. The SPARC4 action pro-
ject, created in 1991, is another good example. Its mission has been to involve local people in 
the improvement of their own social and economic welfare and in the environmental enhance-
ment of South Pembrokeshire, Wales. The project has a strong reliance on agriculture, forestry 
and seasonal coastal tourism, and addresses serious problems related to low income and high 
unemployment rates, as well as youth out-migration. SPARC operates within a context similar 
to that of Idanha-a-Nova, where problems relating to economic decline, unemployment and 
youth out-migration are impacting negatively on local communities. A sustainable economy 
needs a balance between its social, environmental and economic dimensions. In England, sev-
eral of the economic challenges that arise from rural marginalisation were predicted far ahead 
and governmental policies helped to minimise their negative impacts. In Portugal, the transfor-
mation of rural territories was more abrupt because it coincided with the change of European 
currency and the implementation of other policies imposed by the European Union. 
  
                                                 
4 The South Pembrokeshire Partnership for Action with Rural Communities. 
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1.4.4. Ethnography 
The origin of the term dates back to 19th century Western anthropology. Ethnography 
was a descriptive account of a community or culture usually located outside the West. Ethnog-
raphy was seen as complementary to ethnology, which referred to the historical and compara-
tive analysis of non-Western societies and cultures. Ethnology was the core of anthropological 
work, and drew on individual ethnographic accounts, initially produced by travellers and mis-
sionaries. In the late 19th century/early 20th century anthropologists such as Bronislaw Mali-
nowski, Alfred C. Haddon, Rivers, Seligman and Myers have introduced the importance of 
first-hand experience in anthropological research (Kuper, 1996, p. 5). Malinowski is claimed 
to be the founder of social anthropology in Britain. Before him anthropologists received the 
information collected by missionaries and then wrote it up into studies. After returning from 
Trobriand Islands, Malinowski became the only master ethnographer in the country. He spent 
fifteen years at the London School of Economics and everyone who wished to do modern field-
work went to work with him (Kuper, 1996, p. 1). 
This change in anthropological approach to the realities under analyses happened dur-
ing the Cambridge expedition to the Torres Straits in 1898/9, organised by Haddon and includ-
ing Rivers, Seligman and Myers. 
Over time, the term ‘ethnology’ fell out of favour as anthropologists began to do their 
own fieldwork. At this turning point, ‘ethnography’ became broader in meaning, integrating 
empirical and theoretical investigation as well as comparative interpretation of social organi-
sation and culture. Since early 20th Century, ethnographic fieldwork has been central to anthro-
pology (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007), and during that century, anthropological ethnography 
became a model of research within Western sociology. The community study movement is a 
good example, as it involves studies of villages and towns in the United States and in Western 
Europe, often concerned with the impact of urbanisation and industrialisation. A milestone was 
Lynd & Lynd’s documenting of life in the City of Muncie in Indiana, which they named ‘Mid-
dletown’. This American sociologist couple used the word ‘Middletown’ to suggest the average 
or typical American small town (Lynd & Lynd, 1929, 1937). In parallel, from the 1920’s to the 
1950’s, sociologists at the University of Chicago, developed an approach to studying human 
social life, which they called ‘case-study’. In some key respects this approach was similar to 
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anthropological research. The ‘Chicago School’, as they became known, produced the first 
major body of works emerging during the 1920’s and the 1930’s concerned with documenting 
the different range of life patterns in the city, and how these were shaped by the developing 
urban ecology. Their research was focused on urban sociology and the urban environment, 
combining theory with ethnographic fieldwork. 
After the 1960’s different forms of sociological work were influenced by these devel-
opments and have spread across many sub-fields of the discipline and into other disciplines. 
These work models migrated from the United States to Europe and to other parts of the world. 
Ethnography spread into psychology and human geography and it became a multidisciplinary 
movement promoting qualitative approaches in research (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). Its 
complex evolution accounts for the lack of a standardised and clear definition. Over the course 
of time, and within each disciplinary context, its meaning has been reinterpreted and recontex-
tualised in a variety of ways according to specific circumstances. Practitioners of anthropology 
and the arts have crossed paths on a number of occasions, particularly during the late 20th 
Century. One of the most recent encounters happened in the 1980’s, when questions were 
raised about ethnographic fieldwork having their point of origin in the Writing Culture critiques 
(Clifford & Marcus, 1986). A revealing critical assessment of the textual production of author-
itative knowledge about others/cultures has emerged as part of a reflexive moment in interdis-
ciplinary collaboration between scholars from very different spectrums of the arts, humanities 
and social sciences, (Marcus, 2010). Traditionally, ethnography was committed to a documen-
tary function and a naturalist representation driven by disciplined participation and observation 
in the habitat of others as formal subjects. In the 21st Century ethnography plays a complex 
and shifting role in the dynamic conundrum that the social sciences have become.  
Ethnography is one of many approaches within social research. Its varying meaning 
can relate to ‘qualitative inquiry’, ‘fieldwork’, ‘interpretive method’ or ‘case study’ (Hammers-
ley & Atkinson, 2007). All social research has its foundations on the human capacity for par-
ticipant observation. People are both actors and researchers in the social world, reflecting upon 
themselves and their own actions, as objects in that world. By including their own role within 
the focus of their research, they can produce accounts of the social world and justify them. 
Reflexivity is an element of social research which has received increasing attention from eth-
nographers (Hertz, 1997). Anthropological research, in most cases, follows a specific model 
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with the formulation of a research proposal and a set of hypotheses, fieldwork, and the analysis 
of data and subsequent writing up for publication. In relation to the original research proposal, 
actual fieldwork brings an element of flexibility, although he overall process is guided towards 
a finite outcome – that of publication. There are, however, different ways in which to approach 
the production of knowledge, a premise based on the notion of experiment as a procedure that 
can generate knowledge. In the 1960’s the experiment became synonymous with the scientific 
method (MacDonald & Basu, 2008). Developing self-reflexive research and production prac-
tices both in the field and in the studio, is as important for artists and architects as it is for 
ethnographers and anthropologists. The views expressed by American ethnographer Rosanna 
Hertz in Reflexivity and Voice apply to any ethnographer, artist, architect or researcher engaged 
in cross-cultural practice: 
 
To be reflexive is to have an ongoing conversation about experience while simultane-
ously living in the moment. By extension, the reflexive ethnographer does not simply re-
port ‘facts’ or ‘truths’ but actively constructs interpretations of his or her experiences in 
the field and then questions how those interpretations came about (…). The outcome of 
reflexive social science is reflexive knowledge: statements that provide insight on the 
workings of the social world and insight on how that knowledge came into existence. By 
bringing subject and object back into the same space (indeed even the same sentence), 
authors give their audiences the opportunity to evaluate them as ‘situated actors’ (i.e., ac-
tive participants in the process of meaning creation).   
(Hertz, 1997, p. viii) 
 
Gradually, qualitative researchers are becoming concerned with issues relating to the 
way their studies are written and recorded. They are becoming equally concerned with creating 
a new ethnography in which the author’s voice, as well as the voices of his subjects, is more 
fully realised, especially for the reader (Hertz, 1997). 
This thesis explores the implications of reflexivity for ethnographic practice. Ethno-
graphic research methodologies have helped me to develop listening qualities further. By lis-
tening to people's stories, their memories and concerns became part of my personal creative 
process and central to my art work.  
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1.5. Methodology 
Overall primary and secondary research sources (Dawson, 2002) were used to support 
the social, economic and environmental analysis of the Idanha-a-Nova case study. As second-
ary sources, local and national planning and building policies were used, as well as national 
statistics and quantitative surveys on migration, in addition to statistics and desertification trend 
maps published by the European Space Agency. As primary sources, qualitative research 
(Weinberg, 2002) and participatory action research (Whyte, 1991) were the preferred methods 
in order to explore behaviours, attitudes and experiences through surveys, semi-structured in-
terviews and focus groups (Seale, 2004) with the local community, as well as overt participant 
observation, through site visits. Visual research methods, such as film and photography (Agee 
& Evans, 2006), were also used.  
Qualitative interviews were the starting point. The early stages of this doctoral research 
involved the preparation of a guide of ethnographic research methodologies detailing how to 
conduct a qualitative survey and how to perform successful qualitative interviews. However, 
after several interviews it became apparent these experiences were rather staged by interview-
ees, at which point it was necessary to review the adopted approach. Developing a closer rela-
tionship with the inhabitants of Idanha-a-Nova was the key, if more natural conversations with 
them were to be achieved and if they were to be allow to talk to an individual and not to a mere 
researcher or a camera. This has proven a far more effective way of learning about them and 
of understanding them as a community and as individuals. Photography also proved a success-
ful means of recording images of their daily lives, local festivities and the local environment. 
Focus groups and filming took place later in the data collecting process, as the community 
became more comfortable with being part of this interactive research study and with voicing 
their views and concerns. By this stage, they had developed their own views on the value of 
such a study and had also developed trust in its purpose.  
The interactive research processes applied, both in fieldwork and in creative practice, 
are ethnographic in methodology. The ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary exhibitions 
showcase this. Data collected on the lives of local people has informed their concept and crea-
tion and, as a whole, they reflect a real engagement between the artists involved and the people 
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of Idanha-a-Nova. The ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary exhibitions are a developing 
model, a new exploration at the fringe of art, architecture, recent anthropological work and 
contemporary ethnographical practice. They represent the collective efforts of multicultural 
artists, writers, designers and architects who have shared their knowledge, perceptions and in-
terpretations on desertification as a social, economic and environmental phenomenon. The pro-
cess of creating reflexive work that is not merely documentary has pulled this research study 
into political and ethical minefields. It has proven a challenge working with local politicians 
engaged in governing the communities which are the subject of this research and with local 
elderly people. A careful balance had to be drawn between the wish to respect all of those 
involved and the need to contextualise all recordings, information and images, allied to a keen 
interest in experimenting and in voicing the problems affecting these communities and their 
surrounding environment. 
Other artists, anthropologists and curators have developed exhibitions on specific geo-
graphical areas and their people, utilising fieldwork as the basis for their research. A relevant 
example is Tatsuo Inagaki, whose work takes many forms and incorporates a plethora of doc-
umentation, and is ultimately presented as a ‘museum’. His ‘Childhood Museum’ was pre-
sented in a series of countries, and one of the exhibitions was Localismos, following a project 
held in the historical centre of Mexico City. The district was facing a number of social prob-
lems, namely depopulation and economic decline, and the project aimed to revitalize the area 
through artistic practice. In line with this goal, twenty contemporary artists from different na-
tionalities were invited to take part. Inagaki collected childhood photographs from local people 
and interviewed them about their memories in relation to these photographs. The setting for 
the ‘museum’ was an old abandoned school, where the artist exhibited a series of enlarged 
childhood photographs alongside the transcribed interviews with the featured individuals about 
their memories.   
Offering some similarity to Inagaki's work, the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary 
exhibitions featured my own photographs of the people of Idanha-a-Nova and a series of inter-
views about their memories of the past. Their facial expressions, body movements, behaviours 
and costumes were thus recorded in photographs, which feature highlights of their social lives 
and community events, i.e. processions, religious and pagan festivities, rehearsals of local folk-
lore groups, and also other moments of joy and local celebration; they also feature moments in 
their daily lives and depict men and women making bread, crafting, working, and harvesting; 
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they illustrate key traditions which are part of daily routine, as people work and engage in 
casual conversation with their neighbours. This photographic evidence was complemented by 
filmed and recorded interviews, which helped to contextualise people's stories and to build 
engaging story maps. Narratives based on their memories and images will live on and continue 
to tell their story long after they are gone, complementing local history. 
Photography has been paramount as part of the methodology adopted in this study, as 
‘a camera is a tool for learning how to see’. American documentary photographer, Dorothea 
Lange, attributes this quote to Marx Ernest (Gordon, 2009, p. XIII) and describes the camera 
as an instrument of democracy. For Lange ‘the visual life is an enormous undertaking, practi-
cally unattainable’ and she says, ‘I have only touched it with this wonderful democratic instru-
ment, the camera’ (Gordon, 2009, p. XIII). Lange was a photographer of democracy, and for 
democracy. The greatest influence on her photography was her historical era, the economic 
depression of the 1930’s. The political and economic context at the time was favourable to the 
development of American democracy, as a new social awareness had emerged during the De-
pression. President Roosevelt’s New Deal was a direct response to popular social movements. 
It protected public health and welfare through regulation, it introduced measures to increase 
securities, to credit wages and hours, and it institutionalised aid to the disadvantaged by creat-
ing Social Security. Despite the miseries and fear it aroused, the Depression gave rise to a 
moment of idealism, imagination and unity. In portraying this democratic vision, Dorothea 
Lange became one of the pioneer photographers. Her photography shows optimism in her fre-
quent depictions of sadness and deprivation, and her subjects were always portrayed as wor-
thier than their condition implied. This highlighted a parallel to the incompleteness of Ameri-
can democracy, asserting that a greater democracy was possible. 
The present research study has also been carried out during a major depression render-
ing Lange’s photography as significant as ever, and for the same reasons. The current crisis in 
Europe highlights a great crisis in democracy. There is today a similar need to showcase the 
struggles of those at the base of the economic pyramid. This realisation has inspired the creation 
of ‘The People’s Wall’, a series of portraits of the people of Idanha-a-Nova, featured in Port-
folio. These portraits suggest a sense of optimism brought on by participation in local focus 
groups, during which local people shared their ideas and plans to help build a better future. 
People featured in the portraits come from humble backgrounds and the joint involvement of 
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this study in their local debate on future alternatives constitutes a unique opportunity for their 
community. 
Dorothea Lange was an early environmentalist who dared to raise questions about na-
ture changing projects hardly anyone challenged at the time, such as big dams (Gordon, 2009, 
p. XV). And she must be admired as much as her photography, especially in light of her biog-
raphy by American historian Linda Gordon. Lange was the greatest documentary photographer 
of her era, and her photographs of the Great Depression informed her contemporary Americans 
of existing social inequalities and deprivation. Although she came from the city, she specialised 
in rural America and its farm workers. This knowledge has triggered the awareness of the 
strong social inequalities in Portugal, presented in this study, and how these affect people’s 
lives and the places they inhabit. This awareness started to materialise in 2009 and the begin-
ning of this research study took shape with photographing and filming scenes from rural Por-
tugal. And so the present documentary journey started. It became a compulsion to record pho-
tographically the current environmental crisis and the way people’s surroundings become af-
fected by their cultural habits. 
The photographic collection featured in the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ is a sample 
of this documentary journey. The curatorial process for this itinerary exhibition was in itself 
an open-ended research exercise as it allowed the exhibition to evolve from venue to venue. 
The public had a very important role in understanding how the exhibition was communicating 
its core message.  
Culture is, by definition, a range of human phenomena that cannot be attributed to ge-
netic inheritance. It includes the human capacity to classify and represent experiences using 
symbols, and to act imaginatively and creatively. For the purpose of this study, culture is un-
derstood as the creative human capacity and the way in which individuals who are native to a 
specific geographic location represent their experiences creatively. Guillaumin (1988, p.41) 
outlines a holistic approach to culture:  
 
(...) culture is the totality of the knowledge and practices both intellectual and material 
of each of the particular groups of a society, and of a society itself as a whole. From food 
to dress, from household techniques to industrial techniques, from forms of politeness to 
mass media, from work rhythm to the learning of family rules, all human practices, all 
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invented and manufactured materials are concerned and constitute in their relationship, 
culture. 
 
Culture is a universal concept that derives its meaning from the society from which it 
emanates. Rural communities define their own culture in relation to the societies to which they 
belong: local or regional society, national or global society. Cultural representations are mani-
fested through music, crafts, vernacular architecture and food. A good example of cultural 
manifestation is the way in which olive oil is produced in the borough of Idanha-a-Nova. Olive 
oil production is vital in this territory and records show its practice here dates back to Roman 
times (Sá, 2007). This tradition, or cultural convention, has been passed on orally from father 
to son for more than one thousand years. The villages of Idanha-a-Velha and Proença-a-Velha 
are two of the few locations in the country where mechanic beam presses used to produce olive 
oil can still be seen today (Pereira, 2005), but depopulation has left no people to use them or 
even to work the fields. Depopulation has contributed to the disappearance of this tradition and 
several other culturally important oral traditions. In order to counteract this an Ethnographic 
Museum has been established in Proença-a-Velha, and an old olive oil mechanical beam press 
complex has been refurbished so that local traditions are recorded before they become lost 
forever. Older community members with experience in olive harvesting an olive oil production 
were interviewed and their testimony recorded (Pereira, 2005).  
The word ‘tradition’ derives from the Latin trader or traderer and means to ‘transmit’. 
Most of the population in the interior of Portugal is over 65. They contribute to the preservation 
of Portuguese rural cultural traditions and pragmatic conventions by transmitting their customs 
and conventions to younger generations and other communities via visitors with whom they 
interact. Traditions, according to Hobsbawm, are distinct from pragmatic conventions 
(Hobsbawm, 1983, p. 4) and the olive harvests in Idanha-a-Nova illustrate such distinction. 
The harvesting method employed is a pragmatic convention whilst the singing of musical 
themes by local women during the process of harvesting the olives is more appropriately iden-
tified as a tradition. This study does not aim to establish a clear distinction between traditions 
and cultural conventions, as focusing on one or the other would produce a partial view of the 
same reality. 
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Hobsbawm also establishes a clear distinction between ‘tradition’ and ‘custom’ by ex-
plaining that the decline of ‘custom’ will change ‘tradition’ (Hobsbawm, 1983, p. 5) Through-
out time, people have adapted by applying old uses under new conditions, by adapting old 
models to new purposes or to political and ideological changes (Hobsbawm, 1983, p. 5). 
Hobsbawm argues that ‘invented tradition’ is an attempt to establish continuity with a suitable 
historic past (1983, p. 1). In his view, the invention of ‘tradition’ can occur more frequently 
when a rapid transformation of society weakens or destroys the social patterns for which ‘old’ 
traditions had been designed. The invention of traditions and their adaptation to social devel-
opments, however, will not be analysed in detail here. For the purpose of this study the term 
‘tradition’ will be used to refer to a set of cultural manifestations that are common within the 
borough of Idanha-a-Nova and are mainly transmitted orally (oral traditions). These traditions 
are manifested through customs, daily experiences, behaviours and other cultural expressions 
which distinguish the people of this region from any other in Portugal. Often these traditions 
are described by local people as being a part of their cultural identity. The focus here will be 
on the creative aspects of local traditions and how these bring together groups of people from 
the same community.  
Frequent visits to the borough of Idanha-a-Nova have provided the opportunity to par-
ticipate in rehearsals with the Adufeiras, local women who play the Adufe, a medieval square 
tambourine (see Portfolio of work) typical to the region. These weekly rehearsals allow women 
from the local community to meet and engage in creative practice together. Most of the lyrics 
they sing have been transmitted orally from mother to daughter, for many generations, and the 
way in which they play the Adufe has also been passed on to them in the same way, by their 
mothers. In this type of mother-to-daughter knowledge transfer process, the knowledge content 
does not remain the same across generations; some elements become lost and new ones are 
added in. Similarly, the melodies and lyrics played by the Adufeiras have evolved differently 
from generation to generation and across the community. As a result, the groups of Adufeiras 
in each of the seventeen parishes of Idanha-a-Nova play and sing the same themes in a different 
way.  
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1.6. Contribution to Knowledge 
The practice based doctoral projects presented here and supporting thesis will provide 
local, national and international contribution to knowledge. The local contribution relates to 
the development of research work already in course at CCR - Centro Cultural Raiano, the 
region's ethnographic museum and research centre, and more specifically to the register of oral 
traditions.  
The national contribution relates to benefits the present study brings to Portugal, both 
rural and urban areas. The benefits to the latter are arguably less apparent as depopulation and 
desertification affect rural areas more directly, given that it is they which lose their young in 
favour of the cities. Yet, urban areas gain an insight into the cultural and heritage wealth from 
which they had been detached for generations, and which will help to preserve their identity 
and to keep a closer link with key rural areas. This link also ensures the dichotomy between 
rural and urban is maintained and a healthy balance is achieved across the country, culturally, 
socially and, to a degree, also economically. A healthy exchange between both will generate 
further projects and eventually business as well. The more apparent benefits to the case study 
region have gained momentum with its increasingly prevalent presence in the Portuguese me-
dia to highlight its cultural traditions and to showcase the various steps taken in regenerating 
local structures, revitalizing traditional industries and bringing in new activities to bridge the 
gap between tradition and modernity in a way that will attract investment and retain local young 
talent. By featuring the region’s narratives in the various art installations showcased in chapter 
three and in the Portfolio of work and by giving them national exposure resulted in a renewed 
interest in the region, its traditions and its people. In turn, this has led to the approach by polit-
ical leaders in various other rural regions in the country wishing to engage in similar activity 
and achieve similar exposure.  
The international element of the present study is, in itself, a contribution to knowledge 
across different countries and cultures, and one which will continue to grow. Raising the issue 
of depopulation and desertification in Portugal’s rural areas and discussing it across frontiers 
will help to draw a parallel with similar problems being faced by other countries, in particular 
those in the Mediterranean region. Given that the problems leading to and resulting from de-
population and desertification are not particular to Portugal, measures to counteract them 
should not be limited to the confines of Portugal. This is an international affliction and therefore 
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it requires an international effort. Giving Portuguese rural regions an international centre stage 
by featuring their people’s narratives in appealing contemporary art installations brings the 
human voice of each region into the fore and gives their plight a strong voice that no one will 
wish to ignore. These art installations contribute new knowledge into the international art 
scene. They bring the significance of cultural heritage into a form of artistic expression which 
revisits the past through the use of everyday mundane objects loaded with social meaning. The 
stories they tell carry a message, to which international audiences of the most varied cultural 
and professional backgrounds can relate. International audiences exposed to these art installa-
tions in various countries share a common ancestry, some to a higher degree than others, but 
what they see in them has no boundaries. Through art, the plight of rural people is being ex-
posed in a manner that speaks louder than statistics. In exposing the human voice of rural re-
gions through art at an international level, specific regional identities merge into one – the 
plight of Portuguese rural people will help international audiences relate to their own heritage 
and their own older generations and their rural people and, in turn, focus on their own plight 
and their own struggles to adjust their communities to the fast pace of modern life without 
losing their traditions and their heritage in the process. This came to light in reading comments 
from visitors to exhibitions featuring the showcased art installations.   
Art expressions as awareness raising about the negative effects of depopulation deser-
tification – not so much the photographic documentation but the creation of art – ‘The Blan-
ket’, ‘The Queen’, etc., which reflect on the role and existence of real people and provide an 
alternative to overturn a bleak future. 
A further contribution to knowledge relates to the ‘I’ of ethnography, the merging of 
two distinct languages and the interdisciplinarity involved. Writing about research can some-
times be rather formal and impersonal. However, relating certain experiences and observations 
require some departure from this and a move towards a more personal account. This was par-
ticularly the case with observations on how the realisation that formal research interviews with 
local people had proven unproductive for the purpose of this study, as discussed in more details 
below. 
My ethnographic journey has been extremely revealing at various levels. 
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1.7. A note on the writing of this text 
Given the interdisciplinary nature of the present study and the relevance of reflective 
writing, the ‘I’ of ethnography has had to transpire in various excerpts of this thesis. These 
relate particularly to descriptions of fieldwork journeys and also developmental journeys, often 
in diary style, which are integral to the present study. 
Developing a solid literature review is a first-year requirement in any doctorate, and 
mine exposed me to a considerable amount on ethnographic research methods. Yet, it wasn’t 
until I experienced fieldwork that I was able to acquire invaluable information about the case 
study location and the people who inhabit this geographic space. Learning about the people 
required gaining their trust, and small rural communities can be trusting once they know you 
and allow you into their midst. In order to be accepted by the local people, I had to visit Idanha 
several times and work on building solid relationships which would gain me access to other 
levels of information.  
The journey towards gaining a doctoral degree could be compared to an endless yoga 
lesson. Yoga beginners have to learn how to breathe and they have to perform several pranaya-
mas5 in order to exercise and improve breathing habits. Initially, it feels very unnatural as bad 
habits have made us accustomed to breathing incorrectly. With continued practice, however, it 
becomes increasingly natural and eventually we forget about it and learn to do it without being 
aware. My research process has developed in a very similar way to the yoga pranayamas. In 
the early stages, it was a great effort for me to prepare and write each interview. Performing 
the interview felt very unnatural and, to an extent, even staged. With practice interviews be-
came conversations. Real life and research became one. The narratives became the stories of 
these people's lives and also my own stories. I could no longer detach myself from the context 
I was researching. I had become part of the stories of Idanha-a-Nova, through my art works, 
through the exhibitions I was designing and through all the human relationships which I devel-
oped within this space. Whenever I return, my arrival is anticipated and people ask me what I 
will be doing on that visit. They want to understand more about what I do. Women who work 
at CCR – Centro Cultural Raiano have everything prepared in advance so as to be available to 
                                                 
5 (in yoga) regulating one’s breathing through specific techniques and exercises. 
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work with me, whenever I arrive. I sense they do enjoy the moments we share producing the 
art works. My art installations have inspired changes in the way they work, and a perfect ex-
ample is the new maravalhas6 they make to decorate the corners of the Adufe. They have started 
choosing more colourful fabrics as they felt it would work better for the art installation 'The 
Blanket'. They emailed me to show the new Adufes7 and the new very colourful maravalhas. 
We value each other’s input and this has made it very natural for us to work together. 
Feira Raiana is a four day fair organized by several Portuguese and Spanish munici-
palities in turn. It is the wider region’s most important fair and it includes several musical 
concerts. It features several pavilions showcasing local products and crafts, and the most im-
portant one represents the municipality responsible for its organization. In 2013 this fell on 
Idanha-a-Nova. Local people and local politicians in this municipality believe that my art in-
stallation ‘The Blanket’ represents the image of Idanha-a-Nova and so they wished it to be 
centre stage. The municipality’s own pavilion was designed by a local architect, Joana Rosas, 
who drew her inspiration from this piece, structuring it entirely around this art work. 
In order to set up a new version of 'The Blanket' I had to travel to Portugal, and to 
Idanha-a-Nova. As usual, transport had been arranged and I was collected at the airport. 
Whether I arrive at Lisbon airport, located three hours away; or at Porto airport, three and a 
half hours away; or even at Madrid airport, four hours away, the municipality always ensures 
my journey into Idanha is a pleasant and interesting experience. The drivers are usually local 
men and I always have long conversations with them on route. They talk about their own lives, 
their families, and even about any concerns they might have with their children. But they also 
talk to me about the wider issues affecting their community, such as, for example, the pros and 
cons of living in a rural setting and so distant from the main cities. That day was no exception. 
My conversation with the driver made my journey far more interesting than I had anticipated 
and provided a further insight into the community. It also helped establish a further link with 
another local individual who believes in the work that I have been developing with his peers. 
These spontaneous conversations have become invaluable for my research and they have al-
                                                 
6 Decorative elements made with fabric scraps and used in the corners of the Adufe. 
7 A percussion instrument commonly used in the Beira Baixa region of Portugal.  
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lowed me to understand the context in which these people live, and this has had a major influ-
ence in my creative process. These casual but informative conversations became more insight-
ful than scheduled interviews. Unlike the latter, they were not staged neither were they planned. 
A doctorate is an interior journey during which the student is pushed to develop ex-
tremely fast. When I embarked on this journey, I felt very sure about the methods I wanted to 
use. But shortly afterwards, certainties became questions and these questions lead me on a trail 
in search of other methods and new approaches. To a certain extent research became life and 
life became research. The thin line which separates my life from my research work has been 
unavoidably crossed very often. In order to write on a subject about which I am passionate and 
in which I believe, I cannot simply be an observer. I must live through it, as this is the only 
way I will be able to write with honesty about it. 
All the challenges and obstacles that I have encountered became part of my learning 
process. Curating the '21st Century Rural Museum' has been undoubtedly one of the most chal-
lenging projects of my life. It took considerable time and a few exhibitions to refine the mes-
sage in a way the general public would understand it, in its full meaning. Only well into the 
project did I realise that I, too, had not fully understood how to communicate the message well, 
in spite of being the designer and curator of this itinerary museum. The repeated experience of 
taking it to different venues was necessary to grasp its full impact and to develop a successful 
way to communicate it to my audience. The exhibition design evolved from one venue to the 
next and its message was refined from one exhibition to the next.  
Returning to my parallel with Yoga, writing a thesis is comparable to meditating before 
reaching the Samadhi8. During the initial efforts of trying to meditate, we don't quite under-
stand how to do it. Daily practice makes us increasingly comfortable with meditating, but it is 
very difficult to establish a rhythm. Likewise, with writing. When I started writing the first few 
lines in this thesis, I felt at a loss. I was only able to write on a daily basis by keeping a diary 
of my doctoral research. In it I would register all events and the gradual development of my 
research. Some days, I confess, I failed to do so, but other days I did master the exercise. 
                                                 
8 A state of intense concentration achieved through meditation. In yoga, this is regarded as the final stage, at which a union with the divine is 
reached (before or at death). 
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As a practicing architect and artist, it often feels unnatural to write with such intensity 
or in such volume as it is required in a doctoral thesis. I have been trained to think through 
drawing and this has become my natural creative process. Practice has always come first, writ-
ing followed simply as a method of documenting any work carried out. As such, it has mostly 
been a secondary event, albeit, on occasion, reflexive writing has impacted on my practice as 
an artist. Much of the writing which has informed this thesis was produced as a diary. Writing 
in a diary like style became a form of daily meditation. At the end of the day, instead of closing 
my eyes and trying to clear my mind of all thoughts, I focused it on ideas that had emerged 
during my practical work and wrote about them, developing them further through this 'medita-
tive' writing. My research methods inspired creative practice and this creativity has fed into my 
writing. 
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Chapter 2 
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2.1. Art-Ethnography 
‘Know for yourself! That was oftentimes the only advice my companions would offer 
when, as a novice fieldworker among Saami people in north-eastern Finland some forty 
years ago, I was stuck as to how to proceed with some practical task. At first I thought 
they were just being unhelpful, or unwilling to divulge what they knew perfectly well. But 
after a while I realised that, quite to the contrary, they wanted me to understand that the 
only way one can really know things – that is, from the very inside of one’s being – is 
through a process of self-discovery. To know things you have to grow into them, and let 
them grow in you, so that they become a part of who you are. Had my companions offered 
formal instruction by explaining what to do, I would have had only the pretence of know-
ing, as I would find out the moment I tried to do as I was told. The mere provision of 
information holds no guarantee of knowledge, let alone of understanding. Things, as pro-
verbial wisdom has it, are easier said than done.’ 
(Ingold, 2013, p. 1) 
 
The research journey leading to the completion of a doctorate presents many obstacles, 
most not unlike those summarised above by Ingold. A particularly challenging exercise for me 
presented itself at the initial stages of this journey. Preparing a literature review raised many 
difficult questions, as I struggled to understand how it would help me obtain answers to my 
research questions. As a practicing architect I had always been used to obtaining my answers 
directly on site, from the built and natural environment of the specific building site on which I 
was working, and by conducting a building survey. I was now having to adjust to the more 
academic and indoor research process of developing a literature review. Yet, a question prayed 
in my mind: why does it have to be this way? 
For some months, I did persist in the task, but instead of helping me find the boundaries 
of my research, it made me grow distant from it, and it would be two years before I could 
benefit from Tim Ingold’s The 4 As (Ingold, 2013). This would have been an invaluable tool 
in developing my literature review, as sitting in a library to produce it was a growing struggle, 
in spite of having always enjoyed reading. The act of reading had always engaged me on an 
act of reflection and self-discovery, allowing me to develop my own feelings and ideas on a 
particular subject. The act of reading had always abstracted me from the outside world, opening 
up my mind to take in the author’s thoughts and ideas. It had never failed to transport me into 
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a different space, an alternative location, i.e. my projected vision of the space I was reading 
about. Reading about fieldwork others had conducted, about their methods and how they had 
carried it out projected my mind into my own vision of those places and the kind of fieldwork 
I would carry out. By association, it projected my mind into the place I had chosen as object of 
my own forthcoming fieldwork. That mental journey generated a kind of anticipation that was 
daunting, owing to my inexperience as a researcher, but at the same time one that presented an 
exciting prospect. Tracing back the last few years has made me realise that the overall journey 
into the completion of a doctorate also involves a journey of self discovery. Mine started at the 
very beginning of my research journey, it developed at a similar pace and it has brought me to 
the realisation that both are intertwined. 
I had always felt drawn to Idanha-a-Nova and longed to be immersed in its reality. 
Against all advice, in October 2011, I decided to visit my ‘object’ of study and went on a 
fieldtrip there. My resolve was guided by this simple reasoning: my aim was to learn a specific 
group of people and their geographical context, and this could only be accomplished through 
physical proximity to them. Indeed, working with the Idanha-a-Nova community over recent 
years has made me adjust my research methods. The need for such adjustment became apparent 
during that first fieldtrip. I had gained access to a deeper knowledge and to narratives about the 
social fabric under scrutiny. 
Research methodology literature served the purpose of providing guidance. This I have 
found to a degree in a variety of works, such as Practical Research Methods (Dawson, 2002), 
Qualitative Research Methods (Weinberg, 2002), Participatory Action Research (Whyte, 
1991), Writing Ethnographic Fieldnotes (Emerson, et al., 1995), Ethnography. Principles in 
Practice (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007) and Researching Society and Culture (Seale, 2004). 
These reference materials have been particularly useful in guiding me towards reaching a start-
ing point, at which I could begin to define research methods that best applied to my own prac-
tice. Experience alone would dictate which of the proposed methods, if any, could be applied 
to the chosen case study. I aimed to access real stories, through the memories of these people, 
and unleash true narratives that would highlight these people’s significant concerns. Open 
ended interviews seemed the best way to start and to gather more information about people in 
Idanha-a-Nova and their concerns. 
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My well researched interviews, prepared with a variety of written questions were to 
prove completely unnatural and fruitless. Their only usefulness would be in making me realise 
I would have to find a more casual approach. I had prepared all interviews at home very care-
fully, but so had my interviewees. Unwittingly, I had merely staged a question and answer 
session and not a real fact finding exercise. The people I was interviewing were mere inter-
viewees, not the real people of Idanha-a-Nova. I would have to develop a relationship with 
them, if I were ever to achieve my objective. Engaging in real conversation would be the key 
to unlocking the mystery behind the people of Idanha.  In Tim Ingold’s words ‘it is, in short, 
by watching, listening and feeling – by paying attention to what the world has to tell us – that 
we learn.’ People open up and confide in others when they sense there is no pretence. In order 
to access the memories of the people in this particular community, I needed to meet with them 
on an equal footing. Although my pockets were still armed with cameras, recorders and written 
questions, my approach had changed. I was now simply an additional person within the com-
munity. The researcher in me would have to rely purely on natural methods, innate to any 
individual, to acquire information – the powers of observation and meditation. Observation can 
be a powerful research tool, if applied correctly. Many a time I sat in a local café and observed 
my surroundings. Each community has its own way of acting, of behaving and of taking part 
in social life and we can learn a considerable amount by simply observing people and by re-
flecting on those observations. We can sense the state of mind of another person through em-
pathy, sensing if that person is happy, sad or reluctant, for example, by observing and inter-
preting their facial and body expressions. Yet, many research method textbooks fail to refer 
readers to these natural and invaluable research aids, leaving them to face the risk of merely 
acquiring the ‘pretence of knowing’ as Ingold points out above. 
Interdisciplinary experience can often be forgotten, or even discarded as irrelevant, if 
the focus of study is very distinct from the discipline(s) to which the experience pertains. Ar-
chitecture is a distinct discipline from ethnography, but my ten year experience as a practicing 
architect has taught me it is essential to visit a location a number of times before we can develop 
a visual diagramme that describes the memories associated with it. Analysing space requires 
that we look for areas where people tend to spend more time, as opposed to transitory areas. 
Observation is essential in achieving this. Theory provides food for thought and it can help us 
to reflect on our own practice, and one good example is Marc Augé’s Non-Places: Introduction 
to an Anthropology of Supermodernity. The fact that people prefer a certain space because of 
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its exposure to light, its dimensions, its sounds, etc., is something experience had taught me 
over time, but reading about it later on has helped me reflect on it and take stock of what I had 
learnt through practice or by simply experiencing space. I wanted my doctoral research to give 
me firsthand experience, which would allow me to write about my own thoughts, concerns and 
reflections on Idanha-a-Nova, a geographical space I had identified as my case study. Accord-
ing to Ingold, ethnographic fieldwork opens up space to critical and comparative inquiry into 
the conditions and potentials of human life. Such inquiry leads to an understanding of what life 
is like in particular times and places (Ingold, 2013, p. 4). Embracing ethnographic fieldwork 
as part of my research process has brought me closer to understanding Idanha-a-Nova and also 
the time in which I live. 
In the same way that ethnography can produce an account of a specific time and place, 
art can present an account of life in a specific setting. This is the case with the art work I present 
in this study. The art installations presented are constructed on narratives of the present time 
and portray specific locations, as they are now. They intentionally reflect on gender issues 
within Idanha-a-Nova, specifically, and how women who live there experience and perceive 
them. The narratives informing their creation are those of the women in that borough. 
These women were invited to take part in the creative process by helping to build dif-
ferent elements of these art works. When they gathered at CCR – Centro Cultural Raiano to 
participate, they soon felt at ease and trusting, so they began to share their life stories. They 
would talk about their relationship with their children and, in some cases, even their broken 
marriages. In short, they shared family stories while making art. During production they were 
sharing increasingly more stories and beginning to feel closer to each other, through this expe-
rience. As it became apparent that their stories had much in common, they realised they were 
not alone. They were a group of women with similar experiences and facing very similar issues. 
This gave them some reassurance and regained confidence in their own abilities as individuals. 
Similarities in their life journeys had started to bring them together and, in turn, they were 
becoming more confident about communicating their cultural memories. Arguably, owing to 
the casual manner in which this sharing of personal narratives and memories took place and 
the fact that they were learning more about each other, these women started to feel more em-
powered. 
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Ethnographic fieldwork became an important element in the creative process. Uncon-
ventionally, these gatherings replaced my open ended interviews. Listening to these women’s 
stories as they gathered around to help produce my art works, gave me inspiration. Casual 
conversations with these women have inspired the writing of my own stories. Certain aspects 
which they have revealed about their lives were very personal, but represented an important 
account of this community. They show how people relate to each other in their private family 
space. My artistic and ethnographic work grew very naturally and it was never planned.  
As a researcher, I was in possession of very interesting and compelling material that I 
could use for analysis. Yet, as a woman who had gained these women’s trust and in whom they 
had confided, I felt reluctant in risk losing their trust by revealing their personal details in any 
of my writing. This created a dilemma as it became paramount to retell their stories more 
widely and make them known to a wider audience in order to instigate a critical review of our 
times and of life in Portugal’s rural areas. How could this be accomplished without betraying 
their trust or turning their issues into a reality show?  
The art we were producing together was the answer. These women’s stark reality had 
inspired my artistic creation and so these art works would become a vehicle in which to carry 
their stories outside of their community to a national audience, and later to an international 
audience. They had taken part in the process of building the exhibition at the Joronimos Mon-
astery in Lisbon. The art installations which I had created and built with these women were 
coming together in one place to bring a single shared narrative of the women in Idanha-a-Nova 
women to urban audiences. ‘The Blanket’, ‘The Queen’, ‘The Chapel’ and the ‘Dressed 
Mooresses’ register and retell these life stories in a sensitive and subtle way, appealing to their 
audiences’ feelings of nostalgia and sensitivity. They integrate the exhibition My Country 
Through Your Eyes, which was presented nationally and internationally. 
As individuals we cannot be defined in simplistic terms, a female adult is not merely a 
‘woman’ and a male adult is not merely a ‘man’. The complex environment into which we are 
born and develop presents many challenges and offers many choices, and whatever route we 
take, or fall into, it provides us with a multitude of labels, for want of a better word, to class 
our varied experiences and acquired roles – ‘daughter’, ‘son’, ‘sister’, ‘brother’, ‘wife’, ‘hus-
band’, ‘mother’, ‘father’, ‘friend’, ‘enemy’, ‘teacher’, ‘student’, ‘researcher’, ‘artisan’, ‘artist’, 
etc.. At any one time, an individual can perform a variety of tasks, and will approach each one 
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from a combined perspective, irrespective of the focus of the task. An individual who can be 
identified by a variety of labels may be able to focus on a particular one for a specific purpose, 
but cannot be totally dismissive of any others. When I approach the design of a house, I do so 
far and foremost as an architect, but my role as architect is influenced by the fact that I am a 
woman, that I am Portuguese, that I studied architecture at a specific stage in my life, etc.. 
Similarly, my role as researcher is influenced by my knowledge and experience as an architect, 
but also by the fact that I am a woman; and, in turn, my role as an artist is influenced by my 
ethnographic research within the Idanha-a-Nova community, by that fact that I am a woman 
and that (because of it) I befriended the women in that community. If anything this may lead 
anyone more critically minded to reaffirm that ‘there are real pitfalls in working across estab-
lished boundaries of practice’ (Grimshaw & Ravetz, 2015), if bent on not looking at the present 
study from an interdisciplinary approach. From a purely ethnographical research approach, it 
could be easily argued that allowing personal feelings to deter the researcher from recording 
specific data would introduce a dangerous bias to any research findings. However, a compro-
mise between ethnography and art had already been established, thus creating the necessary 
precedent to recall here. The researcher and the artist in me had made a pact to work hand-in-
hand and prioritise a multi-level engagement of the people of Idanha-a-Nova. And thus a living 
experiment had began, and it had to run its course. Grimshaw & Ravetz warn that ‘experimental 
forms can easily fall between the cracks, neither engaged by anthropologists nor artists’ (2015). 
Such is the calculated risk of any interdisciplinary approach. Yet, experimental forms are often 
organic and, as any organism, its potential to bear fruit is exponential, particularly if they in-
volve true collaboration between the community and the artist-ethnographer. 
‘Experimental forms’ may need to imply some blurring of boundaries between disci-
plines, if a fusion between art-ethnography is to be presented as a model of successful interdis-
ciplinarity. With such fusion the artist is concerned with the communication of a particular 
message (Grimshaw & Ravetz, 2015) as the present study attests. The art installations pre-
sented here are inspired by (the object of ) ethnographic research and carry a message in the 
narratives of the people of Idanha-a-Nova. 
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2.2. Artistic Practice 
With my artistic practice, I try to interpret reality through a careful reflection on today’s 
society’s mentalities and iconographies. I am particularly interested in the dialect between rural 
and urban culture, the private and public spheres, tradition and contemporaneity. I attempt to 
deconstruct the values, habits and mores of western civilization in order to question personal 
and collective identity, whether it arises from gender, class or nationality. I am inspired by 
daily actions, traditional crafts, and the role these play in people’s lives. However, what seems 
to prevail in my practice are references to small narratives and artefacts (objects, musical in-
struments, local popular songs, etc.) which are part of everyday life in the community.  
   
 
The adopting of images and objects which are characteristic of rural areas, and in par-
ticular Idanha-a-Nova, is the basis to my creative practice. When producing new work I use 
popular materials which are deeply linked to the condition of women. These objects carry many 
popular memories and crafts related techniques which are associated with female labour.  
I am influenced in my practice by a variety of movements such as: the Nouveau 
Reálisme, a French art movement that aimed at new ways of perceiving and representing the 
real, founded in the 1960s, by the art critic Pierre Restany and painter Ives Klein; Neo-expres-
sionism, which I first had contact with in the 1990s when exposed to the works by the Catalan 
artist Antoni Tàpies and conceptual art when I was exposed to the works by Marcel Duchamp.  
Pics. 5, 6 and 7 – “My Country Through Your Eyes” photography collection by Cristina Rodrigues (2010), 
Penha Garcia, Portugal. Men, waiting for mass on a Sunday morning. 
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The employment of objects in art goes back to the beginning of the first decade of the 20th 
century, when Picasso and Braque used newspaper cuttings and other types of paper in their 
paintings (ex: Pablo Picasso, 1913-14, Head (Tête), cut and pasted coloured paper, gouache 
and charcoal on paperboard, 43.5 x 33 cm, Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edin-
burgh). However it is the ready-mades of Marcel Duchamp that revolutionise the artistic pro-
duction, in the early decades of the 20th century, with the inclusion of ordinary manufactured 
objects in the artistic narrative. The ready-mades redefined the category of an object by classi-
fying it as art after being designated as such by an artist. With this new interpretation of the 
narratives around a certain object the spectrum of possibilities of what art can be was expanded. 
The art work “Fountain” by Marcel Duchamp (1917) is just one example of this new approach 
in the artistic practice where every day common objects are central to the aesthetic narrative. 
Marcel Duchamp constitutes a great influence in the way I appropriate everyday com-
mon objects into my artistic practice. I combine these objects with original iron or textile struc-
tures designed by me, in order to sustain the repeated objects. A good example is the work 
titled “The Fountain of Happiness” that I have designed in 2015, a large iron structure featuring 
iron chains, and glass bottles used for the famous Portuguese liqueur, Licor Beirão. This li-
queur is one of the oldest traditional drinks in Portugal, using distilled flavours from seventeen 
herbs and flowers. The iron works used in “The Fountain of Happiness” remind the iron works 
used in English estates and gardens for structures such as gates, garden benches and pergolas.  
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2.3. Scale and Objects 
The choice of a given object, its enlarging and its composition with several objects and 
crafts techniques that are different to that which constitutes the object is one of the conceptual 
strategies I have applied. This can be seen in works such as “The Blanket” (2013), a gigantic 
blanket made with several Adufes, a percussion instrument traditionally played by the women 
in Idanha-a-Nova; “Enlightenment” (2014), a large scale chandelier made with ready-made 
necklaces or “The Fountain of Happiness” (2015), a large iron fountain made with glass bottles. 
However, my practice is not limited to the formal dimension or the scale of an art work. The 
aesthetic experience of each work is also based on a given topic. In the particular case of “En-
lightenment” (2014), the work takes its inspiration from the decoration of both the sumptuous 
palatial salons and of modest middle-class family dining rooms, along with the configuration 
of the typical chandeliers. The shape of the chandeliers and its majestic basis indicate luxury, 
Pic. 8 – “The Fountain of Happiness” sculpture by Cristina Rodrigues (2015); materials: Iron structure, iron 
chains, stainless steel decorations and glass bottles; dimensions: 3,50 meters (height) x 2,10meters (diameter). 
The photo portrays the sculpture at Tatton Park Gardens, in Knutsford, part of Cristina Rodrigues exhibition 
“Guardian Angels”, 21st May to 4th October 2015. Photo by RezaKio. 
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which contrasts with the poorest of the fashion accessories sold in Chinese and Indian shops 
across England, crackle glass necklaces. 
 
 
2.4. Satin Ribbons 
In “Kim” and “Gaga” (2015), the satin ribbons used in the works suggest wedding dec-
orations and domestic crafts, practices which are stereotypically associated with womanhood, 
particularly in communities with a patriarchal model of organization. The images to which the 
works evoke indicate the glamorous ideals of beauty presented by the media and the advertising 
sector in the 21st century. The titles of the works allude to the characters Kim Kardashian and 
Lady Gaga respectively, and depict dominant representation of femininity, portraying two dif-
ferent contemporary notions of the femme fatale. These works thus reflect the contradictory 
views that even today encircle the condition of women, set between the pressure of success and 
the supposedly intrinsic role of being a mother. Per opposition the works titled “Sabrina” and 
Pic. 9 – “Enlightenment” sculpture by Cristina Rodrigues (2014); materials: Iron structure, crackle glass neck-
laces, stainless steel decorations and ceramic angels; dimensions: 2,00 meters (height) x 1,80meters (diame-
ter). The photo portrays the sculpture at Manchester Cathedral, part of Cristina Rodrigues exhibition “Women 
From My Country”, 3rd July to 21st September 2014. Photo by RezaKio. 
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“Queen Victoria” portray the angelical princess, showing a more romantic view on historical 
characters.  I am fascinated with the historical journey of women from the past to contempora-
neity and these characters incarnate old chairs that I have been collecting for several years. 
Each character is established in relation to the provenance and memories recollected with the 
object. The series of chairs titled “Bourgeois” belonged to a migrant Iranian family based in 
Stockport. Ordinary manufactured wood chairs are transformed into luxury pieces all crafted 
with satin ribbons and the finest cotton lace. With this repeated action I intend to redefine the 
category of the object and show case everyday common artefacts which belonged to the con-
temporary working class as luxury items. 
 
 
  
Pic. 10 – “Kim” art installation by Cristina Rodrigues (2015); materials: wood chairs, satin ribbons, ceramic 
angels and porcelain feet; dimensions: site specific. The photo portrays the art installation at Tatton Park 
Gardens, in Knutsford, part of Cristina Rodrigues exhibition “Guardian Angels”, 21st May to 4th October 2015. 
Photo by RezaKio. 
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2.4. Interview by the art critic Rajesh Punj 
‘Surrendering to the Common Life’ 
Published at SCULPTURE Magazine 
January/February 2016 
 
In situ, Cristina Rodrigues’s works read like fanciful relics. Lavishing baroque details 
over ordinary objects, she masterfully mixes virtuosity with the commonplace. Adventures into 
the sublime, her installations are as universal in their significance as they are local in their 
inspiration, purposefully touching the lives of everyone involved. Rodrigues’s practice is gov-
erned by more than simple aesthetics, hovering between social ethnography, anthropology, and 
the ideals of sustainability. By meticulously stitching disciplines into a historical context, she 
produces living testaments to individual lives in an attempt to bridge age-old narratives and 
new cultural appraisals - a task that continues beyond her presence in what she describes as the 
“ultimate act of democracy” for art. Her installations frequently celebrate the role of women as 
keepers of cultural tradition, bringing nearly forgotten cultural wealth to the fore by lending an 
artistic identity to functional and sometimes obsolete objects. Drawing on people, their com-
munities, and underlying relationships to a wider culture, Rodrigues positions her works as 
enlightened beacons to which viewers can congregate.  
Rodrigues, who was born in Porto, Portugal, lives and works in Manchester, U.K., and 
maintains studios there and in Idanha-a-Nova, Portugal. She is a chartered architect in both 
countries and holds a M.Phil in Art & Design from Manchester Metropolitan University. Over 
the last four years, she has lectured at the Manchester School of Architecture and at the Zhong-
yuan University of Technology, China. She has also created and led two major international 
research projects: DfD - Design for Desertification and the 21st Century Rural Museum. DfD, 
which responds to problems of desertification, depopulation, and economic decline using 
Idanha-a-Nova as a case study, was developed in partnership with MIRIAD, Manchester 
School of Architecture, Idanha-a-Nova Municipality, and UNESCO Geopark Naturtejo. The 
21st Century Rural Museum (2012) encourages rural regeneration by involving artists, design-
ers, and writers in a cross-border collaborative project. Through this itinerant exhibition, the 
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voices of an older generation have taken center stage in major cities, drawing attention to the 
daily lives of people in rural Portugal. 
Rajesh Punj: In creating your installations, you are as much architect as artist. Do you 
consider space to be an amphitheater for your work? 
Cristina Rodrigues: Being an architect influenced how I perceive space. I always 
make major installations because I always react to space before I do anything else. So, when I 
am thinking about an artwork, I constantly think about how it is going to look in space and how 
it is going to react to space. How can space become part of the story of this artwork? Because 
crucially, for me, space is not neutral. I don’t believe in neutral spaces like the white box. Space 
is never neutral. 
RP: For readers less familiar with your work, can you begin by explaining your mo-
tives? 
CR: My work is mainly about women and their narratives, in very different environ-
ments. So, I explore immigration from both sides. While focusing more intentionally on rural 
areas - the places where people used to live and what is left behind, as houses and accompany-
ing lands become vacant - I still want to explore the city as the main destination for migrants. 
I want to understand both realities, to perceive how groups of women behave in each of them. 
My work is fed by these separate narratives.  
RP: As much as location matters, your work appears more about people than place. Is 
that a correct assumption?  
CR: Yes, it’s not the space, it’s the people. It’s about the construction of cultural iden-
tity and how it is perceived, because identity and culture are manipulated in a way that makes 
you feel part of a group. For instance, where I work in Portugal, in the central region, in Idanha-
a-Nova, the adufeiras - the groups of women who play the adufe [a traditional square tambou-
rine] - began to disappear in the 1980s. This is the instrument that I used to make one of my 
main installations, The Blanket. As a result of migration, only elderly people remained in these 
places; but they were not very active, and as a consequence, a lot of traditions disappeared 
through a deep inertia within the population. And so, to rejuvenate social identity, the politi-
cians encouraged initiatives designed to reinstall certain cultural habits back into society. In 
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this case, they gathered women together to play the adufe and sing the traditional songs as a 
way of re-creating identity. The idea was to make the women feel part of a group again and 
also to raise their self-esteem. I don’t wish to judge whether it was a good approach or not, but 
when I started working in places like this, I tried to understand why such traditions were im-
portant. Also, when you are a migrant, you go to a different country and begin to perceive your 
own culture differently - how your own culture is affected by the new culture that you come 
into contact with and how traditions become ever more important.  
RP: So, the objects that you select stimulate the need to re-engage with a whole series 
of cultural conditions? 
CR: The object is always selected with intention - I couldn’t do it with just anything. 
The object needs to be central, and it needs to be recognized by people in a certain space. And 
then, crucially, I display it in a natural context, where it is used, and create an item, in this case 
a blanket, that becomes a gigantic object itself, objecti-fying something with a very theatrical 
environment. It is all based on the intention of using something with a true local relevance, 
while making it mean something globally. The meaning of the blanket extends to England, 
where mothers cover their children at night with blankets. So, it is essential that the work means 
something in a global sphere.  
RP: Is it fair to say that your works are catalysts for social and cultural mobilization?  
CR: There is always a narrative around the object, which suggests that my work is 
never finished. When I look at my work, I feel like I can always add something to it, and I 
perceive all of my works as unfinished. With “The Blanket”, there are several versions of the 
same work, which were made by different groups of women and are therefore very different. 
But essentially the idea is that it be an exercise in democracy and an exercise in how you regard 
gender in society. The first time that I exhibited it, in the cathedral, local politicians from the 
socialist party in Portugal came to see it, and I explained that “this work is dedicated to all the 
women in the region, and that you should look at the work as the sons of the women who have 
participated.” Remarkably, they all started crying, because everyone has stories, especially in 
environments like this that are very rural, where society is still very conservative. These are 
places where women have often suffered psychological and physical violence. During the mak-
ing of The Blanket, I would hear stories like, “I got married when I was 19 (the majority of 
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these women were 60 and 70 years old). I had no freedom at my parent’s house. And so I 
wanted to get married really quickly so I would have some freedom of my own. But then I 
realized that I would not have any more freedom because the conservatism was transferred 
from my parents to my husband, who ruled the home entirely.” So, they gained little or no 
freedom at all. And their notion of marriage, which was romanticized from the moment when 
they were born and deliberately promoted by the popular media, fed into how they perceived 
marriage. Unfortunately, marriage was nothing like that notion, and they were unprepared for 
it. Such cultural misunderstandings show how resilient women are, because they adjust to their 
circumstances, and that fascinates me.  
RP: Essentially you give your works back to the people as a generous act of solidarity.  
CR: Yes, the works are born from the people and they return to them. It becomes a 
circle, because there is no commercial value to how I generate these works. Because of this, I 
am often asked questions such as, “How are you going to sell this?” or “What do you aim to 
do with it?” And I think that it was never meant for sale. I don’t do work of that kind. I do work 
that feeds into narratives and includes people. Therefore, I do work for me, which is an exercise 
of citizenship and democracy. This kind of work can be very subtle and not in your face. I am 
not putting extra graphic content into my work, but at the same time, it is a very strong idea - 
which is like a female figure; if you consider human nature, it is similar to that. You do not 
reveal everything, only parts of yourself, and the whole is surrendered to life itself. And you 
can think about the work like that.  
RP: These are obviously not neutral objects that you select; every one is loaded with 
its own immense social and cultural history. Is that how you see them?  
CR: Yes, these are objects with memories, and so, it becomes about the memory of the 
object. I work a great deal with the memories that come with these objects, which is why the 
leading curator at my studio is an anthropologist and ethnographer. Our first approach is always 
to interview people - understanding objects and the places they come from - in order to become 
familiar with the density of the narratives. Then we present as much of that as we can in the 
artworks - or pres-ent it in some way in the artwork. Ethnography is very relevant to me. It is 
always my starting point - collecting, photographing. My first work, The People’s Wall (2013), 
contains photographs of everyone whom I had interviewed in the past, all of them significant 
to a certain community.  
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RP: Is your disinterest in neutrality one of the reasons for your choice of spaces? 
CR: I do use white spaces sometimes, but I make them part of the narrative. They must 
always become important to the narrative. That is part of being an architect and perceiving 
scale - determining space and the nature of buildings. And the second part of that approach is 
that, having studied medieval and renaissance history, I am a follower of the École des Annales, 
or the School of Mentalities, which was centered in France, at the Sorbonne. Historians like 
Jacques Le Goff, Georges Duby, and Lucien Febvre influenced how I think about history and 
how I think about society. Back in the 1940s, they said that we are writing history only about 
noble men, and that represents only 10 percent of society. We are not writing people’s history 
correctly, and so this does not give us a correct perspective. These eminent historians found 
ways to research and understand how ordinary people were living and behaving in medieval 
times. I think that, even in the 21st century, we still do not stop and pay attention to how ordi-
nary people live and perceive life, or to what we can learn from them. The People’s Wall is 
about just that. 
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Chapter 3 
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3.1. ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ 2012 - 2013 
The most depopulated areas in Portugal are also the most deserted in environmental 
terms. The ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary exhibitions focus on desertification as a 
combined phenomenon with depopulation. They demonstrate that rural regeneration can be 
achieved by defining a cultural strategy which impacts upon local communities by promoting 
cultural exchange (at national and international level), social inclusion, environmental aware-
ness and sustainable economic growth. 
The ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ featured a collection of my photos titled ‘My Country 
Through Your Eyes’ and a photo installation titled ‘The People’s Wall’. These works illustrate 
the human side of the unbalanced demographics and its effect on Portugal’s economy and en-
vironment. A territory needs a balanced distribution of population in the same way that a body 
needs to be balanced in order to be healthy. Regular field visits since 2009 to various villages 
and small settlements located in the Interior of Portugal have heightened my perception. These 
exhibitions were shaped in response to the issues of desertification, depopulation and economic 
decline. The aim was to encourage rural regeneration by involving artists, designers and writers 
in a collaborative project which could have a real impact across the world. These itinerary 
exhibitions were an experiment through which several individuals shared knowledge, percep-
tions and interpretations on desertification as a broader concept inclusive of the environmental 
phenomenon, depopulation and economic decline. Their contributions were gathered without 
any certainty as to the outcome. Yet, the arguments and observations presented by the various 
contributors, irrespective of their professional backgrounds, proved consistent and relevant to 
the purpose of this itinerary museum. 
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As curator of the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ I have counted with the invaluable sup-
port of the Idanha-a-Nova Council and of the local Ethnographic Museum and Research Cen-
tre, CCR – Centro Cultural Raiano. The local museum organises activities which go beyond 
the limits of its physical boundaries. One example is the research project Oralidades, which is 
coordinated by the museum’s anthropologist and museologist, Paulo Longo, and which aims 
to promote and safeguard the oral traditions of Idanha-a-Nova. The CCR also has the remit for 
protecting the borough’s built heritage, recording local religious, pagan and musical traditions, 
and recording the traditional techniques of olive oil production. The methods used in the latter 
are vital to the economy of this borough in the central region of Portugal where most olive oil 
fields are located (Pereira, 2005). One of its villages, Proença-a-Velha, holds one of the most 
important cluster of olive oil mills regionally. It boasts four different types of mill, showcasing 
the evolution of the various olive oil production methods used: beam press, animal traction 
press, mechanical press and industrial press (Pereira, 2005, p. 144). Another key project de-
veloped by anthropologists Paulo Longo and Eddy Chambino was the refurbishment of the 
Pic. 11 – ‘The People’s Wall’ art installation by Cristina Rodrigues (2012); materials: black and white photo-
graphs printed in satin paper and audio recording of the theme ‘Senhora do Almurtão’; dimensions: site spe-
cific. The photo portrays the art installation at CCR – Centro Cultural Raiano, in Idanha-a-Nova, part of 
Cristina Rodrigues exhibition ‘21st Century Rural Museum’, June 2013. Photo by André Castanheira. 
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mill clusters in Proença-a-Velha and Idanha-a-Nova and their conversion into ethnographic 
museums. 
 
 
The ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary exhibitions showcase the oral traditions of 
Idanha-a-Nova. Their creations raised key issues on extending this location’s reach beyond its 
geographical boundaries, and to present it within the confines of a museum to the wider public, 
to students of different age groups, to national visitors as well as international visitors and 
experts. In this way, the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ has brought the voice of rural genera-
tions to hectic and highly populated urban centres. The photo installations ‘My Country 
Through Your Eyes’ and ‘The People’s Wall’ provided the necessary contextualisation by be-
ing displayed together with the collection of sound recordings made during the rehearsals of 
the local Adufe players’ rehearsals. 
Pic. 12 – Olive oil beam press in Proença-a-Velha, Idanha-a-Nova Municipality, Portugal. 6 December 2011. 
Photo by Cristina Rodrigues. 
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3.1.1. The Oporto Exhibition at Palácio das Artes – Fábrica de Talentos 
This travelling museum was designed to tell a story about rural life in Portugal. Over 
the years’ controversial government measures have affected the way in which people are dis-
tributed across the Portuguese territory. The rectangular shape of the country and its location 
at the edge of Western Europe results in an extensive coastline of approximately 800 Kms and 
partly owed to its sea fairing traditions, its main urban centres are located along the coastline. 
As a result, demographic distribution in Portugal has become very unbalanced, and demogra-
phy a politically charged issue. The ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ addresses the way in which 
the country’s unbalanced demographics has been affecting its economy and natural environ-
ment as a whole. The natural decrease in rural populations, especially after the 1980’s, and the 
continued migration of young people to the main urban centres has been contributing to the 
loss of oral traditions in several rural areas. Intentionally, this itinerary exhibition featured re-
cordings of a selection of oral traditions which were played to urban audiences at different city 
museums. Most people who make up the targeted urban audiences for these exhibitions were 
originally from Portugal’s rural areas, or descended from rural families, so the rural traditions 
exhibited became easily identifiable. They triggered a collective memory of stories, helping to 
recount episodes from rural areas and from Idanha-a-Nova, one of the most depopulated bor-
oughs in the country. 
I have been visiting small villages in this interior region of the country since 2010 to 
portray spaces affected by depopulation, and I have met several elderly artisans who craft beau-
tiful objects. One significant example is the Adufe, a musical instrument in use since medieval 
times. I was surprised to learn that Idanha-a-Nova’s seventeen parishes had always been very 
active culturally. Music has a particularly strong tradition across the borough. Most local mu-
sical themes are played on the Adufe, accompanied by women singing lyrics their own mothers 
had sang and their grandmothers before them. The first time I heard these songs they struck me 
as sounding very familiar in spite of being certain I hadn’t heard them before. Cultural tradi-
tions are often linked to agricultural activities and several of Idanha-a-Nova’s festivities to 
celebrate olive harvesting and olive oil production, which normally take place from November 
to January every year. The most important is Madeiro, a small procession with local people 
pulling a tree in an ox and cart. Harvesting has always been an important social convention 
locally and many people, mostly from the older generations, take part in it. It is also the older 
members of the community who tend to be involved in the olive oil production, crafting the 
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Adufe, as well as producing bread, traditional cakes and biscuits. This bore heavily on my de-
cision to record their stories as a starting point for developing the narrative that would unfold 
with the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’. Judging by my own reaction to the local musical ex-
pression, I anticipated that urban audiences would find an element of familiarity in the narra-
tives that constitute the daily lives of people in rural Portugal. 
The recording of these narratives, oral traditions required different media and also the 
involvement of different professional’s, researchers, artists, etc., – so that I could capture their 
different perspectives on the local community and understand their views on it and the issues 
surrounding it. For this purpose, I invited the participation of a select group of British and 
Portuguese artists for a series of exhibitions planned across Portugal. The resident artists were 
the glass sculptress Ana Rosa Hopkins, ecological artist David Haley, media artist Lewis Sykes 
and fine artist John Hyatt. Their works featured alongside my own photography and mapping 
works. The guest artists were photographer and researcher Ana Luísa Cruz, the sculptress Ana 
Mena, anthropologist and writer Luís Quintais, architectural illustrator Paul Cureton, and also 
the anthropologist and museologist Paulo Longo. 
Specific elements and works were permanent in all exhibitions but others were adjusted 
to suit the characteristics of each venue. At the Oporto exhibition, the museum entrance was 
marked by Luis Quintais’s poem ‘Arena’ as this had been written in response to Ana Mena’s 
sculpture ‘Pega’. Arena refers to the actual arena where bullfighting takes place and pega is 
one of the rituals of engaging the bull; it involves a man on foot (the forcado) defiantly inciting 
the bull to attack him, so that when the bull charges on him, he can grab the bull by the horns 
and fend him off. Typically, this is a male ritual. Yet, Mena’s work, ‘Pega’, features a female 
figure representing a woman standing as defiantly as a forcado building her roots into the soil. 
Ana Mena is a young sculptress who has moved from Lisbon to Penha Garcia, a small Portu-
guese village by the border with Spain. She has reopened a disused communal oven and has 
learnt to make bread, traditional cakes and biscuits with local elderly women. Her sculpture 
represents her own struggle and ability to adjust to this tough new environment. This strong 
transparent metal figure was displayed in front of the poem which embodies her story. The 
venue, Palácio das Artes – Fábrica de Talentos, is a 19th century granite building, with strong 
thick walls and very high ceilings. The main entrance is marked by a majestic granite staircase, 
which splits at right angles, to the left and to the right, into two symmetrical smaller staircases 
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leading up to a classical balcony. The sculpture ‘Pega’ and the poem ‘Arena’ were placed in 
the centre of the main staircase rest. At the high point of each of the smaller staircases a photo 
was displayed, of a man on one side and of a woman on the other, offering a symmetrical 
disposition which matched that of the staircases. The photos featured a Raiano, i.e. a man from 
the Raia region, Senhor José and a Raiana, i.e. a woman from the Raia region, Dona Odete. 
They represented the ageing male and female presence of Idanha-a-Velha, the village where 
they live: the most depopulated in the borough and one of the most depopulated in the country. 
Together with Ana Mena’s self-portrait, both young and older generations were present. The 
central balcony featured a poem by Ana Luísa Cruz, a fellow photographer and researcher, 
which tells the story of a women and child who move to a rural area in the interior of Portugal. 
The poem was written in a combination of Portuguese and English, with both languages ap-
pearing contiguously throughout the text. This continuity in the two languages aims for the text 
to be inclusive of everyone. The target audience for the exhibition was national and interna-
tional. It included visitors who were unable to understand Portuguese and other who were un-
able to understand English, and this placed them on an equal footing. The exhibition was in-
clusive, despite any language barriers. 
The first of five rooms showed the photography installation ‘The People’s Wall’, fea-
turing a variety of black and white portraits, printed in premium quality photographic paper 
and measuring 100mm x 71mm. Together, they built a pattern of episodes and themes relevant 
to the people from the Raia region; these themes were: the male, the adufeiras, young women 
and the local procession Madeiro. As a set, they showed moments of joy for the individuals 
portrayed and their community. This room also featured three larger portraits from the collec-
tion ‘My Country Through Your Eyes’ in larger dimensions. Combining the two photographic 
installations lent the room a rural context, that of Idanha-a-Nova. Featuring real present day 
scenes of social conventions and oral traditions bridged the gap between rural and urban, giving 
urban visitors the sense of being transported into that region. Other layers of history and nature, 
very characteristically rooted in the landscapes of Idanha-a-Nova, were also present throughout 
the exhibition. 
The second room showed the architectural project in development for the ‘Creative 
Industries Incubator’ which I have been designing with fellow Portuguese architect Inês 
Simões, as part of the DFD – Design for Desertification research project, and in collaboration 
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with various public and private entities in the country. On establishing that the number of aban-
doned buildings in Idanha-a-Velha was higher than the number of people, the local authority 
decided to reclaim two abandoned spaces and commission the creation of a dedicated open 
space where companies and individuals in the creative industries can debate and plan the future 
of Idanha’s community. This incubator has been planned as a centre for young entrepreneurs, 
artists and designers who will help small businesses within the borough develop a more com-
petitive image, create external links and establish new networks.  
The third room showed the work of artist Ana Rosa Hopkins. Following a joint visit to 
Idanha-a-Nova, we discussed her art installation featuring a glass ladder as in an earlier show 
and contextualising it with photographs of the harvesting of olives in the first half of the 20th 
century. Assisted by Portuguese anthropologist and curator Paulo Longo we selected relevant 
photographs. The first features Segura, a village on the border with Spain and Idanha-a-Nova 
borough, in the 1930s; it was taken by Capitão Mário Marques de Andrade and it is the prop-
erty of the Crisóstomo de Andrade family. The second features Oledo, a village in the Idanha-
a-Nova borough; the author of the photograph is unknown. The glass ladder was installed in 
the museum using a tailormade steel cabling system I designed, and from which it was sus-
pended with clear fishing line. Once installed, the ladder gave the illusion of floating in mid-
air. Perpendicular to it hung the two photos, with each touching a different end of the ladder 
blending it with the featured images, as in a real harvest scene. 
In the fourth room a film was on show, authored by Portuguese anthropologist and 
ethnographer João Tavares, and produced by Paulo Longo together with anthropologist and 
ethnographer Eddy Chambino. The film is part of the project Oralidades (oralities), a Culture 
Programme 2007-2013 initiative involving several international partner regions: Évora, 
Idanha-a-Nova and Mértola in Portugal, Ourense in Spain, Ravenna in Italy, Birgu in Malta 
and Sliven in Bulgaria. This exchange programme is based on elements which are common to 
these European communities, featuring folk and classical music tradition in Southern Europe 
as well as oral traditions, such as folktales, folksongs, short stories, poems and life stories. 
Between 2008 and 2012 a regular programme was developed in all partner cities involving 
Music Festivals and Circuits as well as ‘Cities of Oral Tradition’ Seminars. As project leader, 
Évora created a Resource Centre of Oral Tradition. The overall project aimed to enhance the 
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common oral heritage of Southern Europe, based on local identity, memories and a cultural 
matrix going back centuries. 
This room provided a localised context and highlighted the importance of local folklore 
songs in people’s lives. The theme ‘Senhora do Almurtão’ has a different version in almost 
every village in the borough. It could arguably be considered the hymn of the Raia region. Oral 
traditions remain an important aspect in the essential structures of any community. But as tra-
ditional means of transmitting knowledge orally become disrupted, some characteristics in oral 
traditions risk disappearing. Aware of this, the authorities in Idanha-a-Nova, in some instances 
in partnership with other regions, have been investing over the last two decades into the study 
and preservation of its orally based cultural traditions. Three documentaries have produced and 
they deal with oral expression in its various forms. The interviews featured focus on some of 
the last traces of traditional Portuguese rural society, typically illiterate and used to sharing 
knowledge orally. Dealing with the complex relationship between writing and speech, these 
films show how the spoken word, albeit ephemeral, can persist through time by being passed 
on from generation to generation. 
The fifth and last room featured an installation by David Haley, an ecological artist and 
researcher whose work has focussed on Climate Change. His installation illustrated, through 
maps and poems, the environmental desertification on a global scale. 
This exhibition was designed as an intended statement on the unbalanced demographics 
of Portugal and its damaging effect on the country’s economy as a whole. In hindsight, it be-
comes apparent that the intended message has not been put across clearly. Budgetary and time 
constraints were partly to blame as these imposed changes to the original plan for the exhibi-
tion. In addition, the relationship with the various artists proved a greater challenge than antic-
ipated, compounded by their differing approaches to idea development, designing, creating and 
illustrating. This added a layer of complexity to the project as a whole, from the exhibition 
design to the process of bringing it together. The ultimate challenge, however, was dealing 
with artists revealing their works to me one day before the exhibition was due to open, and not 
allowing time for any corrections and/or improvements, or to work on the message they should 
carry. A successful exhibition needs a clear message, and to achieve this, exhibits need to blend 
in as a whole. A careful and balanced selection of all works is required, with the curator ensur-
ing they meet the necessary requirements well in advance of the opening. 
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Planning the Oporto exhibition of the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ began in May 2012. 
By the end of July all works had been selected, with the exception of a few whose artists were 
still designing them. The end of July had also been established as deadline for delivery of all 
works in order to ship them to Portugal. Not all artists were able to deliver their works on time 
and the deadline had to be extended. This delay resulted in adjustments to the architectural 
plans of the exhibition during the set up week. This first show was an open ended experiment 
with some outcomes easy to control, and others causing great disruption. The photo installa-
tions were straightforward to plan and display in the museum, but other installations were far 
more complex and had to be adjusted to the characteristics of the building. 
This first exhibition became very experimental. It served as a testing ground to gain 
some understanding of how each art work was communicating with the general public. The 
organisers at the venue, Palácio das Artes - Fábrica de Talentos, distributed a survey to all 
visitors in order to gather their views on the '21st Century Rural Museum', Oporto exhibition. 
Some of the works were very popular and easily understood by the public, but others failed to 
reach their audience and the surveyed public could not identify any direct connection with the 
research topic which had led to the creation of this itinerary exhibition. Several of the women 
portrayed in my photographs were at the opening and their reactions to their own portraits were 
quite surprising. Some became very emotional on seeing their own image in an art exhibition. 
Members of one of Idanha’s folklore groups - Grupo de Adufeiras de Monsanto - who per-
formed at the opening ceremony had photographs taken of themselves in front of their own 
portraits featured in the installation ‘The People’s Wall’. This photographic installation was 
intended as a statement on the importance of each person in the community. All faces, gestures, 
jobs, crafts and other activities are portrayed as unique and displayed to urban audiences. It 
shows people from a rural community in moments of joy, celebrations, and musical rehearsals. 
The blank museum wall came to life with these living narratives. 
This exhibition was never intended or designed for an audience of artists, intellectuals 
or an elitist group of art followers. It was designed to appeal to all: artists, designers but also 
people in general and the people of Idanha-a-Nova in particular, some of whom had never had 
prior contact with contemporary art. The aim was to portray their own stories and narratives in 
a way that they could understand and would encourage them to take part in the debate. The 
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installation demonstrates that democracy is still an utopian concept and still very far from re-
ality in countries ruled by a democratic regime. 
 
 
3.1.2. The Coimbra Exhibition at CAPC – Círculo de Artes Plásticas de Coimbra 
This second exhibition at a well-known art gallery in Coimbra required a more careful 
selection of artists in order to ensure the narratives of each art work retained a closer link to 
the overall message of the exhibition. The ethnographic research which had informed the basis 
of the various narratives in the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ needed to be more apparent. To 
achieve this I chose a selection of exhibits from the CCR - Centro Cultural Raiano, displacing 
them from their usual context, i.e. the olive oil beam press, into a contemporary art show, at a 
contemporary urban gallery. To display alongside these exhibits, I selected related ethno-
graphic drawings authored by Paulo Longo during his research of objects used in olive oil mills 
Pic. 13 – ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary exhibition curated by Cristina Rodrigues & Paulo Longo, at 
Palácio das Artes, in Porto, Portugal. October 2012. Photo by Tongyu Zhou.  
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during the 20th Century. Visitors were surprised to learn ethnographers use drawing as a re-
search method.  
The '21st Century Rural Museum' is a contemporary art show. As an itinerary exhibition 
it was designed to adapt to each space, thus introducing an element of surprise. This has al-
lowed me keep each audience engaged and interested in the shows and their statement, as pre-
sented in the art works on display. 
 
 
3.1.3. The Lisbon Exhibition at MUDE, Museu do Design e da Moda, Colecção Francisco 
Capelo 
This art and design museum is located in the heart of Lisbon’s historical centre, just a 
few meters away from Rua Augusta’s famous Arch leading onto the waterfront square, Praça 
do Comércio, overlooking the Tagus estuary. MUDE is housed in the former headquarters of 
a Portuguese bank no longer in operation, Banco Nacional Ultramarino, and it opened to the 
Pic. 14 – ‘Meantime: Desert Poetics’ art installation by the artist David Haley at the ‘21st Century Rural 
Museum’ itinerary exhibition curated by Cristina Rodrigues & Paulo Longo, at CAPC – Círculo de Artes 
Plásticas de Coimbra, Portugal. February 2013. Photo by André Castanheira.  
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public in 2009, following the building’ conversion to a museum. Many of its original features 
were retained, such as the volt in the basement, the mural leading up from the basement into 
the ground floor and many marble features in the ground floor and staircase. The remainder of 
the building’s interior walls are in bare unfinished concrete, revealing its use in a recent past. 
The museum’s development is still work in progress under the directorship of Bárbara 
Coutinho. Its architectural design respects the building’s previous structure while asserting its 
unique architectural identity, quite different from the classical museum design – a white cube. 
MUDE is a space in permanent mutation with activities occupying and changing in its eight 
floors, in line with the architectural work. This museum has been created as a dynamic, exper-
imental, open and innovative project that local and foreign visitors can follow. A major boost 
to the reinvention of downtown Lisbon, an active force pulsating inside the city’s main artery, 
right in the heart of the Baixa Pombalina, so named after Marquês do Pombal, who master-
minded the renovation of Lisbon following the great earthquake of 1755. MUDE contributes 
to the longed for and much needed urban redevelopment work, and also to the creativity and 
innovation culture increasingly characteristic of our cities. This art and design museum is at 
the core of a network involving cultural institutions, universities, companies, studios, shops, 
museums and communities of designers, artists, architects and curators endeavouring to de-
velop  a new urban cultural centre. This is substantiated by Bárbara Coutinho’s statement be-
low, ‘Towards a new relationship between people, places and things’, featured in the exhibi-
tion’s catalogue. 
We have been witness to multidisciplinary projects that act on behalf of the collective 
and on a global scale, in which design capability is a determining factor in social transfor-
mation. Here we have a design that announces a new perspective on material culture and 
searches for holistic and integrated solutions for people’s essential needs, using as a starting 
point simplicity, social responsibility, sustainability, efficiency, balance, economy of 
means and respect for the environment. This is a design with a social commitment, whose 
aim is not to create more consumers, but rather to contribute towards more critical users 
who are conscious of our planet as a whole, as a shared address. 
Creators, producers and distributors from different parts of the globe increasingly set 
up collaboration networks taking advantage of the specific know-how of each partner and 
place, presenting sustainable solutions to a market showing obvious signs of exhaustion. 
New models are sought after in face of the homogeneity of global economy, of anonymous 
serial production and the growing technological complexity, of successive humanitarian 
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catastrophes, environmental problems and social inequalities. Making use of the ad-
vantages of globalization, we can link ancestral knowledge, currently under threat, to the 
most recent technologies and the new communication/distribution circuits, by valuing its 
quality and delicacy. We return to the natural elements, basic and elementary, we recover 
artisan techniques, knowledge and ancestral habits; we investigate new means of recycling 
and try to reactivate local economies, involving local communities and stimulating an in-
tergenerational exchange. On the other hand, design has been importing artisan concepts 
and methodologies as a way of exploring alternative routes to the standardization of indus-
trial production. When establishing a truly global culture, that which is more characteristic 
of a local culture is valued by its authenticity and particularities. 
The 21st Century Rural Museum aligns with this attitude and we are presenting it here 
at MUDE, as it contributes towards a debate that concerns us all. We hope to compete 
towards a greater awareness of the importance of innovative and socially responsible work 
in the areas of artisanship and design; of its meaning for the development of local econo-
mies; of the added value in teamwork and the meaning in stimulating the creative potential 
in each citizen. Rather than new objects, we need to design new services and new attitudes 
that will contribute towards a more sustainable, equal and just future. This may be one of 
the greatest contributions design has to offer.  In order to fulfil this, we will have to think 
about the actual object of design, its definition and nature, as well as its responsibility and 
dimension in contemporary culture.  We hope the 21st Century Rural Museum can help us 
reflect on this. 
(Coutinho, 2013) 
 
In this venue, there were two distinct areas to the exhibition. One area was dedicated to 
ethnographic objects and the narratives around them, featuring as central piece ‘Traces of 
Memory and Absence’. This installation by Paulo Longo showed several ethnographic objects 
displaced from their natural environment and displayed on tall glass jars. Given MUDE’s un-
conventional architectural space in bare concrete, a hard and opaque material, and the fact that 
the ethnographic exhibits were in aged metal, I introduced an unexpected element in the form 
of twelve low white plinths to support the tall glass jars. The plain yet modern design white 
plinths raised the height of the exhibits and enhanced their presence. The plinths in pure white 
provided a stand in which to feature the displaced objects, while maintaining their detachment 
from their urban surroundings. These ethnographic objects had a recent history and were easily 
recognised by the Portuguese public. They came from olive oil beam presses within the Idanha-
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a-Nova borough. The olive oil centre, Núcleo do Azeite, in the village of Proença-a-Velha, 
represents one of the most relevant interventions in Idanha-a-Nova's wider strategy to safe-
guard local heritage since the early 1990’s; ensuring its implementation was assigned to Paulo 
Longo, whose ethnographical work involves sketching as a means of recording tinware com-
monly used in olive oil pressing during the 20th century. His collection of drawings selected to 
feature in the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ was originally published in Benjamim Pereira’s 
book on traditional olive oil technology in Portugal, Tecnologia Tradicional do Azeite em Por-
tugal (Pereira, 2005). This collaboration between Longo and Pereira has resulted in the pro-
duction of ethnographic drawings which are unique in Portugal. Their project, initially started 
in 1996 by Pereira, has become a unique example of intervention in Portugal, as it presents the 
synopsis of Portuguese traditional olive oil technology. The ethnographic museums within 
Idanha-a-Nova have been developed from a local matrix and they are an extraordinary show-
case of a population in the Beira region previously boasting two of the three traditional tech-
nological olive oil production typologies. By displaying these traditional objects of a neglected 
but once thriving small rural industry in an urban environment not too distant from where they 
originated marks the solid beginnings of a long journey of awareness on a global scale. Paulo 
Longo’s co-curator’s statement below, ‘Local culture in a Global context’, featured in the ex-
hibition catalogue, is a testament to this. 
To the peripheral structure of Idanha-a-Nova, the 20th century has added a demographic 
and economic downward spiral. In the second half of the century local dynamics suffered 
a slow down as a result of a decrease in population and subsequent lack of the ability to 
regenerate and the consequences are still felt today: in a territorial classification, Idanha 
comes out as a low density borough, heavily impoverished and deserted. Its quasi official 
iconography is made up of empty houses, deserted areas and elderly people wearing black 
as if announcing an end which is near, which to many translates into a closed and inevitable 
reality. 
It is undeniable that the ending of traditional ways of living has created a major imbal-
ance in the region's society, similarly to other areas in the interior of Portugal with which 
this region shares common traits. As to its reducibility, this is a different matter. In the 
middle of a downward cycle Idanha-a-Nova has managed to establish the premise for a u-
turn by becoming a role model for regeneration. Despite the many persisting challenges - 
namely the region's demographics - the strategy developed over recent decades has resulted 
in increased qualitative value added to the borough. More so than other more centralized 
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and developed areas of the country which lack in the breadth of social and cultural re-
sources that Idanha-a-Nova can offer. There is a paradox here - the ability to offer condi-
tions for an improved quality of life within a context that is marked by depopulation and 
impoverishment, factors which are normally linked to rural areas in the interior of Portugal. 
In a style which is uncommon in this country, the touch stone in this strategy comes 
from the recognized role culture has played in connecting, in its broader sense, local aspects 
to national and international regeneration models. The cultural centre Centro Cultural Ra-
iano, in Idanha-a-Nova, epitomises this achievement which has originated in a desire to 
offer Idanha-a-Nova a cultural action plan based on dialogue and equity between similar 
partners at national and international level. 
Shared objectives and concerns are arguably the main reason for linking this context to 
the 21st Century Rural Museum, which has been designed as a positive effort towards 
providing a solution to desertification, depopulation and economic decline in the region, 
and aiming to contribute towards their regeneration. The work developed by all partners 
invited by Cristina Rodrigues aims to raise awareness towards the potential that the cultural 
and environmental heritage of Idanha has in an adverse environment, using a contemporary 
interdisciplinary and inter-territorial language, fully contextualised locally - as its starting 
point - and globally. In such a landscape it makes sense to revisit the memory and image 
of Idanha's villagers, their habits and tools, and to reinterpret the objects of their traditions. 
But these are perceived here as steps in either a creative or a research process and are, in 
fact, to be used as a role model for a shift in attitude towards aspects that many, erroneously, 
view as weaknesses. 
 (Longo, 2013) 
 
The same area of the exhibition also accommodates Hopkins’s glass ladder designed in 
three 1.5m sections, together extending to 4.5m in length. As in the two previous exhibitions, 
this glass sculpture is displayed together with two large pictures of the harvesting of olives in 
the first half of the 20th century. The work developed by all partners involved in this installation 
aims to compare two large images of the harvesting of olives in the first half of the 20th century. 
One illustrates workers picking olives, while the other features several people posing for a 
photo after the harvest. The latter shows the hierarchy at the time, as it shows the land owners 
on top of the ladders facing the camera and their labourers standing behind the ladders. The 
installation establishes a link between the real size scale of the glass ladder and the wooden 
ladders featured in the pictures. 
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Objects in a museum space were selected to take part in a specific narrative. MUDE 
holds a permanent collection of design objects and fashion items from each decade in the 20th 
Century, showcasing the century’s design tendencies as evidence of the transformation and 
evolution of shapes, forms and materials which characterised each decade. Objects on the 
ground floor are valuable design objects, many of which were created by renowned designers, 
revealing that the curatorial decision of the museum was surprisingly and intriguingly favour-
ing objects which had belonged to an elite, and were quite different from those typically used 
by most Portuguese in their daily lives. MUDE’s narrative is arguably in line with the urban 
elite of Portugal’s past, befitting the select environment of a capital city evidencing, through 
its architectural grandeur, the past glory of an empire still fresh in the country’s historical 
minds, in a building once housing a symbol of that empire. 
The approach taken by CCR - Centro Cultural Raiano contrasts considerably when  as-
sessing the value of an object. Its narrative becomes more important than the object itself. Many 
of the objects in the museum’s collection were donated by local people, whose ancestors will 
have owned and used for generations, and which will have featured as shared memories in 
many family stories. Now these objects tell their own independent stories, which are replayed 
when they are viewed by visitors. They tell stories of work and working habits; stories about 
the way people used to live at home; stories of crafts and even stories of music and musical 
traditions. Together they build a narrative on how people lived in Idanha-a-Nova during the 
20th Century. 
An overarching aim of the '21st Century Rural Museum' was to bring the general public 
to the host museum venue and engage people in a debate on the future of museums in the 21st 
Century. The most successful way to engage others is by telling a story which will appeal to 
their senses and to which they will relate. As curator of this itinerary museum, the task fell on 
me to ensure its narrative engaged the general public. Being displaced from their rural ethno-
graphic museums in Idanha-a-Nova and presented as art at MUDE, has brought the exhibits to 
life in a contrastingly different environment. Their joint narrative was powerful. Their set of 
stories became more poignant told outside of their shared rural environment, where they blend 
in with similar objects. They gained interest outside of their own ethnographic collection, 
where they are presented in a contained contextual framework. They took centre stage and 
attracted the visitor in MUDE’s urban environment and its art & design context, alongside 
contemporary art works. The stories presented highlighted the loss of many traditions and the 
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effects of change in Idanha-a-Nova's territory, making the wider audience ware of and reflect 
on this region’s contemporary problems of depopulation, desertification and economic decline. 
The exhibition was housed in the third floor of MUDE which offers an open plan  lay-
out, allowing sound to echo through. This was ideally suited to display the media, and only 
sound, piece in the collection 'Cymatics Adufe' by Lewis Sykes. This installation featured a 
plinth supporting an Adufe with Styrofoam particles lying on its surface and fully covered by 
a high clear acrylic box. The hollow plinth was fully lined with cork and housed a speaker 
directly beneath the Adufe, causing it to vibrate to the sound of the traditional folklore song 
'Senhora do Almurtão’ and geometric patterns in colour to appear, overlapping the vibrating 
Styrofoam. Sound based media artwork is typically very complex to set up and to maintain 
during an exhibition, but it can polarise people and cause them to move across an architectural 
space to the source of the sound. Being aware of this, I ensured the exhibition design facilitated 
such an interaction. The song 'Senhora do Almurtão’ permeated all areas of the exhibition and 
polarised the visitor from across the end of the room. Published in the exhibition catalogue, my 
curator’s statement, ‘What is the 21st Century Rural Museum?’, defines the relevance of this 
project. 
It is an itinerary exhibition taking the Portuguese rural world to major cities in Portugal 
and other countries also affected by the phenomena of depopulation, environmental deser-
tification and economic decline. 
This exhibition grew out of a research project coordinated by the architect and re-
searcher Cristina Rodrigues and presents the borough of Idanha-a-Nova as a case study. 
This borough is located by the border with Spain in an area known as Raia. 
Selected Portuguese and British artists were invited to create artwork about the Portu-
guese rural world and about the reality of Idanha-a-Nova, in particular. The exhibition en-
capsulates their vision in a physical space where narratives and issues are brought to life in 
an attempt to engage the public in the debate about the importance of rural regeneration. 
This exhibition has been designed for the general public with the aim of renewing the 
sense of citizenship and to involve everyone in the debate. 
Cristina Rodrigues's portraits feature Portuguese people from young and older genera-
tions in their daily lives and sharing unique moments at local meetings in rural Idanha-a-
Nova. The young artist Ana Mena is one of the most striking figures in this exhibition 
featuring in Rodrigues's portraits while kneading bread in her fight for survival. In her 
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photographs the curator and artist portrays young people, their strength and perseverance 
against life's adversities. This exhibition illustrates the importance of the younger genera-
tions to the country and how they can contribute towards rural regeneration and change the 
severe economic situation the country is facing. 
The exhibition is structured with a variety of displays making up a narrative that tells 
tales from rural Portugal to urban populations. These tales have been passed verbally from 
generation to generation but are still unfamiliar in urban areas. 
By combining photographs, delicate glass sculptures or hard human sculptures in metal 
with displays echoing sounds that have been lost in our subconscious, the curator brings to 
life elements of Portuguese culture that acquire a contemporary feel in this museum. 
 (Rodrigues, 2013) 
 
  
Pic. 15 – Group of Adufeiras from Monsanto village at the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary exhibition 
curated by Cristina Rodrigues & Paulo Longo, at MUDE – Museu do Design e da Moda, in Lisbon, Portugal. 
May 2013. Photo by André Castanheira.  
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3.2. Art installations produced for the itinerary exhibition 
3.2.1. ‘The People’s Wall’ 
This combined media installation consists of a collection of black and white photo-
graphs and recordings of traditional music. The black and white portraits are central to the 
installation and feature people from the Raia, a strip in the Portuguese Central Region of Beira 
Baixa along the border with Spain. Other photographs display images of events involving local 
folklore groups. The photographic collection is the result of field trips, dating back to 2009, to 
villages and small settlements within the Idanha-a-Nova borough. As evidenced by this instal-
lation, photography has been one of my main tools for capturing specific moments in the daily 
lives and events of local people, freezing them in time and ensuring they will not be lost. As 
alluded to earlier, these recorded instances illustrate the unbalanced demographics in Portugal 
and its effects on the country’s economy and environment. The installation ‘The People’s Wall’ 
has had a contributing role in raising awareness about this imbalance as well as the resulting 
social and ecological problems. 
Additional dynamics is added to the installation through sound, more specifically the 
sound of local people playing folklore music using the traditional Adufe. The sample played as 
part of the installation was recorded during one of my visits to a rehearsal of the oldest group 
in the region, i.e. Grupo de Adufeiras de Monsanto, singing a selection of pieces, namely 
‘Ausência’ (Absence), ‘Eras tão bonita’ (You Were so Beautiful) and ‘Senhora do Almurtão’ 
(Lady of Almurtão), a traditional version interpreted only by this group. The recording dates 
from 28th May 2012 and it took place in the Monsanto village. 
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Pic. 16 – ‘The People’s Wall’ by Cristina Rodrigues at the exhibition ‘Issues of Urbanization’ curated by 
Tongyu Zhou, at GDMOA – Guangdong Museum of Art, in Guangzhou, China. April 2013. Photo by Cristina 
Rodrigues. 
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3.2.2. My Country Through Your Eyes 
I started photographing villages in Portugal in order to register the most environmen-
tally deserted places and also the most depopulated. My first photographic records focussed on 
abandoned buildings and abandoned places, or on deserted landscapes, but in 2010 my focus 
shifted to people; more specifically the people who inhabit these villages. This move from an 
inanimate to a human object gave my photography a dynamic structure which would lead to a 
more constructive approach and one which would, in turn, help establish a link between a past 
heritage that may yet be saved and a future that may no longer appear as bleak. 
On reviewing all photographs depicting people, each face made me reflect on the stories 
each person could tell, on each unwritten narrative. It made me want to learn more about each 
one of them, to hear each individual story. So carrying out interviews seemed the best approach 
in order to achieve this. Wishing to maximise the experience, from the outset, I opted for film-
ing each interview, and an unexpected outcome resulted from this. The filming camera became 
a third party in the interview. Its presence, akin to the critical eye of censorship, made each 
interviewee adopted a quasi-theatrical posture. Aware they were being recorded on film, in-
stead of telling their story naturally, they performed it, selecting episodes that could be told on 
camera. Filming was censoring any spontaneity, and realising this forced me to discard this 
media in any artistic expression. 
Using photography, by contrast, I succeeded in capturing spontaneous moments in peo-
ple’s lives without them being aware of it. Black and white photographs, in particular, allow 
the focus of attention to be drawn to the individual, especially the face, the eyes and expression; 
their actions captured, frozen in time. These and the individuals behind them become the thread 
that builds the narrative expressing my country through the eyes of those I photographed and 
interviewed. The ‘you’ with whom I opened up a dialogue. This narrative about my country 
gained new life and meaning when seen through the eyes of the visitor, the people with whom 
I dialogued when exhibiting this art installation and issuing the invitation: ‘My Country 
Through Your Eyes’. With this installation as a channel, the people of Idanha-a-Nova were 
telling their stories directly to each visitor and, to some degree, establishing eye contact with 
each individual who look at their photos, and telling each one a narrative in silence, without 
even using any words. 
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My development as a photographer is intrinsically linked to my understanding of the 
Portuguese rural milieu. My understanding improved through hearing people’s stories and, by 
spending time with them, my photographic records began to unravel the threads in the narra-
tives of the people in this community. 
 
 
3.2.3. Women From My Country 
Ethnographic research methodology has had a strong influence on my artistic expres-
sion. Initially, qualitative interviews with few questions allowed my interviewees to tell their 
stories with little interruption as I took on a role akin to that of a psychologist who listens and 
simply reacts with questions to pull the threads of the narrative. With time, these evolved into 
casual conversations. Gender has been core to my work as over the years I have developed a 
considerably closer and more emotional relationship with the women in the local community. 
Being a young woman has unwittingly conditioned my interviewee’s responses. Some female 
interviewees saw me as a confidant and felt comfortable in sharing more personal information, 
Pic. 17 – ‘My Country Though Your Eyes’ by Cristina Rodrigues at the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary 
exhibition curated by Cristina Rodrigues & Paulo Longo, at MUDE – Museu do Design e da Moda, in Lisbon, 
Portugal. May 2013. Photo by André Castanheira. 
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whereas male interviewees have shared less of their personal information. The expected dis-
tancing towards a researcher has often been surpassed by many local women, who began to 
look at me as a young Portuguese woman rather than simply a researcher. This has opened up 
the way for a new relationship to be born and to flourish into friendship. 
Many women in my own mother’s generation had seen marriage as an act of liberation, 
when they were young. Most fathers at the time believed women had to be educated in a dif-
ferent way to men and so they allowed them little freedom. Indeed, very little was permissible 
to that generation of Portuguese women, now in their fifties. Many have revealed their former 
romantic notion of marriage, imagining they would gain freedom of movement and expression 
on leaving their parents’ home to be married. Yet, many were to experience a very different 
outcome, as they became dependent on husbands with similar views on women as their fathers’. 
So they ended up having to look after and answer to their husbands, in place of their fathers. 
In spite of their disappointment, these women have spent their lives embellishing their homes 
(perhaps hoping they would become happier places) by making curtains, blankets, crochet, 
knitting, etc. They also dedicated their lives to educating their children, and many have edu-
cated their daughters with a mixture of traditional and modern values. Many will have taught 
their daughter to be independent, not to have to conform to the wishes or whims of their hus-
bands, as they had had to do. And they have taught them the poetry in traditional songs, such 
as ‘Senhora do Almurtão’ (Lady of Almurtão), and how to sing them, and they have also taught 
them to build and to play the Adufe. 
The Idanha-a-Nova case study has revealed that the only way to understand a given 
population is to live with the people who form it, to live as they do and to share their worries 
and their joys. Having shared important moments in the recent lives of this community, I feel 
a part of it and I am treated as such whenever I return. My work pays homage to the local 
women, with whom I have learnt so much. They have taught me the value of perseverance, of 
persistence. With them I have learnt art and music. I am an artist and a daughter of these 
women. 
‘Women From My Country’ is a collection of portraits featuring women, – mothers and 
daughters, – who ensure the continuity of Portuguese feminine cultural memories. 
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3.2.4. The Village Door 
The Village Door installation is usually positioned at the entrance of the exhibition. In 
Portuguese villages houses frequently display a curtain of ribbons hanging from the outer door 
frame; its purpose is to keep insects out. Different styles can be seen in many doors across 
Portugal, often featuring ribbons made of plastic, wood or even metal. Their visual effect is 
interesting, as the ribbon curtain could be easily mistaken by a door itself, allowing a quasi-
fluid entry into the house. 
The Village Door is made of colourful satin ribbons and it is used to mark the entrance 
to the exhibition. Although it has no utilitarian function, on entering the museum visitors are 
faced with this installation, which will appeal to their shared memory. 
 
Pic. 18 – ‘Women From My Country’ by Cristina Rodrigues at the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary 
exhibition curated by Cristina Rodrigues & Paulo Longo, at MUDE – Museu do Design e da Moda, in Lisbon, 
Portugal. May 2013. Photo by André Castanheira. 
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3.2.5. Organic Maps 
This installation consists of a collection of maps of the various parishes which form the 
borough of Idanha-a-Nova. Each map follows the contour line of a parish and forms a close 
shape to a key organ in the human body. The altitudes and population densities are represented 
in gradient red resembling blood, and drawing an analogy between the importance of people 
in a given territory and that of blood in the human body. These maps illustrate my organic 
vision of the wider territory, with the latter representing the human body and each parish rep-
resenting a vital organ. If one organ fails, the whole body suffers. If one parish faces problems, 
the whole territory is affected. And when a rural territory becomes affected, the whole country 
suffers the consequences. Rural areas must work together with urban centres, but they must 
work as a whole. 
 
Pic. 19 – ‘The Village Door’ by Cristina Rodrigues at the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary exhibition 
curated by Cristina Rodrigues & Paulo Longo, at MUDE – Museu do Design e da Moda, in Lisbon, Portugal. 
May 2013. Photo by André Castanheira. 
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A well-balanced territory will have its share of population and its natural resources at 
an optimum level and able to replenish themselves. But when population levels decrease rap-
idly and/or natural resources cease to exist, this organism loses its balance and problems start 
to develop. In Portugal, environmental desertification is normally combined with depopulation, 
where an imbalance in nature is combined with unbalanced demographics. If desertification is 
not reversed, parts of Portugal will wither and die. 
Today, only the elderly remain in boroughs such as Idanha-a-Nova and they are the 
only ones left to ensure the continuity of local oral traditions and pragmatic conventions 
(Hobsbawm, 1983). In many other areas of Portugal these have already disappeared. The el-
derly have been left with the weight of an enormous responsibility, which their frail bodies will 
not be able to withstand for much longer. They have been left mostly alone to man once thriving 
extensive territories.  
 
 
Pic. 20 – ‘Organic Maps’ by Cristina Rodrigues at the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary exhibition cu-
rated by Cristina Rodrigues & Paulo Longo, at MUDE – Museu do Design e da Moda, in Lisbon, Portugal. 
May 2013. Photo by André Castanheira. 
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3.3. Solo Exhibition at the National Museum of Archaeology, Jeronimos Monastery 
(UNESCO World Heritage site) 
This solo exhibition presented two great challenges: to design an exhibition for a mu-
seum whose curators are also archaeology and ethnography researchers; and to tell a story 
through my artwork which would respond to and sit comfortably with the collection of artefacts 
in the National Museum of Archaeology at the Jeronimos Monastery in Lisbon. With approx-
imately two million annual visitors, this is one of the most visited attractions in Portugal. It is 
a mystical place where the largest Manueline Cathedral stands along with several pieces dedi-
cated to Roman Gods, now accommodated within the old quarters of this imposing monument. 
In the same year the National Museum of Archaeology celebrates its 120th anniversary, 
we have taken the opportunity to remember its founder – Dr José Leite de Vasconcelos – 
and his legacy. It would be impossible not to do so. 
A major figure of Portuguese culture from late 19th century to mid 20th century, José 
Leite de Vasconcelos has contributed not only with unique work but also as a pioneer in 
defining intervention areas for many human and social sciences in Portugal, as Joaquim 
Pais de Brito recently reminded us at a conference in the Museum. During his time, none 
of his peers was able to articulate archaeology and ethnography as successfully. 
As recently recalled by José Cardim Ribeiro, at the same cycle of conferences, Vascon-
celos applied archaeological methods to ethnographical research and ethnographical 
knowledge to archaeological interpretation. Undoubtedly, a precursor of Ethno-Archaeol-
ogy in Portugal. 
If Archaeology was at all present in his actions, Ethnography was there too and it was 
in fact pulled into the title of a vast and major work, whose project he established but did 
not complete before he died – Portuguese Ethnography. This work has been dedicated to 
the research and the knowledge of Portuguese people.  
The National Museum of Archaeology, first called Ethnographical and later Ethnolog-
ical, aimed to respond to the programme outlined by its founder, creating a much desired 
synthesis of all knowledge that might characterise Portuguese culture, i.e. becoming the 
real ‘Museum of the Portuguese Man’. 
If we remember this process, this will mean it legitimises what we offer you at the Na-
tional Museum of Archaeology within the context of the European Heritage Days till the 
end of December 2013. 
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Between Manchester and Idanha-a-Nova, in the context of the ‘21st Century Rural Mu-
seum’, Cristina Rodrigues has engaged in a ‘Leitean’ dialectic, researching and recreating 
artistically the architecture of the place and presenting the product of her research/action, 
invitingly, to varied audiences locally and in other parts. Her offer brings together contem-
porary lines of reflection, new contemporary ways of working and forms of intervention. 
It follows that we present ethnographically inspired contemporary creations at the Na-
tional Museum of Archaeology, within a celebratory context and in line with the Museum’s 
historical programme. 
Cristina Rodrigues presents six pieces in the form of an exhibition curated by Paulo 
Longo and narrated by Luís Raposo. From field work in the rural world of the Raia region 
– between a study of artefacts and a compilation of artistic and cultural manifestations – 
these pieces, created with authentic materials, emerge throughout the Museum, surprising 
the visitor. 
For all of these reasons, the National Museum of Archaeology, housed within the 19th 
century buildings of the Monastery, is an ideal space for the dialectics between various 
parties – the Monument, the Museum and its history, the Rural World and the eyes (and 
hands) of Cristina Rodrigues. 
To reread the rural world, reinterpreting it and converging different visions into one 
single work is the artist’s purpose. Our intention is openly to invite the general public to 
visit the National Museum of Archaeology, to view each piece and thus be able to see our 
country through their own eyes. 
(Carvalho, 2013) 
 
In this exhibition I wanted to tell the story of several objects which have been part of 
Portuguese rural life and which often have gone unnoticed; objects that had once had a purpose 
in the lives of average Portuguese people and would appeal to a collective memory. 
Identity goes so deep that it determines who we are and the way in which we relate to 
the objects around us. I could sit on a chair every day dreaming about my future. But, what 
kind of chair I would sit on, I wonder. How would I choose it? On what would my choice be 
based? Design, perhaps? What about all those chairs which populate my memory bank? What 
were they like? Every day we walk through different doorways in Porto, Lisbon or Manchester. 
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Objects are constructions of national identity. They are present everyone’s stories and memo-
ries. 
The objects I chose for this exhibition were obsolete and in the local recycling centre 
of Idanha-a-Nova. I wanted to reuse objects that had once belonged to local public and private 
spaces. The local council also donated other discarded objects for use in my new artwork. 
Consumer society has taught us that everything is short lived and throughout our lives 
we carelessly discard objects - chairs, tables, bookcases, etc., - in order to buy new ones in a 
more fashionable design. Contrastingly, in this exhibition the sentimental value of objects took 
on a central and timeless role; it embodied all the research work involved in interviewing peo-
ple and in recording sounds and objects which are the Portuguese rural heritage of today. Eth-
nographical research has built the foundations for Contemporary Art connecting with people’s 
collective memory and identity, as surmised in Longo’s curator statement below, featured in 
the exhibition catalogue. 
Cristina Rodrigues’s development as an artist reveals her attention to idiosyncrasies in 
Portugal’s interior and the way in which this region is faced by most Portuguese people. 
From England, where she’s lived for some years, Cristina Rodrigues has kept a close eye 
on her own country, focusing on territories such as Idanha-a-Nova, as a reflexion of an old 
rural world enduring human and economical desertification, sanctioned by the political 
powers and endorsed by academia. Cristina Rodrigues, an artist with a strong sense of pur-
pose, has chosen this region as case study and invites social intervention through a dialogue 
between contemporary art and traditional models. In so doing, she sets out a culture based 
strategic perspective for development which contrasts with the backdrop of anguish and 
adversity apparent in the discourse of most people. 
One could say Cristina Rodrigues is moving towards a reality crying out for a new 
voice. The collective experience from her previous projects – ‘The 21st Century Rural Mu-
seum’ and ‘DfD: Design for Desertification’ – carries with it her clear intention to draw 
the focus of attention to this area of Portugal. Along similar lines, ‘My Country Through 
Your Eyes’ takes on a personal dimension, strengthening her links with Idanha and reveal-
ing new accents merging into one single project in one iconic place – the National Museum 
of Archaeology – and one exhibition – Religions from Lusitania – the sentiment of the 
region. 
The parallel between the lost, fragmented spirituality of the olden days and the signs of 
today's regional cultural identity, which in itself is in danger of being forgotten as people 
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and their memories disappear, is as disturbing and contemporary as our concern with any 
risk to the continuity of individuals and their communities. Joining together the bare, di-
lapidated stone and the contrasting explosion of light and colour offered by the rich com-
plex designs created by Cristina Rodrigues will form a gigantic vanitas waving at us the 
spectrum of transient existence and the weight of past recollections. 
Yet the artist goes even further into a vibrant universe of festivity, legends and narra-
tives which evokes the role of the great artisans in traditional society – women. Today and 
always, it is up to them to keep alive the memories and traditions in each community, as 
holders of the many means of reproducing local identity. A whole world goes through their 
hands – they are keepers of melodies of olden times; they know the old unwritten traditional 
stories and gastronomy secrets; they define and maintain scenic decorations of local pagan 
and religious festivals. Only women, for example, are entitled to dress the Patron Saint of 
Idanha, Our Lady of Almurtão. 
Here is a clear message of life and hope which reinstates the image of the potential in 
local communities, far from the big decision centres, looking for a way forward and for a 
cross disciplinary exercise of self reflection on the ability to intervene, based on cultural 
patterns many of us have grown used to accepting as archaic. Right in the heart of Lisbon, 
in one of the most iconic places of that which we recognise as being Portuguese, the visible 
expression of Cristina Rodrigues’s work is, in a way, the fruit of a journey of discovery in 
an ongoing search for new ways into the other side, the most fragile side, of the country 
where she was born. A journey where concepts and realities intersect with the aim of re-
visiting the people and places of the Raia region of Portugal. 
(Longo, 2013) 
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3.3.1. The Blanket 
‘The Blanket’ is a coverlet made of painted Adufes which resemble the squares in a 
crochet quilt with a structure spreading 7m long by 5m wide. These Adufes are joined together 
by plaited satin ribbons in a variety of colours which evoke the colourful traditional costumes 
worn by women in the Central Interior Region of Beira Baixa. I have built this piece with the 
help of women from Idanha-a-Nova, who have also built the Adufes. They are built traditionally 
by women using a wooden frame over which the sheep’s skin, still moist, is boiled. After drying 
in the sun the Adufe is decorated with colourful ribbons and with traditional decorative objects 
called maravalhas in the corners, and it is ready to play. 
This piece, however, displaces the Adufe from its traditional context, removing its util-
ity as a musical instrument. As part of ‘The Blanket’, the Adufe is transported into a museum 
environment as artwork and as a central piece which is representative of this region. In ’The 
Blanket’, the Adufe gains new aesthetic strength and a renewed symbolism. By displacing the 
Adufe in this way, the craftsmanship of local women becomes public and gains a renewed 
meaning. 
When I first created this piece it made me question the museum space and the idea of 
the 'white box' as an ideal space for contemporary art to be exhibited. As an architect I like to 
respond to the architectural space. Earlier versions of 'The Blanket' had already been displayed 
at MUDE and also in the Cathedral of Idanha-a-Velha. At MUDE the piece was fully sus-
pended from the ceiling like a gigantic blanket floating in midair. But the architectural space 
of the Cathedral and its religious and social symbolism have influenced the installation of this 
piece in a different way. Inside the Cathedral and also in the Cathedral of Ida the ceiling only 
at one end, and the other end rested on the floor. It was purposely displayed like a 'mantilha', 
i.e. a bride’s train, viewed, from the back, as if witnessing a wedding. 
'The Blanket' was inspired by the many women who befriended me and whose stories 
are now very close to my own heart. Women from the Raia, especially those over 50, have 
experienced a very different kind of society from the one we know today. They started working 
at a very early age to help their parents and only very few had access to higher education. Girls 
at the time were educated to become good wives. This art work has now become a symbolic 
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collection of stories about these women, as they continue to make their homes as beautiful and 
as comfortable as they can for their families.  
A new arrangement of 'Senhora do Almurtão’ has been released by Filipe Faria, who 
performs it to the sound of the Adufe and with 'The Blanket' as backdrop. The fact that this 
arrangement is performed by a male singer is symbolic of the importance of women’s role in 
traditional communities, namely as mothers and educators who pass on their knowledge to 
their children. This homage is all the more significant as traditionally the Adufe is played by 
women and this song is also sang by women. 
 
  
Pic. 21 – ‘The Blanket (Gold & Silver version)’ by Cristina Rodrigues at the exhibition ‘My Country Through 
Your Eyes’ curated by Cristina Rodrigues & Paulo Longo, at Jeronimos Monastery (UNESCO World Heritage 
site), in Lisbon, Portugal. September 2013. Photo by André Castanheira. 
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3.3.2. The Chapel 
This installation is inspired on pyramid candle holders in forged iron usually found 
outside Portuguese chapels. At the southern end of Idanha-a-Nova there is a chapel built in 
honour of Our Lady of Grace. The chapel’s external porch is graced with such an iron pyramid 
holder with dozens of candles, and many a time I stood there contemplating it. Standing very 
close to such an intriguing object of black rugged iron half covered in dripping wax made me 
reflect on what would motivate anyone to come over and light a candle. Traditionally the act 
of offering a candle to a Saint, or any other divine figure, is an act of faith. And religious faith 
is bestowed on an external entity the devotee believes to be endowed with supernatural powers. 
So, I began to look at this fascinating object as a portal; a door, through which people try to 
communicate with another universe. Hundreds, perhaps thousands or even millions of people 
across Portugal share these acts of faith. How often will they have knelt down to communicate 
with this other, unknown universe, hoping it is better and saner than the one in which we live. 
The beauty in any act of faith is in the humility and hope, in a moment of despair, of entering 
a better place or situation. 
‘The Chapel’ is a celebration of this hope, which transfers across to many men and 
women in so many other cultures. This art work was meant to bring into the museum space an 
object, which is often ugly and purely functional, and to highlight its spiritual connotation and 
symbolic energy through artistic creation. Undoubtedly, this object mirrors Portuguese national 
identity and, seen on a cross-cultural level, it arguably mirrors other national identities. 
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3.3.3. Dressed Mooresses I, II and III 
The ‘Dressed Mooresses’ were inspired by the legend of the enchanted mooresses and 
are an embodiment of these supernatural beings, which are part of Portuguese folklore. The 
enchanted mooresses have been described by José Leite Vasconcelos in his book Opusculos as 
spirits who live while asleep until some extraordinary event awakens them from their enchant-
ment (1938, p. 496). An enchanted mooress is usually described as a young damsel of great 
beauty or an enchanted princess dangerously seductive.  
According to legend, these mooresses appear to common mortals singing while comb-
ing their long blond or black hair with a golden comb, promising them treasures if they release 
them from a spell. This legend, as many others, illustrates the dreams and expectations of the 
society which created them. The endless search for beauty and the feminine have always 
walked hand-in-hand throughout history. Princesses have always been expected to be beautiful 
and have always been described as models to follow. Even today many Walt Disney animated 
Pic. 22 – ‘The Chapel’ by Cristina Rodrigues at the exhibition ‘My Country Through Your Eyes’ curated by 
Cristina Rodrigues & Paulo Longo, at Jeronimos Monastery (UNESCO World Heritage site), in Lisbon, Por-
tugal. September 2013. Photo by André Castanheira. 
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films portray the enchanted princess as someone with flawless beauty, great kindness and in-
tegrity, who is almost always threatened by other beings living an extraordinary life and envy-
ing her qualities. 
In general, tales and other stories influence the way in which women, the world over, 
try to be beauty incarnate as instilled in them from childhood.  
The ‘Dressed Mooresses’ embody, in art work, all the expectations which hover around 
the female gender. They comprise three huge overly decorated iron vases, curved in a similar 
shape to that of a woman’s body. They offer a clear analogy to what society expects of its 
daughters – women exhibiting beautiful hair, beautiful nails, wearing makeup, accessories and 
other products. An endless universe of objects and raw materials is processed daily for the 
female beauty industry. Whether we will ever feel we have found that beauty is less certain. 
As an artist, I believe the 21st century will have to bring further change. The feminist 
movement started in the 20th century was a mere first step towards liberation. The next step 
needs to reach further afield. It needs to involve a look into our inner selves and into the way 
we evolve individually.  
These three pieces were premiered at the National Museum of Archaeology and are 
dedicated to its founder, Dr José Leite Vasconcelos (1893). 
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Pic. 23 – ‘Dressed Mooress II’ by Cristina Rodrigues at the exhibition ‘My Country Through Your Eyes’ 
curated by Cristina Rodrigues & Paulo Longo, at Jeronimos Monastery (UNESCO World Heritage site), in 
Lisbon, Portugal. September 2013. Photo by André Castanheira. 
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Pic. 24 – ‘Dressed Mooress III’ by Cristina Rodrigues at the exhibition ‘My Country Through Your Eyes’ 
curated by Cristina Rodrigues & Paulo Longo, at Jeronimos Monastery (UNESCO World Heritage site), in 
Lisbon, Portugal. September 2013. Photo by André Castanheira. 
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3.3.4. The Queen 
Opposite the secondary entrance to the National Museum of Archaeology is the main 
entrance to Holy Mary of Belém Church, a unique architectural example of Portuguese national 
identity. ‘Holy Mary, Mother of God’, as in the Prayer, is the Patron Saint of this church and 
is often featured wearing a queen’s crown. Several sculptures of the Mother of Christ show a 
beautiful and elegant woman covered in robs and wearing a crown. The image of ‘Lady of 
Almurtão’, Patron Saint of Idanha-a-Nova is almost always featured wearing a crown. 
Throughout history, images of queens, saintly queens, as is the case of Saint Elizabeth, 
Queen Saint of Portugal, and some saints, as Maria the Mother of Christ, have been shown 
wearing a crown. In real life, very few women around the world have worn a crown. Crowns 
are associated with regal power and governance and even fewer women have worn a crown 
with this associated power. The regal miracle presents itself, above all, as an expression of a 
concept of supreme political power, as expressed by March Bloch in his famous work Les Rois 
Thaumaturges (1924). In this installation ‘The Queen’ represents this powerful figure in female 
form. But instead of offering a female figure on a pedestal wearing her crown, as historically 
presented, in the exhibition ‘My Country Through Your Eyes‘ the crown alone is presented in 
its symbolic splendor - a crown which belongs to an absent queen shown suspended from the 
ceiling, surrounded by a sky of flowers and silk ribbons. 
The symbolic charge of the crown, which in this installation has extraordinary dimen-
sions, offers the necessary continuity between the area which occupied by the Holy Mary of 
Belém Church and the old Monastery building where the National Museum of Archaeology is 
housed. The church is home to the tombs of some of the most poignant figures in Portugal’s 
history and literature, namely Vasco da Gama (lower left chancel) and Luís Vaz de Ca-
mões (lower right chancel), both by the sculptor Costa Mota and dating from the 19th century; 
the Cardinal, King Henry and the sons of King Manuel I, in the left transept arm; King Sebas-
tian and the descendants of King John III, in the right transept. 
‘The Queen’ is a tribute to saintly queens and in women in general, at it draws us into 
a continued trial for self-perfection, in an endless search for inner evolution. 
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Pic. 25 – ‘The Queen’ by Cristina Rodrigues at the exhibition ‘My Country Through Your Eyes’ curated by 
Cristina Rodrigues & Paulo Longo, at Jeronimos Monastery (UNESCO World Heritage site), in Lisbon, Por-
tugal. September 2013. Photo by André Castanheira. 
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Interview with the anthropologist and curator Paulo Longo 
Cristina Rodrigues: Considering all the exhibitions that we have designed together 
which one did you enjoy the most? 
Paulo Longo: I really enjoyed curating the exhibition ‘Heaven Descends to Earth’, that 
took place at Santa Maria de Alcobaça Monastery, a World Heritage site by UNESCO, espe-
cially due to the scale and overall narrative of this show. I felt a great empathy with the place 
and the conceptual framework of this exhibition and also the narrative around each art instal-
lation. The narrative of each art installation was singularly rich in meaning. 
CR: Going back a little, what is your evaluation of results of the itinerary exhibition 
‘21st Century Rural Museum’? 
PL: It is frankly very positive. Since the first show of the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’, 
at Palácio das Artes, in Porto, I was able to see very clear results. The exhibition travelled to a 
series of very different spaces, with distinct characteristics and even publics. Overall the exhi-
bition was very coherent in each of the venues. 
It was an exhibition that aimed at calling attention to a group of issues around Idanha-a-Nova, 
which for a long time was considered a peripheral territory, due to its geographic location, low 
population density (depopulation), little capacity for intervention and innovation. I believe this 
itinerary exhibition succeeded quite well in carrying the message to the general public and 
raising more awareness to issues around desertification and depopulation and how these impact 
people’s daily lives. 
There is a general misconception about the countryside in Portugal which associates 
rural areas with poverty in a broadly sense: poverty, from a humanistic perspective; poverty, 
from a demographic perspective; poverty, from an intervention and innovation perspective; 
etc. The exhibition ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ raises an array of new possibilities for rural 
areas. 
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CR: What is your balance as curator of the majority of the exhibitions since 2012? 
PL: It was a really good experience. Everything was totally new. The way in which the 
project evolved represented a new and engaging challenge. Since the first exhibition of the ‘21st 
Century Rural Museum’ at Palácio das Artes, Porto, which was very experimental, even shy 
in a few aspects, and at the same time tried to be very inclusive of new artistic proposals re-
thinking the urban-rural dichotomy, to the last show at MUDE – Museu do Design e da Moda, 
Lisbon, we were able to see big an evolution in the way the overall message was presented to 
the public. 
The exhibition of the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ at CAPC – Círculo de Artes 
Plásticas de Coimbra was particularly challenging because the narrative of the show was very 
unfamiliar to the audiences in Coimbra. The themes debated in the show were new and never 
presented before at a contemporary art space in this city. The public reactions were much un-
expected. In the end, the show was really well accepted by the audiences and contributed to 
increase the debate around rural-urban dichotomy and to present new perspectives on this topic 
through contemporary art. 
From Coimbra, a smaller scale city when compared to Porto or Lisbon, the message of 
this exhibition was able to echo and impact audiences all over Portugal. After this show, Lisbon 
exhibition, at MUDE – Museu do Design e da Moda, gained a new dimension. In the heart of 
Pic. 26 and 27 – ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary exhibition curated by Cristina Rodrigues & 
Paulo Longo, at MUDE – Museu do Design e da Moda, in Lisbon, Portugal. 16 May 2013. Photo by 
André Castanheira. Pic. 2 – ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary exhibition curated by Cristina Ro-
drigues & Paulo Longo, at CAPC – Círculo de Artes Plásticas de Coimbra, Portugal. February 2013. 
Photo by André Castanheira. 
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the capital of Portugal, Lisbon, the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ received hundreds of thou-
sands of visitors. The scale of the exhibition was a lot bigger but also the scale of the impact 
increased significantly. Finally, the exhibition landed in an improbable place, MUDE – Museu 
do Design e da Moda, the most influential fashion and design museum in the country and the 
only of its kind, and without losing the initial body of intentions, was able to create a discourse 
based on the local narratives of the inhabitants from Idanha-a-Nova. Idanha-a-Nova proved to 
be a territory which was unknown by the majority of the audiences in Lisbon and the exhibition 
instigated new ways of looking and perceiving it. The exhibition proved very successful in 
turning the attention of the public to this particular reality. 
MUDE – Museu do Design e da Moda, more than a museum is a very recognised entity 
promoting Portuguese design and fashion nationally and internationally and for this reason is 
considered an authority in these subjects by the national intelligentsia. Just the fact that the 
‘21st Century Rural Museum’ exhibition was accepted to be displayed at this space is a great 
recognition for the overall project. Because desertification, depopulation and economic decline 
in rural areas were new subjects being debated in a contemporary art exhibition the ‘21st Cen-
tury Rural Museum’ was very provocative and faced some resistance amongst the expert public 
but was widely accepted by the broader public. For the majority of the public this exhibition 
presented a much unexpected narrative and this was accepted in a very positive way and gen-
erated a lot of debate. 
The same exhibition project was able to bring together local memories in an all new 
way and at the same time was the seed to a new and even bigger project. The project was also 
able to collect narratives and objects deeply linked with traditional rural culture and present 
them in a contemporary perspective. 
During this journey, something which I consider very interesting is that the people 
(from Idanha-a-Nova) are never left aside, they are always central to the narrative and take part 
in each and every show. The people from Idanha-a-Nova travelled with the exhibition. The 
conceptual framework of the itinerary exhibition was always inclusive of the local people nar-
ratives and memories, and at the same time, brought together the inhabitants from Idanha at 
each show. 
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CR: In the exhibition ‘My Country Through Your Eyes’, which took place at Jerónimos 
Monastery, a World Heritage site by UNESCO, in Lisbon, we moved from a collective show 
to a solo show; and from two art installations to five large scale art installations and sculptures. 
What is your review on this show? 
PL: This exhibition is a landmark. Jerónimos Monastery houses the National Archae-
ology Museum (MNA – Museu Nacional de Arqueologia) and its permanent collection and 
thereby the exhibition ‘My Country Though Your Eyes’ was designed around the existing col-
lection. This attitude obliges to study and enquire the existing collection in order to build a new 
contemporary narrative which makes sense and is able to coexist with it. Each contemporary 
art installation was in direct counterpoint with the existing objects of the archaeology collec-
tion. 
The new and very colourful contemporary art installations contrasted with the archae-
ological stones and marked a new path inside the existing exhibition. The art installations and 
sculptures were like an explosion of colour in the middle of the grey stones. The visitors were 
Pic. 28 – ‘The Blanket’ by Cristina Rodrigues at the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ itinerary exhibition, 
at MUDE – Museu do Design e da Moda, in Lisbon, Portugal. 16 May 2013. Photo by André Cas-
tanheira. 
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really surprised and intrigued by these new objects, and they would stop in front or under them 
to photograph, to debate, etc. 
The exhibition ‘My Country Through Your Eyes’ establishes a clear relationship with 
the rural narratives around personal and collective identity, gender, class and nationality. Issues 
around gender in rural areas are central in this show. The artist produced the art installations 
‘The Blanket’ and ‘The Queen’ together with women from Idanha-a-Nova community. The 
female universe connected with faith, legends, cultural traditions, music, festivities and every-
day habits is portrayed within the narrative of this show. The sculpture titled ‘The Chapel’ 
establishes a clear relationship with the catholic faith which is still very significant in rural 
areas. The collection of sculptures titled ‘Dressed Mooresses’ retells an old legend. The art 
installation titled ‘The Blanket’ shows the Adufe, a music instrument, as a central object for the 
female universe. This show took the message expressed at the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ to 
all new and exciting level. 
 
 
Pic. 29 – ‘Dressed Mooress III’ by Cristina Rodrigues at the ‘My Country Through Your Eyes’ exhibition, at 
Jerónimos Monastery (UNESCO World Heritage site), in Lisbon, Portugal. September 2013. Photo by André 
Castanheira. 
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4. Conclusion 
My original ambition for the research work underpinning this thesis was to study and 
register Portuguese territories with low population density. As explored here, my motivation 
centred on doing research through observing the effects of several years of migration by 
younger generations to main urban centres in Portugal, namely Porto and Lisbon, as this had 
left physical marks in the rural territory. The evidence of human decline was so visible in the 
abandoned buildings, streets and plots of land to the extent that some of these areas looked like 
ghost villages, where a human soul was hard to find. This was the face of depression. 
In wanting to bring about change, I had drawn on my own living experience to set out 
my research agenda. I had started practicing architecture in 2001 while still an undergraduate 
student. That was the year my home town, Porto, became European Capital of Culture and 
benefitted from a huge investment for refurbishing old buildings, improving public transport 
and designing new cultural spaces. Following my graduation in 2004 I practiced independently 
until 2009. When the Portuguese economy was affected by the 2007-8 financial crisis, finding 
a job became extremely hard. In Portugal, many young people are highly skilled, but there are 
insufficient positions available. As I was part of a generation exposed to higher education, with 
access to new ways of thinking, I dreamt of a better way of living. Emigration presented an 
appealing solution and eventually it became a reality for me and many others.  
Given my shared generational experience, this research study needed to deal with realities 
as well as artistic effects. The work of ethnographers, such as José Leite de Vasconcelos (1858 
– 1941) inspired me to reflect on reality. Portuguese ethnographer and archaeologist, founder 
and first director of Portugal’s National Archaeology Museum, Vasconcelos was one of the 
most significant researchers in his field in the country. He was the first author to write about 
the enchanted mooresses, supernatural beings in Portuguese and Galician folklore and fairy 
tales, and his combination of empirical research and interest in folklore and fairy tales is visible 
in my research process, albeit in a material and artistic form. 
Photography had often helped me register different sites before, during and after any of 
my architectural interventions, and it has served me again in the present research study as an 
artistic tool and a form of expression. I started photographing rural settings in the interior of 
Portugal in 2009 and when I moved to Manchester later that year the contrasting realities of 
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this urban centre and the Portuguese rural landscapes I had left behind came across very strik-
ingly. In a new country and surrounded by different people, I felt the need to register something 
that would link me to my provenance. Every time I visited Portugal I felt a special kind of 
nostalgia.  
As my doctoral research progressed, I felt an increasing need to create artwork that was 
relevant locally and globally. Initially this was expressed via photography, and so between 
2010 and 2012 I produced three significant photographic collections that were integrated in 
three different large scale installations: ‘The People’s Wall’; ‘My Country Through Your Eyes’ 
and ‘Women From My Country’. The two latter would inspire exhibitions a few years far 
ahead. The original installations displayed black and white portraits featuring rural inhabitants 
of Portugal’s central region (and their individual stories) presented in the itinerary exhibitions 
of the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ in spaces such as the GDMOA – Guangdong Museum of 
Art, in Guangzhou, China (2013); CAPC – Círculo de Artes Plásticas de Coimbra, Portugal 
(2013) and MUDE – Museu do Design e da Moda, in Lisbon, Portugal (2013). In 2010 I started 
collecting objects that were significant to the rural communities’ I was researching, like the 
Adufe, a traditional instrument from the Raia, the border area in the central region of Portugal. 
The women who play the Adufe rehearse weekly and perform several times a year in local and 
national festivities, concerts and processions. Observing these women’s interactions during re-
hearsals made me realise that a simple object like the Adufe had the power of bringing women 
together to share music, poetry and narratives. It also made me realise the Adufe is unarguably 
a symbol of this community, inspiring me to express my art in a new form. And so, the last 
exhibition of the ‘21st Century Rural Museum’ featured the original version of ‘The Blanket’ 
(MUDE version). By combining my many interests, namely culture, oral traditions and textiles, 
I had created what would become one of my most representative works: a blanket decorated 
with cotton lace and satin ribbons using this traditional instrument, a square framed drum sim-
ilar to a tambourine with its origins in the Daf – a large Persian framed drum. ‘The Blanket’ 
symbolises women and motherhood, in homage to their role in society. A mother covers her 
child with a blanket, and this gigantic one was made with the musical instrument local women 
play, like a lullaby, softened by the lace and satin. It crosses the local symbol – the Adufe – 
with the transcultural behaviour of a mother protecting her child, in reverence to all women in 
contemporary society. 
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‘My Country Through Your Eyes’, my first solo show, named after my own photo installation, 
opened in 2013 in Portugal’s National Archaeology Museum, housed in UNESCO World Her-
itage site, Jeronimos Monastery. The Museum’s existing collection was consolidated by José 
Leite Vasconcelos, and in bringing my work into his ‘home’ I wanted to present a different 
side to this extraordinary man and researcher. As in many other archaeology museums, the 
collection is displayed by historical period, themes, typologies and materials. In bringing my 
contemporary art installations and sculptures to cohabit with these ancient stones for the four-
month duration of the exhibition, I wanted to introduce the element of surprise. For this, I 
placed my three large-scale sculptures, the ‘Dressed Mooresses’ I, II and III, in dark spots along 
the exhibition route. These gigantic white iron vases dressed with fine cotton lace, braided satin 
ribbons, silk fringes and acrylic clothing lines were illuminated by theatrical led lighting, cre-
ating a ghostly appearance and recalling Vasconcelos’s descriptions of the enchanted 
mooresses in his work Opuscolus (seven volumes, 1928-1938 and 1985).  
In further homage to the female universe, ‘Women From My Country’, sponsored by 
the Arts Council of England, was hosted in 2014 by Manchester Cathedral, one of the most 
emblematic buildings in Manchester. In that sumptuous venue, this contemporary art installa-
tion greeted many thousands of visitors from July to September that year with three of my most 
representational art works: ‘The Blanket’, ‘The Queen’ and ‘Enlightenment’. The latter, two 
large iron sculptures, were decorated with crystal and glass beads by migrant women from 
different communities in Manchester, who met with me at weekends in my art studio in Man-
chester, throughout a whole year, from June 2013 to June 2014. For years, I had been collecting 
furniture owned by local migrant communities, and four conventional chairs owned by an Ira-
nian family living in Stockport, Greater Manchester, and used in their dining room for two 
decades, would inspire a new art installation, ‘Bourgeois’ (2014). And so, emigration, a theme 
particularly relevant to my generation, would finally surface, here and in a later sculpture, 
‘Grapes of Wrath’ (2015), inspired by John Steinbeck’s work. 
My artistic journey led me home to the North of Portugal in 2015, and I extended my 
regular stays there in order to work with the Municipality of Amarante and Municipal Museum 
Amadeo de Souza-Cardoso. I was commissioned to produce two works in collaboration with 
linen weavers from the Fridão Parish, Amarante, and the original version of one of them, ‘The 
Blanket Amarantina’, is now on display at the Museum. It also appeared that year at UNESCO 
World Heritage site, Santa Maria de Alcobaça Monastery, Portugal, with my major exhibition 
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‘Heaven Descends to Earth’. Version II of ‘The Blanket Amarantina’, created in a loom and 
produced by weavers in Fridão, is made of linen and cotton, and it appeared later the same year 
at Tatton Park Mansion, Cheshire. It now integrates Cheshire East Council’s art collection. 
Also in 2015, I made ‘Underlying Beauty’, a contemporary art installation comprising 25 Am-
arantine guitars, each featuring my own original and individually hand drawn designs carried 
out over my four-month term as resident artist at Municipal Museum Amadeo de Souza-Car-
doso. Here my form of expression would introduce a novel and more personal element, albeit 
still inspired by ethnography: freehand drawing. Before becoming part of the Museum’s per-
manent art collection, ‘Underlying Beauty’ travelled to Brazil for exhibition at Rio de Janeiro’s 
St. Clement’s Palace. While resident artist at the Museum I also produced ‘The Fountain of 
Happiness’, a large scale outdoor sculpture for the exhibition in Tatton Park Mansion gardens 
and in the Cloister of Municipal Museum Amadeo de Souza-Cardoso. 
The following year introduced my art to new countries in a greater dimension and com-
pleting a cycle of development. In September 2016, my multiple venue exhibition opened in 
Seville, Spain, with art installations featured across five of the city’s most iconic monuments: 
Fundación Valentín de Madariaga y Oya; Portuguese Pavilion; Universidad de Sevilla; Casa 
de la Provincia and Real Alcázar de Sevilla. In November 2016, my most recent textile art-
work, ‘The Shroud’, was launched at CAB – Colombo Art Biennale 2016 and exhibited in the 
Cathedral of Christ the Living Saviour, Colombo, Sri Lanka. This large-scale art installation 
produced in collaboration with Portuguese linen weavers from Várzea de Calde, Viseu, North-
east Portugal, epitomises my model for true partnership between art and ethnography, artist 
and artisan, and for the dichotomy of local versus universal. Most of my art installations have 
been produced in collaboration with different artisans, they are inspired by local ethnography 
while representing universal concepts. My forthcoming artworks, i.e. two large scale textile art 
installations, follow a similar approach. One for CCCCB – Centro de Cultura Contemporânea 
de Castelo Branco, Portugal, and the other for Manchester Cathedral. The latter will open later 
in 2017 and it is a collection of 7 altar frontals, for all existing altars. Every year each altar 
frontal will be displayed for a limited period of time. This exquisite collection, made of linen 
and embroidered in 100% silk and gold thread, will be produced in collaboration with eight 
Portuguese women, who are expert traditional embroiderers specialising in the famed embroi-
dery technique typical of Castelo Branco. 
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This doctoral study has helped to consolidate my research and define the main guiding 
principles marking my current artistic practice. As illustrated, my artwork is defined by simple 
aesthetics, almost always based on ethnographic research, and it celebrates the role of women 
in contemporary society. The items I use in the construction of my narratives are characteristic 
of the female universe and I interpret reality by carefully analysing mentalities and iconogra-
phies in contemporary society. In doing so, the dialectics between tradition and contempora-
neity have become central to my work. Portuguese territories with low population density have 
inspired my research and the creation of some of my most poignant contemporary art work, 
featuring textiles as my trademark from the outset. The recurring use of satin ribbons, industrial 
fabrics and lace has been a distinguishing feature in my aesthetic narrative. 
My approach to social inclusion in settings affected by human and environmental des-
ertification offers a contribution to knowledge by presenting a model for transforming oral 
traditions into something tangible through collaboration between artists and artisans, and by 
(re)presenting this knowledge (back) in new ways to rural and urban centres. The present re-
search study has been a journey across architecture and art, Portugal and England and also a 
journey from urban to rural Portugal. It shows that it is possible to retain an authorial voice as 
an artist, whilst developing a model for participation and social inclusion rooted in issues which 
are shared by a whole nation. It presents a form of practice-led research that cherishes the art, 
as well as the people who live and work alongside the artist. 
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Pic. 30 – ‘The Shroud’ by Cristina Rodrigues at CAB – Colombo Art Biennale 2016, exhibition at The Ca-
thedral of Christ The Living Saviour, in Colombo, Sri Lanka. December 2016. Photo by Marco Coutinho 
Longo. 
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Biographical Note 
 
Cristina Rodrigues is a Portuguese artist and architect born in Porto in 1980. The 
eclecticism which characterises her work can be traced back to her studies in archi-
tecture (1998), medieval and renaissance history (2004) and contemporary art 
(2010). She graduated in architecture and completed a Masters degree in medieval 
and renaissance history at the University of Porto, Portugal. She later moved to 
Manchester, United Kingdom, where she lectured at university and was awarded a 
PhD from Manchester School of Art. 
 
In  2011 Cristina was awarded a research  grant  by the Arts and Humanities 
Research Council to develop her ongoing research project ‘Design for Desertifica-
tion’. She then focused her research work on the study and register of Portuguese 
territories with low population density. She also began to create some of her most 
poignant contemporary art work, and textiles became her trade mark from the out-
set. The recurring use of satin ribbons, industrial fabrics and lace has been a distin-
guishing feature in her aesthetic narrative. 
 
Manchester, the old textile capital of Europe, became her chosen home for seven 
years and during this time Cristina focused on the study of contemporary art. By 
combining her many interests, namely culture, oral traditions and textiles, she cre-
ated ‘The Blanket’, one of her most emblematic works. The original version of this 
contemporary art installation was made with Idanha-a-Nova’s traditional instru-
ment, the adufe, cotton lace and satin ribbons. 
 
In situ, Cristina’s art installations and sculptures become jewels, lushly adorning 
ordinary objects with baroque detail. She masterfully combines creative flair with 
everyday items. Each of her art installations is locally inspired yet universal in 
meaning, and it intentionally touches the lives of all those involved in its artistic 
production. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Cristina’s work has been admired by several hundred thousand visitors across dif-
ferent parts of the world, in various exhibitions, such as: 
 
‘Issues of Urbanization’, at GDMOA – Guangdong Museum Of Art, in Guang-
zhou, China; 
 
‘21st Century Rural Museum’, at MUDE – Museu do Design e da Moda, in Lis-
bon, Portugal; 
 
‘My Country Through Your Eyes’, at the MNA – Museu Nacional de Arqueologia 
of the Jeronimos Monastery (UNESCO World Heritage), in Lisbon, Portugal; 
 
‘The House’, at Zweigstelle Berlin, Germany; 
 
‘Women From My Country’, at the Manchester Cathedral, United Kingdom; 
 
‘Heaven Descends to Earth’, at the Santa Maria de Alcobaça Monastery 
(UNESCO World Heritage), Portugal; 
 
‘Guardian Angels’, at Tatton Park Mansion, in Cheshire, United Kingdom; ‘Un-
derlying Beauty’ at S. Clemente Palace, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; 
 
‘La Pasión’ a monumental exhibition in Seville, distributed by 5 of the most iconic 
monuments in the city – Fundación Valentín de Madariaga y Oya; Portuguese Pavil-
ion; Universidad de Sevilla; Casa de la Provincia and Real Alcázar de Sevilla; 
 
‘The Shroud’ a large-scale art installation conceived for CAB – Colombo Art Bien-
nale 2016, exhibited at the Cathedral of Christ the Living Saviour, in Colombo, Sri 
Lanka. 
 
 
 
 
She has been working closely with the Porto lace mill - Fábrica de Rendas Portuense, 
- since 2011. This mill still produces cotton lace using original industrial revolution 
machinery, acquired from a mill in Leicester, United Kingdom. 
 
Cristina Rodrigues interprets reality by carefully analysing mentalities and 
iconographies in contemporary society. The dialectics between tradition and con-
temporaneity is central to her work. 
 
In 2016, Cristina Rodrigues was on the cover of SCULPTURE (January/ February 
2016 edition), the American journal and one of the most prominent publications 
worldwide. 
 
In 2014 Cristina’s exhibition ‘Women From My Country’, hosted at Manchester 
 
Cathedral, one of the most emblematic buildings in that English city, was awarded 
 
a grant by the Arts Council of England. This exhibition welcomed over 200 thou-
sand visitors from July to September 2014, and it included three of Cristina’s most 
symbolic art works, ‘The Blanket’, ‘The Queen’ and two large sculptures titled ‘En-
lightenment’. 
 
The patterns and stereotomies produced by the recurring use of satin ribbons are 
one of Cristina’s trademarks. However, with reference to narratives and artefacts 
that are familiar to her daily life, Cristina essentially uses popular materials, which 
relate to a woman’s condition and draws on crafting techniques usually associated 
to domestic crafts. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Emigration, a theme which is particularly relevant to her generation, is addressed 
in some of her work, namely the sculpture ‘Grapes of Wrath’, inspired by John 
Steinbeck’s work. Herself a migrant, Cristina is sensitive to this issue. For several 
years she collected furniture that had belonged to migrants from the various 
 
communities in Manchester, United Kingdom. The contemporary art installation 
 
titled ‘Bourgeois’ (2014) comprises four chairs previously owned by an Iranian fam-
ily living in Stockport, United Kingdom. These were conventional chairs used in 
the family’s dining room for over twenty years and underwent an intervention by 
the artist, transforming them into luxury objects. 
 
In 2015 Cristina Rodrigues extended her regular stays in Portugal in order to work 
with the Municipality of Amarante and the Municipal Museum Amadeo de Souza-
Cardoso. During this year, Cristina produced two textile works in collaboration 
with weavers from Fridão parish, in Amarante. The original version, 
 
‘The Blanket Amarantina’ is now part of the collection on display at the Municipal 
 
Museum Amadeo de Souza-Cardoso. This installation was on show in 2015 at the 
Santa Maria de Alcobaça Monastery exhibition as part of the large exhibition 
 
‘Heaven Descends to Earth’. The second version of the ‘The Blanket Amarantina’, 
created in a loom and produced by weavers in Fridão parish, is made of linen and 
cotton, and it was on show in 2015 at Tatton Park Mansion, United Kingdom. To-
day it is part of the art collection of Cheshire East Council. 
 
Also during 2015, Cristina Rodrigues produced the contemporary art installation 
titled ‘Underlying Beauty’ comprising 25 Amarantine guitars, hand drawn by 
 
Cristina in the four months she was a resident artist at the Municipal Museum 
Amadeo de Souza-Cardoso. This installation was exhibited in 2015 at the S. 
Clemente Palace, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and it is now part of the art collection of 
the Municipal Museum Amadeo de Souza-Cardoso. 
 
During this period as resident artist Cristina also produced a large-scale sculpture 
she named ‘The Fountain of Happiness’, which was on show in the gardens at 
 
 
 
 
Tatton Park Mansion and in the Cloister of the Municipal Museum Amadeo de 
Souza-Cardoso. 
 
In September 2016, the artist opened a monumental exhibition in Seville, distributed 
by 5 of the most iconic monuments in the city – Fundación Valentín de Madariaga y 
Oya; Portuguese Pavilion; Universidad de Sevilla; Casa de la Provincia and Real Al-
cázar de Sevilla. 
 
Recently, the artist produced “The Shroud” in collaboration with a group of Portu-
guese linen weavers from Várzea de Calde, in Viseu. “The Shroud” is a large-scale 
art installation conceived especially for CAB – Colombo Art Biennale 2016, exhib-
ited at the Cathedral of Christ the Living Saviour, in Colombo, Sri Lanka. 
  
 
 
 
 
Solo Exhibitions 
 
2012 21st Century Rural Museum, June/September 2012, Consulate 
 
General of Portugal in Manchester, U.K. [Cat.] 
 
2012 21st Century Rural Museum, November/December 2012, Palácio das 
Artes – Fábrica de Talentos, Porto, Portugal [Cat.] 
 
2013 21st Century Rural Museum, February/March 2013, CAPC – Círculo 
de Artes Plásticas de Coimbra, Portugal [Cat.] 
 
2013 Issues of Urbanization, April/May 2013, Guangdong Museum of Art, 
Guangzhou, China. 
 
2013 21st Century Rural Museum, May/September 2013, MUDE – Museu 
do Design e da Moda, Lisbon, Portugal [Cat.] 
 
2013 DfD - Design for Desertification, June/September 2013, CCR — 
Centro Cultural Raiano, Idanha-a-Nova, Portugal. 
 
2013 21st Century Rural Museum, June/September 2013, Idanha-a-Nova 
Cathedral, Idanha-a-Nova, Portugal. 
 
2013 Cristina Rodrigues, July/August 2013, Feira Raiana, Idanha-a-Nova, 
 
Portugal. 
 
2013 Cristina Rodrigues, ‘My Country Through Your Eyes’, September/ 
 
December 2013, Jerónimos Monastery, (UNESCO World 
Heritage site), Lisbon, Portugal [Cat.] 
 
2014 Cristina Rodrigues, ‘The House’, February/March 2014, Zweigstelle 
 
Gallery, Berlin, Germany [Cat.] 
 
 
 
 
2014 Cristina Rodrigues, ‘The Moroccan House’, June/July 2014, The 
 
Consulate General of Portugal in Manchester, U.K. [Cat.] 
 
2014 Cristina Rodrigues, ‘Women From My Country’, July/September 
 
2014, Manchester Cathedral, Manchester, U.K. [Cat.] 
 
2014 Cristina Rodrigues, ‘The Blanket', August/September 2014, The 
 
Invisible Line Gallery, London, U.K. [Cat.] 
 
2014 Cristina Rodrigues, “Cristina Rodrigues Retrospective”, 
 
November/December  2014, CCR - Centro Cultural Raiano, 
 
Idanha-a-Nova, Portugal. 
 
2015 Cristina Rodrigues, “Heaven Descends To Earth”, April/ 
 
August 2015, Alcobaça Monastery (UNESCO World Heritage 
site) , Alcobaça, Portugal. 
 
2015 Cristina Rodrigues, “Guardian Angels”, May/October 2015, 
 
Tatton Park Mansion, Knutsford, U.K. 
 
2015 Cristina Rodrigues, “The Fountain of Happiness”, July/August 
 
2015, Tatton Park Gardens, Knutsford, U.K. 
 
2015 Cristina Rodrigues, “Underlying Beauty”, September/ 
 
December 2015, Municipal Museum Amadeo Souza-Cardoso, 
 
Amarante, Portugal. 
 
2015 Cristina Rodrigues, “The Blanket (Amarantina version)”, 
 
September/December 2015, S. Gonçalo Church, Amarante, 
 
Portugal.
  
 
 
 
 
Solo Exhibitions 
 
2015 Cristina Rodrigues, “La Pasión”, November/December 2015, 
 
Portugal Pavilion, Seville, Spain. 
 
2016 Cristina Rodrigues, “The Queen”, April/May 2016, S. Gonçalo 
 
Church, Amarante, Portugal. 
 
2016 Cristina Rodrigues, “La Pasión”, September/November 2016, a 
monumental exhibition in Seville, distributed by 5 of the most 
iconic monuments in the city – Fundación Valentín de Madariaga 
y Oya; Portuguese Pavilion; Universidad de Sevilla; Casa de la 
Provincia and Real Alcázar de Sevilla. 
 
2016 Cristina Rodrigues, “The Shroud”, December 2016, large scale 
art installation conceived for CAB – Colombo Art Biennale 
2016, exhibited at the Cathedral of Christ the Living Saviour, in 
Colombo, Sri Lanka. [Cat.] 
 
 
 
 
Video Links 
 
THE BLANKET 
 
Exhibition by Cristina Rodrigues 
 
At Cristina Rodrigues Studio in Manchester Feb-
ruary 2014 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPezinD-FiQ 
 
 
THE MOROCCAN HOUSE 
 
Exhibition by Cristina Rodrigues 
 
At The Portuguese Consulate General in Manchester 
June 2014 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KcKGD-kxbo4 
 
 
WOMEM FROM MY COUNTRY 
 
Exhibition by Cristina Rodrigues 
 
At Manchester Cathedral 
 
July/September 2014 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHCEMGEOXho 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Video Links 
 
 
 
GUARDIAN ANGELS 
 
Exhibition by Cristina Rodrigues 
 
At Tatton Park Mansion 
 
May/October 2015 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECZ56EP7ijU 
 
 
THE FOUNTAIN OF HAPPINESS 
 
Exhibition by Cristina Rodrigues 
 
At Tatton Park Gardens 
 
July/August 2015 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTd7qBi3S-c 
 
 
DRAWING TO THE SOUND OF BELLS 
 
Exhibition by Cristina Rodrigues 
 
At Municipal Museum Amadeo Souza-Cardoso 
 
September/December 2015 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3SehgViG0q0 
 
 
 
 
LA PASIÓN 
 
Exhibition by Cristina Rodrigues 
 
A monumental exhibition in Seville, distributed by 5 of the most iconic  
monuments in the city – Fundación Valentín de Madariaga y Oya; Portuguese Pavi-
lion; Universidad de Sevilla; Casa de la Provincia and Real Alcázar de Sevilla. 
 
September/November 2016 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyRs98LZ3fs 
 
 
THE SHROUD 
 
Art Installation by Cristina Rodrigues 
 
A large-scale art installation conceived for CAB – Colombo Art Biennale 2016, ex-
hibited at the Cathedral of Christ the Living Saviour, in Colombo, Sri Lanka. 
 
December 2016 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AukAs7sg89E 
 
 
WEBSITE 
 
http://www.cristinarodrigues.co.uk 
 
 
FACEBOOK 
 
https://www.facebook.com/cristinarodriguesartist/ 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE SHROUD 
 
2016 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
Site-specific 
 
Materials: 
 
Linen, satin ribbons, silk fringes and 
acrylic paint 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE SHROUD 
 
2016 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
Site-specific 
 
Materials: 
 
Linen, satin ribbons, silk fringes and 
acrylic paint 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE SHROUD 
 
2016 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
Site-specific 
 
Materials: 
 
Linen, satin ribbons, silk fringes and 
acrylic paint 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE SHROUD 
 
2016 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
Site-specific 
 
Materials: 
 
Linen, satin ribbons, silk fringes and 
acrylic paint 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
URBAN DWELLERS 
 
2016 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
4.00m (width) x 3.50m (height) 
 
Materials: 
 
Shoes, satin ribbons and stainless steel 
structure 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LA PASIÓN 
 
2016 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
3 canvas with 1.00m  (diameter) each 
 
Materials: 
 
Wood and satin ribbons 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE QUEEN 
 
2016 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
6.00m (width) x 4.00m (depth) 
 
Crown 0.80m (diameter) x 1,10m (height) 
 
Materials: 
 
galvanized sheet, spray paint, satin rib-
bons and textile flowers 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE QUEEN 
 
2016 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
6.00m (width) x 4.00m (depth) 
 
Crown 0.80m (diameter) x 1,10m (height) 
 
Materials: 
 
galvanized sheet, spray paint, satin rib-
bons and textile flowers 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
UNDERLYING BEAUTY 
 
2015 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
Site-specific 
 
Materials: 
 
Amarantine Guitars and acrylic paint 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
UNDERLYING BEAUTY 
 
2015 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
Site-specific 
 
Materials: 
 
Amarantine Guitars and acrylic paint 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE FOUNTAIN OF 
HAPPINESS 
 
2015 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
3.50m (height) x 2.10m (diameter) 
 
Materials: 
 
iron, stainless steel and glass bottles 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE MOROCCAN 
HOUSE 
 
2015 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
10 canvas with 1.00m (width) x 
1.00m (height) 
 
Materials: 
 
canvas, spray paint, satin ribbons 
and cotton lace 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IN YOUR SHOES 
 
2015 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
site specific 
 
Materials: 
 
400 porcelain shoes and satin ribbons 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KIM & KANYE 
 
2015 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
2 normal size chairs 
 
Materials: 
 
reclaimed wood chairs, satin ribbons and 
ceramics 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GAGA 
 
2015 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
1 normal size chair 
 
Materials: 
 
reclaimed wood chair, satin ribbons and 
ceramics 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GUARDIAN ANGELS 
 
2015 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
site specific 
 
Materials: 
 
reclaimed wood stands, ceramic angels, 
satin ribbons and silk paper flowers 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE BLANKET 
 
(Amarantina version I) 
 
2015 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
3.20m (width) x 5.00m (height) 
 
Materials: 
 
linen, cotton and satin ribbons 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DESERT 
 
2015 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
site specific 
 
Materials: 
 
reclaimed wood chairs, satin ribbons 
and ceramics 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE LOVERS 
 
2015 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
site specific 
 
Materials: 
 
iron, satin ribbons, freezing bags and 
ceramic hearts 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GRAPES OF WRATH 
 
2015 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
3.50m (height) x 2.10m (diameter) 
 
Materials: 
 
iron, stainless steel and glass bottles 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ENLIGHTENMENT III 
 
2015 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
2.00m (height) x 1.80m (diameter) 
 
Materials: 
 
iron, stainless steel, ceramic angels 
and crystal beads 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ENLIGHTENMENT III 
 
2015 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
2.00m (height) x 1.80m (diameter) 
 
Materials: 
 
iron, stainless steel, ceramic angels 
and crystal beads 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MOTHER 
 
2014 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
2.20m (width) x 2.20m (height) 
 
Materials: 
 
cotton shoe laces and cotton crochet line 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VAULT 
 
2014 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
1 TV stand 0.90m (length) x 0.90m 
(width) x 0.90m (height) 
 
Materials: 
 
reclaimed wood TV stand, satin ribbons, 
cotton lace and marzipan soaps 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DINING THE HEART 
 
2014 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
1 dining table 1.50m (length) x 
1.00m (width) x 1.00m (height) 
 
Materials: 
 
reclaimed wooddining table, satin rib-
bons, cotton lace and quilling paper 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MARZIPAN 
 
2014 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
4 normal size dining chairs 
 
Materials: 
 
reclaimed wood chairs and satin ribbons 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BOURGEOIS 
 
2014 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
4 normal size dining chairs 
 
Materials: 
 
reclaimed wood chairs and satin ribbons 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ENLIGHTENMENT II 
 
2014 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
2.00m (height) x 1.80m (diameter) 
 
Materials: 
 
iron, stainless steel, ceramic angels 
and crystal beads 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ENLIGHTENMENT I 
 
2014 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
2.00m (height) x 1.80m (diameter) 
 
Materials: 
 
iron, stainless steel, ceramic angels 
and crystal beads 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE QUEEN 
 
2014 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
site specific 
 
Materials: 
 
galvanized sheet, spray paint, silk paper 
flowers, satin ribbons and cotton lace 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DRESSED MOORESS III 
 
2013 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
2.00m (height) x 1.50m (width) x 
1.50m (length) 
 
Materials: 
 
iron, hanging ropes, satin ribbons 
and cotton lace 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DRESSED MOORESS II 
 
2013 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
2.50m (height) x 1.20m (width) x 
1.20m (length) 
 
Materials: 
 
iron, hanging ropes, satin ribbons 
and cotton lace 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DRESSED MOORESS I 
 
2013 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
2.50m (height) x 1.20m (width) x 
1.20m (length) 
 
Materials: 
 
iron, hanging ropes, satin ribbons 
and cotton lace 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE CHAPEL 
 
2013 
 
 
Dimensions: 
 
2.50m (height) x 2.50m (width) x 
2.50m (length) 
 
Materials: 
 
iron and cotton shoe laces 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE BLANKET 
 
(BERLIN ver-
sion) 2014 
 
Dimensions: 
 
3.50m (height) x 2.50m (width) 
 
Materials: 
 
leather, wooden frames, spray paint, 
satin ribbons and cotton lace 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE BLANKET 
 
(GOLD & SIL-
VER) 2013 
 
Dimensions: 
 
7.00m (height) x 5.00m (width) 
 
Materials: 
 
leather, wooden frames, spray paint, 
satin ribbons and cotton lace 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE BLANKET 
 
(RAIANA ver-
sion) 2013 
 
Dimensions: 
 
6.00m (height) x 3.50m (width) 
 
Materials: 
 
leather, wooden frames, spray paint, 
satin ribbons and cotton lace 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE BLANKET 
 
(IDANHA ver-
sion) 2013 
 
Dimensions: 
 
5.00m (height) x 3.50m (width) 
 
Materials: 
 
leather, wooden frames, spray paint, 
satin ribbons and cotton lace 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE BLANKET 
 
(MUDE ver-
sion) 2013 
 
Dimensions: 
 
4.00m (height) x 2.50m (width) 
 
Materials: 
 
leather, wooden frames, spray paint, 
satin ribbons and cotton lace 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WOMEN FROM MY  
COUNTRY 
 
2012 / 2013 
 
 
28 portraits 
 
Dimensions: 
 
1.00m (height) x 0.70m (width) 
 
Materials: 
 
silk photo paper 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MY COUNTRY  
THROUGH YOUR EYES 
 
2011 / 2012 
 
 
20 portraits 
 
Dimensions: 
 
1.00m (height) x 1.50m (width) 
 
Materials: 
 
silk photo paper 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE PEOPLE'S WALL 
 
2010 / 2012 
 
 
28 portraits 
 
Dimensions: 
 
1.00m (height) x 0.70m (width) 
 
Materials: 
 
silk photo paper 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
www.cristinarodrigues.co.uk 
 
 
Address: 
 
CRISTINA RODRIGUES STUDIO 
Zona Industrial de Castelo Branco Rua I, Lote 18  
6000-790 Castelo Branco  
Portugal 
 
 
 
Email: 
 
info@cristinarodrigues.co.uk 
 
 
